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Robert Mann 324 Elizabeth Drive 
Sunbury Vic 3429 

[03] 9744 3956 M k 1 1800 
Blh [03J 9464 0733 

Robert is the proprietor of RATS PTY LTD Automotive Products. He is a specialist 
in 18001 X6 brakes and clutches I He recommends fitting the Ford Transit Van 8 1/2" clutch 
to the 1800, and has done this to many cars It should be noted however that this clutch 
would not fit into Pat Farrell's very late Mk 11. 

Andrew Macrae 145 Blyth Street [03J 9380 9989 Mk 11 1800 
East Brunswick Vic 3057 

Andrew's car was originally from Queensland. Andrew bought it last year and it is still 
on QLD plates . 

Donald McVea 8 Rutter Avenue 
Healesville Vic 3777 

[03] 5962 5015 2 Mk 11 1800 s 

Donald used to run the B.M.C. dealership in Healesville, and was proud to sell the 
1800's. He has some very interesting stories to tell. For example, after selling a few Morris 
1500's in the district, he refused to sell any more because they were such mobile garbage 
heaps! Ditto for the Marina's. Initially, he was enthusiastic about the P76 but -the build 
quality was so bad, he decided to retire . 
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Daryl Stevens, 
Secretary, 
Landcrab Club, 
22 Davison Street, 
Mitcham 3 ... 

Dear Daryl, 

~v vv n.lU"".".dIV) .'-vau, 

Plenty 3090. 
31 December 1998. 

In looking back over 1998 the club has had several successes in obtaining essential parts to keep our cars on 
the road . 

The first was the work done by club member Walter Brinkman which gave us the option of obtaining new 
drive chains for our automatic transmissions. In the past the accepted thinking once the automatic 
transmission was beyond repair was to convert the car from an automatic to a manual. Thankfully we now 
have access to the parts necessary to rebuild the automatic transmissions. 

The second was the work done by you in having a batch of carbon thrusts manufactured for approximately 
20 club members using a high quality carbon which should mean that clutch replacements will be less 
frequent. The background to this development was the inferior quality of the carbon in the Borg and Beck 
carbon thrusts such that it was not uncommon for a clutch replacement to last only 15,000 miles. 

The third one is a potential break through utilizing a roller bearing assembly to replace the carbon thrust 
completely. A number of us have tried to develop a roller bearing assembly but none have been successful. 
Just before Christmas a former club member, Kevin Maas advertised his car for sale. It had a number of 
interesting innovations which ranged from Commodore SL seats to bosch alternator, electronic ignition and 
a roller bearing assembly to replace the traditional carbon thrust. Kevin advised that he had designed and 
built this about 8 years ago and it had functioned successfully in the car ever since.Kevin believes that he 
still has the drawings for the roller bearing assembly and he will forward these on if he can locate them.If 
these can be batch manufactured then clutch replacements will be substantially reduced . 

I look forward to catching up with you on your return from holidays . 

Keith G. Douglas 

1 THOU shalt not be 
perfect or even t!Y to 

• be. We sometimes 
impo·se unrealistic ex
pectatiOns on ourselves. 

We think we should 
never be tired, grumpy, 
make mistakes. 

2 THOU shalt not try 
to be all things to all 

• people. Save some 
time for yourself. We all 
need a little "space" to 
just breathe, be, stop and 
take stock. 

3 
THOU shalt always 
leave things undone 

• that ought to be 
done. Sometimes it's 
really smart to stop, take 
a break, relax, regroup 
and refresh before you go 
to finish "what ought to 
be done." 

4 THOU shalt not 
spread thyself too 

• thin. Taking on too 
much, working too long, 
volunteering for extra 
work or activities, parent
ing studying and work
ing' travelling - all the 
trungs that make up life 
in the laser track (or to
day's society), mean that 
we are all just dOing too 
much to be well. Pace 
yourself and . . . 

WELLNESS 
Amanda GOr<! 

7 THOU shalt switch 
off and do nothing 

• regularly. I know, I 
know, you don't have 
time to sit and do 
nothing. So you ~ust 
plan time later to be slck. 

If you make time to sit 
and do nothing some
times, you rest your spirit 
and soul. 

Most of us are so busy 
we have not nurtured our 
spirit - the essence that 
gives energy, zest for life 
and makes life fun - for 
years. 

8 THOU shalt be bor
ing, untidy, inele-

• gant and unattrac
tive at times. 

Who cares what other 
people think? Of course 
there are times when we 
must be aware of 
appropriate behavior. 

But it's important to 
give yourself permission 
to be you. 

5 THOU shalt learn to 
say "No." You can 

• do this very gently 
and respectfully. 

It is respectful to your
self when you recognise 
your need for "time out" 
and give it to yourself. It 
may feel uncomfortable 
initially, especially if you 
have created an image 
where others think "we 
can always -rely on good 
old ... " to help out. 

For your sanity and 
energy and vitality, learn 
to say "No", even if you 
start by saying "No, not 
yet". 

6 THOU shalt sche
dule time for thyself 

• and for thy suppor
tive network. 

Social support- family 
and friends - is critical 
for a strong immune sys
tem. People who are iso
lated from family and 
friends or who feel alone 
become ill more often 
than those with even one 
or two friends around 
them. 

If you are someone who 
has no friends or family 
near you, join community 
or church or volunteer 
groups. 

<r.c _.__ _ • 

9 THOU ' shalt not 
even feel guilty. This 

• is a humdinger com
mandment. 

We "should" or 
"shouldn't" ourselves too 
much. 

We berate and blame 
ourselves and feel bad or 
guilty for no good reason 
other than we should 
have known (being a 
mind reader) or we 
shouldn't have been tired 
and crabby. 

The next time you are 
feeling guilty, stop and 
ask yourself, "what have I 
done?" and "who said I 
shouldn't have done it?" 

If you didn't con
sciously set out to hurt 
someone else, then for
give yourself for making a 

. mistake. 

1 0 ESPECIALLY 
thou shalt not be 

.thine own worst 
enemy, but be thy best 
friend. 

If you aren't your own 
best friend who is? Who 
criticises you more than 
anyone else? 

Your self-esteem is re
lated to what you say to 
yourself about yourself, 
as well as what others say 
and think. 



t-II liNG AN OIL COOLER TO 
THE AUTO TRANSMISSION ON A 

1972 TASMAN 
By John Bland 

Graham Anderson- well known Kimberely nut- advised that I should fit an oil cooler to the 
automatic Tasman as they are noted for burning out the automatics at low mileage . With 
help from Graham and Richard Locke , I have now fitted an oil cooler. 

I decided to use an oil cooler element from a 2500 Triumph which uses the same Borg 
Warner 35 box so it should be big enough . I got 2 of them as I w anted to fit and engine oil 
cooler at the same time. If you use these coolers you Will have to straighten the inlet and 
outlet pipes so that they allow the hoses to pass through the unused v~cant headligflt hole 
on the passenger side . You have to cut the existing brackets off and Illake up new sheet 
metal brackets which I pop revetted to the cooler and to the Inner webs tha t are behind the 
grille and in front of the radiator. [see sketch] 

Get yourself a spare extension housing off the end of the qearbox which houses the speedo 
drive , remove the speedo drive and also remove the steel bush 5 '/I/hich holds the 0 ring and 
also tile 0 ring . To remove tile bush , use an easy way out allJ may ue ~ome fledL a~ these 
are a press fit. [L 61 J 

You will have to find a machine shop that also does aluminium welding as two new bosses 
have to be welded onto the casting Into the bosses will have to be machined a threaded hole 
tp take a 3/8 " hose tail. [ The Triumph coo ler has a 3/8" pipe . If you have a differeilt cooler, 
you Will hav e to make up the boss to SUit it J The machine shop will a lso have to piug weld 
the passage way between the 1:VI/O bosses . [See sketch 1 

Novv' is the time to assemble it. Replace the 0 ring with a new one and instaii It In the steel 
bush , and replace It back up in the onginal position . I used 90 0 hose tails and onE' extension 
piece as you cannot screw the two 90 a hose tails in together as they vvill hit Don't tighten 
them until yo u replace the casting back on the box as you have to line them up to your hOse . 
r Drain the auto oil) Replace casting base on box bllt be Importantly bE' C8ref l.l l nnt to Get 8ny 
dirt in the box when yo u do this . Mount the cooler or coolers as the case may be in front of 
the radiator. If you are uSing 2 Triumpt'l 011 coolers you Will have to shorten the bonnet safety 
catch by about 1 " as it wil! h.!t on the tor cooler. ~'!0\.A.I connect tI'! e 3/8" oil hose to the ('('o!er 
and out through the spa re h€:-adl i~ ht hule u il the passe n~er ~ i Jt:' cU ld j"t) ulld tli t:' il l l l ~ 1 9 ucu'd 
and down to the extension heuslng I put one hosE' on e ltrler Side of the speedo dnve . I 
boug ht 2 double hose clamps to ho ld ttle t10ses to the inne r gu?rd and [T' ade Li p 3n extra 
bracket to hoid the hoses to til e bulKhead Replace u ii in yed l bux dl l J Le~l l U I ; ecK~ if you 
are in doubt if this will work . rEefer to auto flow crlarts In the wo rksh op manual an d yo u will see 
that 011 passes through the governor press feed tube [!'h 6 F :g L 61 ] 3!! th o t :me v.'hile 

driVin g but does not when in neutra l. 

.. I f ' t ~h ' I ~ R' h ~ I I f ~h Special thanks goes to graham Anderson for inSisting, ,I u .lS - .J ,so La , IC I,C)r" LOC,(c ,o r Lite 
technical info rmation I do not take any credit for the mod ification as I only diG what I was toid . 

The gearbox modification IS the same fo r the 1800- pe rha ps the cooler cOiJld be mc unted 
ahea d of the batt ery , If the horns were put in the mudguard . 

Total cost with 1 011 cooler approx $90-00 

P S If you did the Nissan fan conversion end alterpd the fanstat you will find you h;:we to 
alter the fanstat again to approximately 94c if you run the 2 oil coolers that I f itted . The 
normal base temperature has now risen due to the 2 extra coolers . 

If you have any problems please ring me on 029871 5674 
lJ-
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FAREWELL 1998 
By Daryl Stephens 

The busy year began when we returned from our annual caravanning holiday . The 1800 was 
struggling up some hills it would have once laughed at. Eariy March, and I ripped out the 
motor in preparation for a total rebuild . At the same time I borrowed the share automatic 
from my aids . So far so good. With the motor being re bored , the automatic blew up I Then 
a couple of days later, sons Mk 11 dropped out Its clutch . Drama after drama occurred. I 
barely managed to knock lip 1,000 miles on the new motor before hitching on the VRn for our 
Easter holiday . 
The saga of the generator 

Last year, when the original generator died, East Side Elechics here in Milchelrll riUeu a 
change over. Two warranty claims later. I gave up with him . Club printer Keith Douglas and 
I had wrecked a Mk 1, which was at his place. Decided to use the generator off that. !t 
rapidly transpired that Keith is much faster with spanners thCln i . He thelefore fitted it , whiie 
I shifted 57 wheel barrows fuil of dirt for hIm . I am not of course suggesting that he stalled 
the installation to get more wheel barrow loads out of me I 

That generator lasted a week. The RACV rescued me and recommended Change over auto 
electrics in Lillydale . They said I needed a new regulator and generator , to the tune of $265-
00 Two weeks later, the generator was making horrible noises , so ihey put in another one. 
Trouble was , the boss and two big mechanics insisted I give them $50 for fitting it I Threp. on 
to one is not good odds , so I stalled by claim ing I had to go to the A TM . When I got back, 
the car was fixed . the keys were in it and I bolted I 

This generator is on notice- it does 80 ,000 miles without drama , or I will fOiget originality and 
fit an alternator. 
The saga of the wheels 
I usually patronise Wide wheels in Ferntree Gully for tyres . This time I tried Mansons in 
Bayswater. I arranged to take the car In , they stnp otf all wheels , and peel the tyres off I 
would then take the rims to Lees metal polishing in 8::1YS\Ncoter where Lee I,A./0Lild re rc,!ish the 
Rally Masters while I waiteu Mafl~o rl~ vVouiu lifefl rit 2 flevY tYIt;j~ anu fdil lilE: bt;j;:,l (';oulJie 
of old ones . Then tlley would check the front end for wear and do a front end aliqnment. My 
vehicle has an adjusting front end . so castor , camber and toe in need to be set. 

Coming home I was most dissatisfied With the steering and rang them . Unfortunateiy . I had 
paid by Visa . Had it been an old fashioned cheque which I would have stopped, the story 
might have been different In bas ic terms they said , " Get Lost i " 

An investigation revealed 3 ball joints badly in need of adjustment. How they missed buckled 
wheels when balancing the wheels , I know not. 

The steering wheel was shaking badly at freeway speeds, so I had the front wheels checked 
for buckles at Eastern wheel works. They both were buckled and only one could be fixed 
While I was there , a courier recommended Allied wheels in Moorabbin I had the good one 
fixed and took both to Allied wheels , who then straightened both! 
steady wheel at high speeds 

Th ...... h,....H .... ___. Ii ........... ; ,... ................ 1, 
I Itt UVllVll1 IIllt I;:' Cl IV\," 



The saga of the clutches 

In March when I rebuilt the motor, I was horrified to see how badly worn a carbon thrust had 
worn in 10,00 miles . This developed into the re manufactured ones which many people in the 
Club purchased . 

The fellow is initially did the deal with was both knowledgeable and helpful. He went on 
holidays , and the trouble commenced. The replacement was like Humprey in "Yes Minister 
!" . First, they need a sales tax exception form . Then they . needed a sample to copy off. 
Then they wanted me to draw it up, and said that was not included in the price . I refused to 
draw it up. They then drew it up. and faxed me a copy of the plan , and asked me to authorise 
that it was completely accurate in every way . I faxed back that I am in the cleaning business, 

/' not the drafting business and have no idea whether th e drawing was accurale or not i And 
so it went on. I was about to cancel the deal when the original fellow returned from leave
and the rest is history . 

Now it is mid December and one or both clutch oil seals are leaking badly Early in the new 
year, the 1800 is pulling the van to Coffs Harbour- some 1600 k's north of Melbourne - so it 
was decided to fix the seals before hand. I planned to remove the engine after iunch last 
Friday . However, the fuel pump diaphragm collapsed- I have never seen such volumes of oil 
go down an exhaust pipe- and this delayed the starting . 

Melbourne's weather can fluctuate a little and last Friday was 42 o. It finally came out just 
after midnight The easy way for me is to pop both top ball joints to allow much more room 
around the universal jOints 

As well as replacing both sea ls, I installed the aforementioned carbon thrust. Together with 
an 8 1/2 II MG clutch plate .[The clutch linn ing in anginal form was too thick and it had to be 
replaced with thinner material] And a re manufactured pressure plate Many thanks to BGT 
clutches in Hawthorn On Saturday , it was cooler- only 390- and of course on Sunday with 
me working in the open- it rained ali da y I I guess, had we lived in Sydney , it would have 
rained on all 3 days! 

Now somebody has popped out of the woodwork with a claim that he designed a roller 
bearing clutch thrust, and it has done 10 years work Without If I can squeeze plans out I him , 
trley will appear next newsletter. 

The saga of the birthdays 

Daughter Naomi turned 18 this year, and we gave her a surprise party . While the heme \'v'as 
being set up, I took her to the movies . At one stage I ducked into the mens room , and rang 
home to see if everything was under control. Some guy worked past and said" Nudge nudgp. , 
wink wink!" Have never seen her speechless before . 

Then Janice- first wife- had a birthday of some importance- which necessitated airports and 

different climates . 

Then Son Adam had his 21 sf, which worked out at $40-00 per head. With the money spent 
on birthdays this year, I could have super cha rged the 1800 ! And now has just announced 
his engagement . 

If 1999 is like 1998, I may not live to 2000 I 



SPRINGS AND NEEDLES 
By Daryl Stephens 

Many years ago , I had the experience of driving Melbourne to Canberra just after swapping 
the Zenith carbie on the A 90 for twin S. U. s. We could not work out why the exhaust was 
yellow instead of light grey till it was too late! [ I was also pmgea for excessive nOise on the 
trip, but that's another story] Since then , I have beAn interested in what nepdles are in S. U 
S .- which is how this article came to pass .[ The yellow exhaust was of course the valves and 
pistons disintegrating due to an overly lean mixture] 

Model 

Mk 1 1800 
HS6 Su @ 30° 

Mk 11 1800 
HS6 Su @ 20° 

M k 111 1800 

HS6 Su @ 20 

Australian specs 
Needles & Springs 
Weak Std Rich 

CIW TW SW Yellow 

SL Yellow 

English specs 
Needles and spnngs 
Weak Std Rich 

CIW TW SW Yellow 
later Mk 1 SA ZH SW 

CIW ZH TW Yellow 

BBF Yellow 

Twin carburettor models Called 1800 S not available in Australia 

Twin HS6 Su @ 30 CIWTZ CI red springs [WORKSHOP MANUAL} 

" " " CIW TW SW yel!ow springs [SPEC!.A,L TUN!NG] 

X6 Single @ 20 TP Red 

X 6 Twin HS6 RV Red 

2200 [ English] 8BN Red 

Twin HiF6 



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The SU carburetter has I::een with us for many decades, in fact since the First 
World War era . Since it's introduction it has undergone many subtle changes in 
design which have brought it to it's present day standard of high efficiency and 
reliability, coupled with basic simplicity and versatility . 

Although it has been subjected to continuous development over the years, the 
operation of the SU has remained basically unchanged for virtually half a 
century . Such was the soundness of the basic design. Over the years, the SU 
ha~ been in service in virtually every type of enqine from agricultural engines to 
racing engines; from buses to limousines . Because of it's simplicity, versatility 
and effectiveness, the SU has found widespread usc, not the least important of 
these is it 's arrlication to high performance engines, both for road and compet · 
ition use. For road usc , the SU is expected to give both good power and yood 
economy . This it can do when correctly tuned . On the track it is expected to 
give the sort of power necessary for winning performances. This, the SU also 
achieves, and in a manner which is surpassed only by the most sophisticated and 
expensive types of carburetters or even fuel injection. 

One in a while, one hears of carburetter troubles manifesting themselves . Such 
maladies as rich mixtures, flat spots, misfirinQ, etc., arc often lumped together 
under one heading of 'going out of tune'. The SU carburetter, simple though it 
may be, is often blamed for faults which are, in fact, none of it's doing. This is 
not to say that it is faultless, but it can be said that many carburation 
troubles stem from a lack of understanding of the carburetter concerned. 
The SU, like any other carburetter, has to perform a delicate function, that of 
mixing the correct amount of petrol with the air passing through it. To do so, 
it must be in proper working order, and correctly set within relatively fine limits. 
To achieve this, one must understand the working of this carburetter. Then, 
and only then can it's true potential in any given situation be fully realized. Both 
from the rerformance and economy aspect, the correct setting lip and use of all 
SU carburetter cannot be over·emphasized. With the aid of this book, it is 
hoped that all those using SU carburetters will benefit, whether it be from the 
aspect of economy or power. 

( ( 7 

:hapter 2 

Description of the Carburetter 

ihe SU carburetter falls into a class of instrument commonly known as a 
:onstant depression or variable choke. The reason for so doing stems from 
he fact that the depression, vacuum or suction, call it what you will, 
)ver the jet orifice, remains relatively constant, throuQhout the range of airflow 
'equirements of an enqine . To see how this is achieved, let us look at the basic 
)rinciples of operation of the SU carburetter. 

rake a look at Fig. 1. Here we have the basic layout of the SU ciHburetter. The 
tngine is situated to the left of the buw~rfly . When the ennine is running, there 
Nill be a large depression existing on the left hand side of the butterfly simply 
)ecause the butterfly is restricting the flow of air to the engine as it would do 
mder idling conditions. Because the butterfly is slightly open (it will have to be 
:0 supply the engine with air to idle) part of this depression is connected to the 
' ight hand side of the butterfly. From the drawing, it can also be seen that a 
10le in the suction chamber (3) connects the right hand side of the butterfly with 
Ihe suction chamber above the body of the carburetter. The underside of the 
'arge diameter of the piston (2) is connected to normal atmospheric pressure by ~ 
J hole 5. Now, when we open the throttle slightly (4), the depression on the left 
1and side of the butterfly, will be allowed to communicate to a greater degree 
Nith the slight vacuum existing on the right hand side of it. This, in turn, will 
draw air out of the bell chamber from above the piston. We now have an uneClual 
pressure existing across th~ piston. Underneath the lar'le riston cil allleter is 
normal air pressure, whilst above it, it is lower than normal air pressure . Hence 
this pressure differential will cause the piston to rise. In so doing, it will pull 
the tapered needle (6) out of the jet, thus allowin~ more air and more petrol to 
pass into the carburetter lind thus to the engine. If we open the throttl e st ill 
further and, via (3) 5uck even more air out of the bell chamber, then the piston 
will rise even further. This will allow more air into the engine and also, since 
the needle comes out of the jet further, allow more petrol, thus keeping the 
mixture ratio in correct proportion. If the throttle is opened fully while the 
(!ngine is at low rpm, the suction will not be particularly large, due to the fact 
that the engines air requirement will be low while it is at low rpm . This means 
that the piston will only open far enough to satisfy the engin's demand for air 
and no more . As revs rise, so the piston will rise .' By this system, it can be seen 
that not only does the carburetter adjust itself for throttle demand, i.e . how 
much rpm a driver requires at the particular instant, but also, it adjusts itself to 
engine load condition. To look at it another way, we could say that whatever 
the throttle butterfly does, the piston in the carburetter lifts only sufficiently to 
supply the air required by the engine for it's particular neecls of the moment. 

This, then, is the basic mode of operation of the SU carhuretter . We can say 
thllt 8S there is II constllnt cll!prr.ssioll 01 sliction over tlw il~I, IlwlI tlw Illix 1111 I' i~ 

8 ( ( 
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governed \.y the taper of the needle and this is why this cl ,.lonent is all 
important. 

Fuel Levels and Float Chambers 

Again, 100kinQ at Fig. 1, we can see that the further the needle comes out of 
the jet, the !lreater the area that is available for fuel to pass. Now, although 
this is the means of governing the rate of fuel introduced into the air, it does 
depend on one other factor, this being the initial level of the fuel in the jet . If 
the fuel is a long way down the jet before we Hart the engine, we can see that 
quite a bit of suction will be needed just to draw the fuel up to the top of the jet 
before it starts beinQ emitted into the air. On the other hand, if the fuel is only 
just below the jet before the engine is started, then when it is started, only a 
small amount of suction will cause fuel to flow out of the jet. From this, then, 
we can see that at least in the initial stages, the level of the fuel in the jet is 
important, as it will effect the mixture rillio that the carburetter delivr.rs. In 
practice the fuel in a carburetter main jet is set such that it is between an eighth 
and a Quarter of an inch below it's point of dischMge. The pressure drop needed 
to draw the fuel up to the lip of the jet under these circumstances will be 
between two·thirds and one and a third ounces per square inch. 

From the straightforward carburation point of view, the fuel level is best set 
dead level with the top of the jet. However, under these conditions, braking, 
accelerating and cornering forces would cause the fuel to spill out of the jet, c: 
thus grossly enriching the mixture. I t is for this reason that the fuel level needs 
to be set some distance below the top of the jet so that the mixture is not too 
badlv effected by various accelerations that the car is subjected to . Now that 
we can see why the fuel level must be set a certain distance below the edge of the 
jet, we can consider the means for setting this level. The fuel supplied to the 
jet is drawn from the float chamber. The float chamber has two principle 
functions, the first of these being to set the fuel level. This is achieved by allow· 
ing so much fuel into the chamber before the float rises, operates a valve, and 
prevents further fuel enterinQ the float chamber. The float should cut oft the 
supply of fuel into the float chamber such that it leaves a fuel level in the jet in 
it's correct position. 

The second function of the float chamber (which is related in part to the firstl is 
to regulate the supplv of fuel to the engine. The amount of petrol supplied by 
the fuel pump is always more than the engine needs . If some form of regulation 
were not present, then the fuel pump would flood the engine with petrol. The 
float chamber then, apart from setting the fuel level, regulates the flow such that 
the main jet has a steady source from which to draw it's supply or needs. 

Choke lind Mixture Control 

When an ennine is cold, it needs iI richer mixture than when it is warm. This 
stems from th!! filct that ilt low teml)l~rillures Ihl! 11I ~ 1rol dOI!~ not vi/pollrisc so 
easily to form a comhustihle mixture . Hence we have to usc a 10l more [)l:11II1 
to get a sufficil!ntly vapUlIri/l!d ilOlOllnl 01 q;ls wilhin Ihr. cylinder 10 ilJllil' ~ 
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properly. The rich starting mixture is obtained on teh H, HO and HS types, but 
not on the HIF type, by simply lowering the jet, Fig.2 (9). Inspection of relevant 
drawings will show that the jet is in a carrier within which it can slide Fig.3 (151 . 
By bringing this jet down, the needle fills less of the bore of the jet, thus 
allowing more petrol to flow through it. As soon as the engine has reached 
normal operating temperature, the jet can be returned to it's normal position. 

Mixture control (assuming one has the correct needle fitted) is accomplished in 
a similar manner, a nut on the jet carrier Fig . 3 (14\. allows the jet to be adjust · 
ed up and down in fine increments until the mix ture is correctly set. Such 
adjustment, of course, will set the mixture only at tickover, and if it is correct 
at this point the carburetter relies on the needle profile alone to qive the corr!!ct 
mixture throughout the rest of the rev range . The adjustment nut, then, in (III 
essence can be termed an idling mixture adjustment nut. 

The Suction Chamber Assembly r-\ 

We have already looked at the basic function of the dashpot, and that is it's 
ability to lift the piston to a required amount for a given pressure differential 
across the upper and lower face of the large piston diameter . Raising the piston 
to admit more air into the carburetter body, however, is not it's sole function . 
It has many secondary functions which together are of significant importance . 
Let us consider, first of all, the spring within the suction chamber assembly, Fig. 
2 (13). This spring loads the piston in a downward direction, i.e. into a closed po· 
sitlon. The tension of this wring is selected such that the piston only just reaches 
the fully open position when the engine has it's maximum air demand (i .e. it's 
peak bhp output). If the spring is too weak, the dashpot will reach it's full lift 
before the engine reaches it's peak bhp rpm . This means that the metering of 
the fuel will not be as it should be, because the needle is fully out of the jet and 
there is no more movement left for metering purposes . If the spring is too 
strong, then the dashpot will not lift fully even when the engine is demanding 
the maximum throughput of air . In this situat ion the carburetll:r woulrl Ill' 
starving the enqine of air. Apart from the spr in!J. the d ashpot assembly also 
contains the guide rod and a piston damper Fiq . 2 (11 & 12). The function of 
the guide rod is virtually sPolf explanatory - it guides the piston accurately with in 
the bore of the suction chamber. During it's up and down motion within the 
chamber, the outer edges of the dashpot piston should not contact the inner 
diameter of the suction chamber. 

The damper piston which is housed within the hare of thr. lJuide rocl works 
within a well of oil. The function of the damper is twofold . Firstly it prevents 
the piston from foliowinC) the fluctuations of the air flow at low rpm , thus keep 
ing the piston steady and secondly, when thl! throttle is opened quickly. It 
prelJents the piston from risinq in unison with the orll!ninn 01 the throttle . Thl! 
reason for this is that air has less inertia than petrol. so when the throttll! is 
tlpened rapidly. extra air will rush in hut the petrol will take a little 10nerN before 
it's flow catches up with the rww air flow fatr. . Wlwn thi~ happr.m. tlw miXlllfI! 
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becomes weak. By damping the piston such that it cannot move too rapidly we 
get in effect. an accelerator pump action, that is, when the throttle is opened 
rapidly, the piston is retarded, sufficient, in fact, to cause a momentary enrich
ment of the mixture to give a sharp pickup. This is due to the increased 
suction over the jet during the time the piston lags behind when the throttle is 
opened. 

This. then, is the bilsic function of the elementary parts of the SU carburetter. 
A !lood understanding 01 the working 01 this tyoe of carburetter will greatly 
simplify it's use and setting uo . It will also have the effect of bringing sharply 
into locus some of those more obscure adjustments which often baffle the 
uninitiated. 

( 15 

Chapter 3 

Mai.ntenance, Overhauling and 
Fault Finding 

Before we can expect a carburetter to deliver the correct fuellair rat io, we must 
make sure that it is in proper working order. To determine whether or not the 
carburetter if fit for service, one should remove it from the car and thorouqhly 
clean it. Petrol makes a reasonable solvent for cleaning carburp.tters. or if it is 
obvious that the carburetter is going to have to be stripped completely, then one 
can wash the carburetter in neat washing up liquid and then rinse it off with hot 
water. 

Immediately after this it should be dipped in petrol to prevent any corrosion. If 
the carburetter is reallv being cleanerl to check for suspect wear, then the best 
carburetter cleaner to use is one of the proprietory carburetter clcanina fluids. as 
these will remove carbon and petrol stains. and leave the carburetter looking like 
new. ( 

Once the carburetter has been thoroughly cleaned, we can check lor variolls 
points where wear may occur. First of all, wear of the throttle spindle can easily 
be detected by a sloppy fit of the spindle in the throttle body. When this 
spindle wears, it admits air into the carburetter, thus weakening the mixture . I I 
it is badly worn at this point, it may be found impossible to get the engine to 
idle smoothly. Wear of the butterfly spindle effects the initial setting and this 
can in turn effect the top end performance. 

The next step is to remove the bell chamber and piston assembly and check the 
needle for wear. If there are any apparent signs of scratching or wear on the 
needle, then this indicates that the jet is out 01 centre. This should be remedied 
as detailed in the relevant section. later on in this book. 

Next, thoroughly clean out the piston · and inside of the suction chamber, using 
petrol. Check that the piston rod slides freely in the suction chamber and that 
there is no oil on the stem. With the damper in place, relocate the piston into the 
suction chamber, and push it in to the limits 01 it's travel. Then seal off the 
transfer holes (this can sometimes be done with a thumb on carburetters 
having only one transfer hole), with plasticine or something similar. The 
transfer hole, by the way, is the apperture which communicates the engine 
vacuum with the space above the piston. To make things clearer, the hole 
which is to be blocked is shown in Fig .25. With the suction chamber inverted, 
allow it to drop off of the piston. The time taken for it to fall should be 
between three and five seconds on carburetters up to 1 It. inches and live te 
seven seconds for larger carburetters. I f it takes longer than this. then try te 
establish why. It could be that there is still some dirt left on the inside 01 thE 
suction chamber or on the perilery 01 the piston. I f the carburetter has heer 
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ma/( 'rd at any time it could be that the suction ~ ,ber is distorted, 
Whatb"er the cause, it should be remedied such that the dro .... me of the suction 
chamber falls within the period quoted. 

Now let us Come back to this business of the jet and Jet centering, If the needle 
showed any sions of wear then it has obviously been touching the sirles of the Jet, 
In which case one should replilce not only the needle but also the Jet, for 
obviously the jet would be worn also, When fitting a new Jeth should be centr, 
ed up as shown in Fig.26, On some carburetters, sealing the main jet is done by 
glands. I f these appear at all in bad order, they should be rep/act!d, otherwise 
leakage will OCCur. The relevant overhaul kit for the carburetter will contain all 
the parts needed for this aspect of maintaining the carburetter, 

Float Chamber 

Since the float chamber also plays a critical part in the metering accuracy of the 
carburetter, then we must also make sure that this is functioning correctly, 

First of al/, remove the top of the float chamber, and check that the needle valve 
is, in fact, sealing. By SUCking through the petrol input pipe, one should be 
able to seal the valve with very little pressure, Even small leak of the needle 
valve will be quite apparent when sucking through It In this manner. If the 
needle valve shows any sign of leaking it must be replaced, as a leaking valve can 
be a great source of trouble if it is not functioning correctly, Since the needle 
valve is operated by a float of which a certain amount of buoyancy is required, 
we should check the float to see that it is not leaking or has not been punctured, 
otherwise the float will not operate the needle valve properly. Needless to say 
if the float is punctured it must ne replaced, 

Lastly, the fuel level should be correctly set as shown in Fig,28, If you 
are completely stripping the carburetter then of Course it can be done exactly as 
detailed in section two, referring to stripping and rebuilding. 

Since even a well maintained carburetter can from time to time develop faults, 
the chart shown on page 18 has been made up to make fault tracing and curing a little easier. -
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Chapter 4 

Mixture Requirements 

The whole point of a carburetter is to deliver and mix the correct amount of fuel 
with the air going into the engine. The proportions of air and fuel goin!! into 
an engine is known as the air/fuel ratio. For the burning of petrol (the fuel) in 
air, the mixture of air and petrol must fall within certain limits. These limits are 
called the limits of inflammability and, for a fuel like petrol they fall within 
20/1 to 7'1:./1 . What this means is that 20 Ibs. of air mixed with 1 Ib.of petrol 
will just burn. Such a mixture is a weak mixture for the simple reason that 
there is very little petrol for a large amount of air. At the other end of the 
scale we find that if 1 lb. of petrol is mixed with 7'1:. Ibs. of air, the mixture will 
aoain only just burn because there is an excess of petrol, i.e. it Is a rich mixture. 
In the first instance, the weak mixture, we find that when the petrol 1$ burnt 
there is a Qreat deal of oxygen left over after combustion. In the second 
instance, the rich mixture, when the mixture is burnt all the oxygen Is consumed 
and there is petrol left over which is still unburnt. Falling between these two 
~t !:~Q ~s the chemically correct mixture . For a fuel such as petrol, the 
chemically correct mixture is about 14.8/1 i.e . 14.8 Ibs. of air for 1 lb. of petrol. 
When a mixture such as this is burnt all the petrol and all the oxygen are used up 
in combustion. 

At first thought, one would assume that the best performance would be given 
when the air/fuel ratio was that of the chemically correct mixture . . Although a 
car would perform well on such a mixture, it is not quire the ultimate for either 
power or economy, although it must be said that it does represent a good com· 
promise. Experiments with engines have shown that the best economy is 

. achieved when the mixture is set slightly weak, i.e. with mixtures in the order of 
16/1. . There are, however, problems which can arise from setting an engine this 
weak. Firstly, unless the distribution between cylinders is good, one can get 
some cylinders running weaker than others end hence misfiring can result. 
Secondly, without making alterations to the distributor, one can find that $uch 
weak mix tures cause higher exhaust valve temperatures which can lead to a 
failure in this quarter. For maximum power, the mixture requirement Is again 
different. Most engines give their maximum power when the air/fuel ratio Is 
about "2: 1 .. This, it will be noticed, is quite appreciably on the rich side of a 
chemically correct mixture. The reason that such a rich mixture gives best power 
is that the excess petrol in the air cools the incoming charge, therefore allowing 
a denser charge to enter the cylinders, the result of which is more power. Also 
an excess of fuel ensures that all air is burnt. 

A well designed carburetter is able to vary the mixture it delivers to the engine 
so that it is able to cater for varying requirements. For instance, if you are 
crusinq along at a speed reasonable below the top speed of the car there is no 
'1ecd for the carburetter to deliver a rich mixture for maximum power. Under 
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these conditions it should be delivering a slightly weak mixture for maximum 
economy. However, when the throttle i~ opened fully, it is obvious that the 
driver will be wanting maximum power and under these conditions, the 
carburetter should deliver a slightly rich mixture so as to give the best perform· 
ance. This change in mixture ratio for varying conditions, is known as mixture 
spread. The SU carburetter, by virtue of it's design, automatically spreads the 
mixture between the ratios required for cruising, and economy, and the ratio 
required for maximum power. The mixture spread of the SU, however, is not 
so oreat that it goes to the extreme of each requirement, for as stated before, 
unless distribution is good, running at the most economical mixture may lead to 
misfiring. At the other end of the scale, running at the very richest mixture for 
the rich mixture for maximum power, fuel consumption is quite excessive. What 
the SU does it to strike a reasonable compromise between these two extremes, 
and in so doing, gives a very acceptable performance. 

Before we leave the rather more theoretical side of things, one more point may 
be well worth noting . The mixture ratios just quoted for economy and power 
are those required when thu throttle Is reasonilllio well opon . When throttle 
openings are very small, we find that under a given set of circumstances, the 
mixture required is richer. The reason for this is that as the throttle is closed, so 
the amount of air going into the engine is less. This means that as the fresh 
charge enters the cylinder, it undergoes greater dilution with the residual gase 
from the last combustion phase. When it comes to the time to ignite this new 
charge, then because of it's dilution with exhaust gases, the chances of an 
ignitable mixture being close to the spark plug is reduced . To overcome this, 
more fuel must be introduced into the incoming air to ensure an ignitable charge In 
at the plug. For this reason we find that at tickover, the mixture ratio required 
is a lot richer than one would expect, and it is beacuse the engine is running at 
virtually no load and the amount of air drawn is very small, that the dilution 
with burnt gases is very large. With SU carburetters, a smooth tickover is 
usually achieved when the mixture is about 13.2 : 1, but this varies considerably 
from engine to engine. . 

Before turning to more practical things, we will consider one further aspect of 
mixture. When mixtures are set rich, they always produce carbon monoxide 
pollution. I t may be well worth considering this when setting your SU carburet · 
ter . If you can set it to run nearer to the chemically correct mixture, then thfl 
less carbon monoxide pollution the exhaust will emit. 

As we have seen in the previous paragraph, the mixture strength greatly effects 
power and the amount it effects power can be seen by the graph Fig. 4 . From 
this graph it can be seen that the power very rapidly drops off as the mixture 
becomes weaker, but that there is not such a rapid drop off in power on the rich 
side . In setting our carburetter, we should aim to gr. t the mixture under normal 
driving conditions, somewhere between the chemically correct mixture and the 
maximum power mixture. 
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Standard Engine, Sin: tarburetter Setting Up. l 
Having considered what the engine needs in the way of mixture requirements, 
we can think about setting the carburetter up to deliver such a mixture . We will 
deal first of all with single carburetters on an engine which is in every way 
standard, i.e. completely unmodified. Assuming that the carburetter is in 
perfect condition, then we set up the carburetter as follows: 

1. (a) Warm up the engine to It's normal working temperature. 

2. 

22 

(b) Switch it off. 

Ic) Unscrew the throttle adjusting screw until it is clear of it's stop and 

the throttle is fully closed. 

Id) Set the throttle adjusting screw 1 % turns open . 

Fig. 5-

la) Mark for reassembly and remove the piston/suction chamber unit. 

(b) Disconnect the mixture control wire, i.e. the choke cable. 

Ic) Screw the jet adjusting nut (1) until the jet is flush with the bridge 
of the carburetter, or fully up if this position cannot be obtained. 

.....9 
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FIg. 6-

3. Replace the piston/suction chamber unit as marked. Check that the 
piston falls freely onto the bridge when the lifting pin (6) is released. If it does 
not do this, then the jet needs centering, so turn to the relevant page on center· 
ing. Then turn down the jet adjusting nut (1) by two complete turns. 

4. 

FIg. 7-

(a) Restart the engine and adjust the throttle adjusting screw (6) to give 
the desired idling as indicated by the rev counter or by the ignition warn· 
ing glow. 

(b) Turn the jct adjusting nut (1) up to weaken or down to rlchen until 
the fastest idling speed consistent with cven running is obtained. 

(c) Readjust the throttle adjusting screw (5) to give the correct idling if 
necessary. 

( 23 
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5. (a) Check for correct mixture 1?'l.~!:!!!Y 2.!:!~b[rlg.the lifting pin up about 
J{;!~ [!l~h~~ ~f~~r ~!1~ fr~~ mQ'!~I!'!~m h!!~. Q~~!lJ!!~~!l !o!1L 
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b •. ln,,:' 
(b) The graph aheYe illustrates the effect on engine rpm when the lift· 
ing pin raises the piston, indicating the mixture strength. If the mixture 
is exceulvely rich, the rpm increases considerably. Wjth th~ cor~ 
mixture, the rpm increases very slightly, and with a weak mixture, the rpm 

-win 'aropaiicfihe- e·nglne-iNilrstal1 :·_· .. ·-

(c) Readjust the mixture strength as necessary. 

(d) Reconnect the mixture control wire with about 1/16 in (1.6 mm) 
free movement before it starts to pull on the jet lever. 

500 

ENGINE 
r.p.m 

( J 

rich 

-- ._---
TIME 
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3. 

( ) Pull the mixture control knob until the linkage ( ':>out to move the 
carburetter jet and adjust the fast·idle screw to give 0(1 engine speed of 
about 1.000 r.p.m. when hot. 

If) Finally top up the piston damper with the recommended engine 
oil until the level is % in (13 mm) above the top of the hollow piston rod. 

Tuning Multi·Carburetter Set Ups 

Remove the air cleaners and carry out Item 1 as for single on all carburetters 
then : 

2. (a) Slacken both the clamping bolts (7) on the throttle spindle inter· 
connections. 

(b) Disconnect the jet control interconnection by slackening the clamp, 
ing bolts (8). 

(c) Carry out items 2 and 3 as for single carburetters, then additionally: 

:' ...... ,., .... 
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(a) Restart the engine and adjust the throttle adjusting screws on each 
carburetter to give the desired idling speed as indicated by the rev counter 
or the ignition warning glow. 
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(b) Compar( ) intensity of the intake 'hiss' on all carburetterr , d 
alter the throttle adjusting screws until the 'hiss' is the same. '--

Fig." -

4. (a) Turn the jet adjusting nuts (1) on all carburetters up to weaken or 
down to richen the same amount.J!!1!iUb~ J!!H~!.lQ!iilll..Jru~nilil~nL 
~!~ even running !~ ~~~~!~~~!-

(b) Readjust the throttle adjusting screws (5) to give correct idling if 

necessary. 

FIg. 72 -
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5. 

6. 

(a) Check for correct mixture by gently pushing the lifting pin of the 
front carburetter (right hand in the case of transverse engines) up by 
1/32 inches after free movement has been taken up. The graph illustrates 
the possible effect on engine rpm. Readjust the mixture strength as 
necessary. 

(b) Repeat the operation on the other carburetter or carburetters and 
after adjustment, re·check since they are all interdependant. 

SOD I ' 
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TIME 
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(a) Set the throttle interconnection clamping levers (7) (if applicable) 
so that the link pin in 0 .006 inches away from the lower edge of the fork 
(see inset). Tighten the clamp bolts. 

(b) With both jet levers at their lowest position, set the jet Interconnect. 
ion lever clamp bolts (8) so that both jets commence to move simultan. 
eously . 
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(a) Reconnect the mixture control wire with about 1/16 inches free 
movement before it starts to pull on the jet levers. 

(b) Pull the mixture control knob until the linkage is about to move the 
carburetter jets, and adjust the fast idle screws, comparing the intensity of 
the air intake 'hiss' to give an engine speed of about 1,000 rpm when hot. 

(c) Refit the air cleaners after checking that they are clean and unclogg· 
ed. Recheck the mixture strength as described in item 5, as the air 
cleaner can cause a slight enrichment of the mixture. 

Variations on Basic Setting Up 

Although the foregoing paragraphs have described the setting of single and twin 
H.S, SU's they do, in essence, apply to other types of SU's. When setting up 
other types of SU's a few differences will be noted. For instance, the H type 
SU's did not have the fork linkage when used in pairs. p. ji!n.Q!~_~!lI!£"~fi~!L 
coupling wa~ LJ~ecj between eac!1 thr()~!!~ ~Q!~~I~ and the connection between the 
throttle spindles was made with an intermediate spindle which carried the 
operating lever. However, most of the differences encountered between these 
carburetters will become self evident with a little thought. Setting the carbo 
uretters as just described requires very little equipment other than a screwdriver a 
piece of tube and a spanner. 

To get the best by setting the carburetter in the foregoing manner one does, 
strictly speaking, need a little experience, but even then it is possible, still to 
achieve less than the ultimate. There are, however, numerous other ways of 
varying degrees of sophistication which can make the setting of these carb
uretters simpler. 

Let us first consider adjusting the mixture. Basically, when adjusting the tickover 
mixture, we must consider that the manufacturer has selected the optimum 
needle for the job and by adjusting our tickover mixture we are hoping to 
achieve the right mixture throughout the rev range of the engine. 

Adjusting the mixture as has just been described is going to depend a little on 
how you interpret the instructions. However, if one can use a piece of equip
ment which will measure the mixture strength, then this considerably reduces 
the room for error. One way of getting the tickover mixture correct is to have 
the engine exhaust analysed on an electronic engine tuner. A typical example 
of such an engine tuner is the Sun and Crypton engine tuner machines. Virtual
ly all large garages are equipped with an electronic engine tuner, so there should 
be no problem in locating a garage to set your tickover mixture. Just out of 
interest, these electronic engine tuners measure the air/fuel ratio by taking a 
sample of the e)(haust, passing it through the meter, and then the air/fuel ratio is 
shown on a dial as l'U1, 13/1, 14/1 or whatever it may be. WhPon ~ct up on one 
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of th(e<" machines, the tickover mixture should be as has been said before, about 
13.0: } can't be stressed too often at this stage that setti( p the mixture as 
described while the engine is idling only sets the mixture at l ll;Kover, and we are 
relying on the fact that the manufacturer has selected the correct needle to give 
us the correct mixture throughout the rest of the rev range, however, any error 
ill setting the tickovcr miXtl/rc will cause a corresponding error throughout the 
rev range. 

As an alternative to getting a garage to set up your mixture on an engine tuner, 
you can use a little device known as a Colortune. This device is essentially a 
spark plug with a tramparent end to it which enables one to see into the cylinder 
and thus see the colour of the combustion flame. During combustion, the 
mixture strengths either side of the chemically correct one, burn at different 
colours. For instance, a mixture with an excess of petrol (rich) will burn with a 
bright orange colour, whereas a mixture which is just chemically correct or 
slightly weak will burn with a blue flame. Excessively weak mixtures burn with 
a bluish white flame . The Colortune makes use of the fact that different 
mixtures burn at different colours, and by seeing into the cylinder, we can set 
the mixture pretty accurately. 

Setting up the mixture on twin carburetters is just a little more difficult than 
setting up a single, and it is at times like this that using a Colortune re!llly pays 
dividends for i I ullows tho CiHuuretters to he sct very accurately Indood 
especially as far as mixture balance is concerned. 

Balancing the tickover airflow of twin carburetters is another job which can 
prove to be a good patience trier unless one has had a little experience. In the 
procedurp. just described on setting up twin carburetters, the method of using 
the pipe and listening to the intake hiss is quite satisfactory once you get the 
hang of it . However, in many cases a superior job can be done by using a carbu
retter balancing tool. There are many carburetter balancing tools on the market, 
and one need only pay a visit to the local accessory shop to acquire such an item. 
There is often a mistaken belief that balancing the carburetter at tickover will 
give more power. In fact, all that balancing the carburetters at tickover will do 
is give a smoother tickover . The difference that is likely to make in top speed 
and power output is so small as to be almost unmeasurable , Of the two adjust · 
ments available on an SU carburetter, the tickover air flow balance and the 
mixture adjustment, the most important is definitely the mixture. Having the 
mixture out at tickover will cause the mixture to be in error by varying degrees 
throughout the rev range. If the mixture is set rich at tickover, then It can be 
richer all the way up the rev range, and likewise if it is weak at tickover, it can be 
wcaker all the way up the rev range. 
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FOR ALL THOSE BORN BEFORE 1950; WE ARE THE SURVIVORS! 

We Wl're born before tek'·ision, before penecillin, before polio shots, frozen foods, 
photocopiers, plastic, contact lenses,frisb\.'L'S, and the Pill. We were oc'fore radar, credit cards, split 
atoms, laSt.'d oc'i.1ms, supermarkets and belli-point pens. Bdore pantihose, clothes dryers, electric 
blankt'ls, air-condioners, drip-dry clothes, thc'boat-people', the Third World (there wasn't even a 
Second World!) and lx·fore man walked on the moon. Wl' got married first and then lived together: 
How quaint can you be? In our time, c1osl'ls wcre forclothcs, not for 'coming out' and if we were 'gay' 
we werl' mL'rcly happy. 

Dl'sigrwr je<ms wen' schL'ming girls calk'd J(;'<m, and having a meaningful relationship 
meant gclling <llong \\·ith our cousins. We tbought fast food WdS whdt you ate during Lent, and outer 
space was the b<Kk of the Odion Thl'dtre. Wl' Wl're Ix'fore house husbands, gay rights, computor 
dating, dual Glrl'l'rs <md computor mClrridgl's. We werl' Lx'fore day care centres, group therapy and 
nursing homl'S. We nl'ver heard of FM rudin, t<IPI.' decks, dl'Ctronic typewriter.:;, artificial hearts, word 
processors, yoghurt <1I1d guys weClring l'dr-rings. For us, time sharing meant togetherness .... not 
computors or condominiums. A chip m ... ·,lIlt <1 l'il'Cl' of wood, hardwClre meant hardware and software 
wasn'tl'VL'n .. 1 word 

Back thl'n,"Made in Japan" ml'<lIlt JUNK and the tt' rm 'making out' referred to how you 
did in your exam. Pi/hIS. MacDonalds and in!>t,lIlt coffl't'S Wl're unlll'ard of. We hit the scene where you 
bought things for sixpL'ncl' clOd a shilling. P ........ ·rs iCl'-crcam conl'S Wl're 6d or you could take a tram, 
make a phonl' call, buy i.1 bnonade ora stdlllP to post a letter and two post-cards. You could buy a new 
Austin A40 for t.:600, but who could afford on....? Pdrol came in gallons not litres and cost 3/ - a gallon. 

In our dd}" grdSS was mown, (okl' WilS a cold drink, ,:lnd pot was something you cooked 
in. Rock music was Gr<lI1drna's lullaby <lnd AIDS wen.' helper.-; in the principle's office. We were certainly 
not bcforl' the diffl·n.·ncl' Lx,tween sexes Wl·n.· dis..-(j\'l'rl'd, but we were certajnly before the sex change! 

Wl' m,llk' do with what we h"d . AmI we were the last generation that was so dumb to 
think you nCl·lk· a husband to have a baby! No wonder we are St.) confused and there is such a 
gt.'lll'ration gap hx.lay. But we havl' sur\'i\'l'd! 
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INTRODUCING ... 
Ian Waldock Box 287 Theodore Mk 11 1800 

Q.LD.4719 

"I am absolutely thrilled that I have found the Landcrab Owners Club. I own a 1969 1800 mk 
11 and my son and lover the last 16 months rebuilt her to a stage where I can now drive her. 
it has been a long haul, being constantly driven by my love for my beautiful Amber. She had 
been sitting in a paddock for 10 years, having brocken something in the back and everything 
collapsed. As you see, my technical knowledge was limited and my resources even more so. 
Then my son, who has a natural talent for fixing things up, grew up and decided to restore the 
car for me. She had been stripped electrically, but structurally she was still as sound as when 
,I bought her way back in 1984. She was already 15 then and this August, she is 30. Her 
number is 2026 and she was made right here in Australia. 

In the process of rebuilding , we found that parts were very scarce and began substituting 
other parts for originals, though always trying to keep her as pure as possible. 

We put Landcruiser front shackle rubbers in the front suspension arms- we shortened them 
10 mm and in they went like they belonged. I just thought I would mention that as parts can 
be hard to come by. 

Before closing , I wish to extend my heart felt thanks to Frank Smallcombe of Gladstone. He 
took the time tell my son about this club and gave him the recipe for my suspension fluid , 
plus other wonderful bits of info. If all club members are like Frank, what a great network you 
must share! 

NOT THE HOLIOA Y FROM HEAVEN 
THE LORD MOVES IN MYSTERIOUS WAYS 

ARE WE HAVING FUN, YET? 
BY DARYL STEPHENS 

The second day of this year saw me busy packing the caravan for a much needed holiday 
pulled by yhe trusty mk 1 1800. Rather cleverly, I had squeezed all the necessary items such 
as bread maker, wheat grin'der, bucket of wheat etc in. Then She Who Changes Her Mind 
announced she wanted the portable washing machine, car fridge and toaster oven in to 
supplement the existing . Easy, just re pack I 
Then son Adam and his fiancee Jody, who were going to Surfers Paradise in the mk 11 1800 
decided to freeload on 'Janice & I at Coffs Harbour. Worse, Jody had three suit cases of 
essentials" Dad, we don't have enough space- can you just squeeze in the boogie boards, 
picnic table and chairs, car fridge and gas stove ?" 



On the way, we had a barbecue lunch with the country relies . You guessed it, a branch fell 
off a tree and landed on the bonnet of the 1800! Was better than Titanic- the way he yel/ed, 
screamed and jumped up down and sideways! . 

Coming into Albury on the Victoria! New south Wales border later that night, the thing 
suddenly boiled! An investigation revealed a worrrr ·drive clip on a heater hose had let go ! 
We started refilling slowly with warm water, when She Who Asks Annoying Questions wanted 
to know why water was pouring out the exhaust pipe ! 

Up early and had the head off by 7 am. That was the easy part! Buying the new gasket -
bearing in mind that it was a Sunday proved not possible. Worse, nobody could guarantee 
delivery before next Wednesday. Not a problem- I rang club members Eric Pitman and Meg 
Ellingworth without success. Herb Simpfender had the audacity to be out when I kept on 
ringing. Number 2 cylinder had blown into the water jackeL Curiously, the head was black 
between all cylinders, perhaps indicating the gasket had been leaking for a while. I have 
crossed Mono Torque head gaskets off my Christmas card list! 

By mid afternoon, with the mercury in the high forties, tempers were getting short. Then 
wonderful Ken Patience came to our rescue. He organised Gwen Patience who according 
to Ken was as usual sitting around doing nothing to take the head gasket to the airport , and 
hand it to Reg AnsetL 

Eight o'clock that night and I started the reassembly process. Many will scoff that I did not 
finish till 1 am . However, the twin jugs and extractors which had to come off slowed me down. 
Also, the roller rockers had to be removed to access the inner head studs. A quick swim - the 
pool was nearer that the showers- and off to bed ! 

I thought I was having a night mare. Come to think of it, Mother said that on our wedding day. 
4 -30 am and I was pushed out of bed, and told to get into the car. Slight hiccup- he had 
forgotten to re connect the accelerator linkage Then I had a thought. II You did the test run 
this morning very quietly? II II This is the test run "! 

I woke up 500 ks later in Sydney at midday. Three hours to cross the place. Sydney needs 
a new football team, and a ring road like Melbourne I It was a baptism of fire for the re 
manufactured carbon thrust. And the 8 1/2" clutch plate. Sydney is very hilly and starting on 
the aforementioned hills , with 1000 kg behind us was a breeze. No shudder, no slipping -
just smooth power. 

For want of something better to do, I looked up how much further Coffs Harbour was. We 
nearly died. Another 588 ks, and we were. 30 on the other side ! 

Caravanning IS all about a relaxed life style , and letting the car find its own pace . I am 
ashamed to say, I then started to really flog poor seaweed It was already 3 pm and we hoped 
to be in Coffs that night. Which necessitated berrying the loud pedal in the carpet. I 
suggested we stop for the night. Daryl attempted to give me a dirty look, b~t his eyes were 
so bloodshot it made him look far older that his 87 years . He also smelt like he has never 
washed in th~se 87 years. In self defence I went to sleep, and work up when the engine was 
peaked one too many times and blew up I 
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I was assured that I was only valve bounce. Sunset came and went and the 1800 roared 
through the night! We arrived at Coffs at 9-30 had quick spa and retired for the evening. 
The 1800 was running just as sweetly then as when we left home. The same comment did 
not apply to Daryl! I had forgotten the incredible ability of the 1800 to swallow miles ! 

We had a wonderful week by ourselves after Adam and Jody left, before Naomi arrived. 

After I arrived, the olde boy excelled himself. Firstly, while we were 
white water rafting, he nearly drowned- then while attempting scuba 
diving, he became so seasick on the way out to a reef, he wished he was 
dead' To cap things off, on the way home, he was complaining that we 
needed 2nd gear a couple of times whilst climbing up to Dorrigo. Said 
it was all the weight in the back seat. [ Somewhere in this hectic 
period, we caught up with Peter Jones and his family. We met them at 
the Big Prawn in Belliner ] 

You guessed it. A quick examination of the braking situation at the 
next petrol stop revealed that the caravan hand brake WriS on , 

Eight o'clock that night, and only four hours from Melbourne in the thriving metropolis of 
Nerranda, the annex pole container fell of the van spewing poles all over the road, just as the 
heavens opened. 

Next morning, with a magnificent tail wind-listening to ABBA on the cd singing Money, Money, 
Money! and a cool morning, we were at peace with the world . Who could guess that we 
were about to be the cause of the Newell highway being blocked, be entertained by the police, 
firemen, tow truck drivers and ambulance officers? All because the caravan caught fire I 

The first rule of a burning caravan is to disconnect the car. However, because of the intense 
heat, I couldn't. Also, whilst attempting to disconnect, I was very close to the gas bottle . 
Anyway, the Jayco was totalled and the 1800 almost. Naturally, the imported genuine heated 
rear window shattered when the flames hit it ! Three weeks later, the car has been skilfully 

(""'- repaired , and we are still waiting on the insurance cheque for the caravan .. 
'-.../ 

A over A has been cancelled due our financial downturn The dirt bags kept $68-00 
cancellation fees! May the flees of a thousand camels infest their underwear !. 

THE AUSTIN 1800 



EDITORIAL 
Recently, Adam{son} who gives a Mk 11 1800 an awful pounding, did a defensive driving 
course. 

Part of the course involved crash braking from both 60 k's and 100 k's . Being 30 years old
by far the oldest car on the course- and being pitted against a couple of B.M .W.'s and lesser 
exotics, Adam thought he would be embarrassed . 

He was! 

The 1800 out stopped everything else . The only pecple not surprised were the instructors . 

Moving along- the club owes Don Me Vea an enormous thankyou . Don, who used to run a 
BMC dealership has given the club a full set of service bulip.tins for the 1800 The X6 bulletins 
will follow shortly . The service bulletins supersede the workshop manual. Keith Douglas has 
'volunteered' to collate all 318 sheets into a book with an Index. It should be available for 
purchase by next newsletter. 

I am hoping Matthew Drew will give us an article on his super charged 1800. Ditto for Garry 
Fry with his 2600 cc Kimberely, and his turbo charged 2200 Kimberely . 

Lastly , I have had L! internal mounted Ie same as the origlnal- float on fluid stickers re 
manufactured. They are $15-00 each . Contact me on [03) 98733038 or 0-119 559 646 if you 
want one . 

" 
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SPACIOUS AND DE LUXE 
The Austin 1800 Crayford Estate Car 

ESTATE can come in many makes and .sizes and are undeniably 
useful. I have been trying a Crayford-converted Austin 1800, which 
is not only very spacious but is an estate car or shooting brake of de luxe 
conception, the padded upholstery of which may not be best suited 
for conveying pigs to market but does make this a splendid holiday or 
shopping car, etc. 

This Crayford conversion from 1800 saloon to shooting brake is less 
expensive than the Ford Corsair and Zephyr, Fiat 2300, Peugeot 4041., 
Volvo 121, Sima 1500GL and Triumph 2000 estate can, more than 
£350 in some cases. Of these, only Ihe Fiat, Ford Zephyr, Simca and 
Triumph are faster and from rest to 60 m.p.h. the Austin acce1erates 
better than Ihe Peugeot and Volvo. It is distinctly more economical 
than the big Fiat and Ford, Ihe Peugeot and the Triumph (I obtained 
26.5 m.p.g. of 4-star), perhaps because it is raIher lighter than most 
of Ihe estate wagons in its class. 

Dimensionally, it is shorter than Ihe oIher makes quoted above, by 
a matter of nearly two feet compared wiIh Ihe Zephyr V6, yet it is 
wider than all save Ihe Zephyr. It also scores--llIld these are the 
important points-in respect of height above road, length of rear 
compartment, width of loading platform and between the wheel-arches, 
and height of Ihe loading aperture. The Fiat 2300 is superior over 
space in rear wiIh Ihe back seat in use, and cubic feet loading volume 
to window level wiIh Ihe back seat folded (by 6.2 cu. ft.) and the 
Zephyr has a 9 in. higher loading aperture, but is oIherwise 
inferior. The Austin Crayford has much less overhang Ihan the 
others, as much as 14. in. less compared with Ihe Vauxhall Victor 101, 
for instance. 

The front-drlV:, inten:onllected 1-lydrolastic suspension and low, 
unimpeded floor, enable this Crayford conversion to carry heavy loadt 
without impairing Ihe outstandingly good cornering and handling for 
which the Austin 1800 is noted. I found I could drive fut with 

...something like 5 cwt. behind me with no change in Ihe feel of the car, 
apart from a slightly 1esl lively rough-road ride and some 1011 of 
acceleration. The back seat folds euily and the lift-up rear door, 
retained open automatically by its strub, renders loading very euy, 
especially as the four normal doors are retained. A substantial wood
slatted roof-rack, quicldy removable, is standard equipment. This 
causes some wind noise at speed, which at first I blamed on the Dunlop 
SP41 lyreS. The car's appearance is smart and unobtrusively similar 
to Ihat of the saloon, and its darlt red finish wu much admired. It is 
interesting Ihat Crayford make use of the longer body interior to fit 
extractor vents, wiIh rubber flap-valves, at the rear, which work well in 
conjunction with the facia vents-but which B.M.C., un1ilte Ford, 
do not provide on their saloon can. 

There is no need to describe 1800 aspects of Ihe vehicle, which we 
have dealt wiIh previously, apan from remarlting Ihat in a 355-mile 
day's drive I found the low-geared steering raIher tiresome, and the 
gear change stiff but with a nicely-located lever. The excellence of 
the ride and cornering, as always, left me very enIhusiastic. 

The test car wu a 1966 model, provided by Green Garage Ltd. of 
SouIh Warnborough, near Odiham, Hampshire (Long Sutton 249). 
It wu notable that, although it had covered 10,000 miles, it wu in 
ctcellent mechanical and bodily condition, and that although these 
engines are sometimes reputed to. use a lot of oil, a pint sufficed for 
366 miles; Ihe good petrol consumption hu already been mentionCCl. 
When supplying these Crayford conversions Green Garage remove 
Ihe unsecured tool-bag from the back of the vehicle, and remount Ihe 
tools, jeck strapped in, wheel-brace clipped in, in Ihe engine compart
ment. They can do this on any 1800 for £2 lOS. The complete car 
costs £1,104- They also supply a neat dog-guard, folding wiIh Ihe 
seat, for attachment to the back scat of this or any I Boo, for £5 lOS. 
-W.B. 

A PERSONAL RECOllECTION 

At :. display of current Volkswagen models put on by Colbourne 
Garages Ltd. at the Talbot Hotel, Ripley, on September 30Ih, which 
was visited by hundreds of Iheir customers, Ihe l.h.d . [Wo-tone 1947 
VW, JL T 420, which first decided Mr. Colbourne-Baber to become 
an agent in this country for these cars, formed Ihe centrepiece. 

Seeing the car again aroused memories for me, because it was Ibis 
.. Beetle" Ihat I drove in 19S:Z while Mr. Baber had flown to Germany 
for a business meeting wiIh VW, and which Ihus became the subject 
of MOTOR SPORT'S first Volkswagen road-test. More Ihan Ihat, I was 
so impressed wiIh this Ihen-regarded-as-unconventional German car, 
apart from Ihe feel of its cable brakes, that I decided to become a VW 
user, from which stemmed my rabid enIhusiasm for Ihese can which 
raged for half-a-decade and has not altogether subsided. Indeed, I 
travelled to this pleasant party in my 1953 .. Beetle," which has Ihe 
same 1,131 c.c. engine as Mr. Baber' s older car, which is Ihought to 
have completed in excess of 200,000 miles. 

It is interesting Ihat it was this car, and an earlier article we had 
published from an R.A.F. officer about a war-time VW he had used 
in Germany, Ihat cultivated MOTOR SPORT'S enthusiasm for Ibis now 
famous maJcc, of which .. some 14 million have been built to date. 
Incidentally, Mr. Baber tells me Ihat the affectionate term .. Beetle .. 
originated at his son's prep-school, no doubt wiIh JL T 420 in mind, and 
was afterwards used by him when he founded the Volkswagen C .C. 
and named Iheir magazine Beetling. From Ihere, of course, it had 
passed into common usage.-W. B. 

WASTE NOT, WANT NOT 
Last monIh we published a picture of a road junction in Wales 

.. protected" by HALT, STOP and G IVE-WAY signs. When we 
passed Ihere a few days afterwards, the expensive new GIVE-WAY 
sign was no longer displayed .•. 

MORRIS 1800 BREAKS RECORDS 
Record breaking is something of a lost an Ihese days. But during 

September a two-carburreter Morris 1800 saloon broke seven Inter
national Class E (produroon cars) -records. It made this long-duration 
,[tempt at Monu and averaged 93.9 m.p.h. for four days to 92.64 m.p.h. 
'or IS,OOO miles. The drivers were BaJccr, Enever, Aaltonen, Vernaeve, 
.;all and Poole and B.M.C.'s new Competition Manager, Peter 
Browning, supervised the run. Dunlop tyres and Castrol oil were used. 
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lE'VlAna TRAnSVERSE 
BAll JOinT FIH 

If the Mini, 1100, 1300, 1500, 1800, Tasman, or Kimberley in your family grinds to a halt looking like this, 
then chances are that one of the swivel hub ball joints are at fault. So let's put it back together again ... 

One of the early sym ptoms of a loose 
swivel hub ball joillt is a distinct 
clonking no ise frc,m the front 
suspension of the veh cle as it is driven 
around corners or ( ver uneven road 
surfaces. 

Naturall y enough if a noise is not 
investigated and rectilied when it is first 
noticed it is senseless to blame the 
manufacturer of the vehicle for the 
inconvenience suffered because the car 
is off the road for repairs when in the 
first instance you should have 
investigated the noise. 

So if there is a noise in the front of 
your east /west bet .er·motor·type·car 
then check it out. Rell10ve the hubcaps 
from the front wheel s and check the 

tightness of the front wheel nuts and 
the axle nut. If they are tight t hen grab 
the top of-each wheel in turn and give it 
a good shake - any free play in the ball 
joints will be evident. 

Raise the front of the car and 
support it on stands, and while an 
assistarit holds the foot brake firm ly 
applied, rock the front wheels in turn to 
see if there is any movement in the top 
or bottom control arm joints. 

Any movement must be eliminated 
by tightening the loose pivot nuts /bolts, 
adjusting loose ball joints or by 
renewing faulty bushes or joints. 

To adjust a loose ball jOint it is 
necessary to disconnect it from th e 
mating control arm. remove t he ~,'rease 

, .•• - <~ ... .. -:~ 

. ; 

seal a nd t he lock nut and then withdraw 
sufficiE'nt shims from the jOint to 
minimisE' end·float when the nut is 
reinstalled. 

If your i\10rris /Austin is unlucky 
enough to separate a ball joint from the 
swivel hub it is a relatively simple job to 
reconnect it and it is well within the 
scope of the home do-it-yourself 
enthusiast . . . 
WHAT YOU'LL NEED 
Tools: .. \ suitable jack to raise the front 
of the veh icl e sufficiently to enable a 
pair of safety stands to be positioned 
beneath the body frame rails, a f' :et 
St' t. hand spanners, a hammer and ~eel 
bar. 
:'Ilaterials : A new ball joint lock tab. 



3. Clean the thr<;arl~ of the nllt and the b?1I joir,'. stud, smear 
',hem with ciean oil and instal the nut until it is flush with the 

d of the stud. To <:bsorb the shock hold the steel bar across 
arm and drive the joint from its seat. 

J. Posit ion the hub assembly to one side, tap the end of the 
7'1 to dislodge it from the seat in the end of the suspension 

, detach it and separate the dust cover, stud, spring and 
pring seat from the lock nut. 

2. Remove the wheel nuts and the road wheel. Using the 
correct sized spanner remove the bottom ball joint nut (or if it 
is the top joint that is at fault - remove the top ball join t nut) 
and the spring washer. 

4. Remove ~I'<: nut anJ witilljrJ .... the joi;.t. If the nut c"n;lot 
be removed because the joint turns then place a su itable spacer 
into the joint lock nut and press down onto it to hold the joint 
lightly in the seat to enable nut removal. 

6 . Withdraw the shims from the bottom of the threaded 
section on the swivel hub (or from the inside of the lock !lut) 
and place them to one side for reassembly. Remove the gr ~ase 
nipple and detach the remains of the lock washer. 



7. Inspect the thread on the end of the swivel hub for damage. 
If damaged it will be necessary to renew the swi'/el hub 

_ assembly as detailed in a workshop manual. If OK then instal a 
( . ) new lock washer. .. 

9. While holding the stud centrally in the lock nut screw the 
nut up onto the threaded section of the hub ensuring that the 

nd of the stud seats on the spring seat correctly. Tightm the 
lock nut - bend over the lock tab: 

11. To remove the free-play detach a shim and rechlck the 
joint playas in operation (10). When ~rrect leve.r ~o ~n on 
the arm and guide the end of the stud Into the Orifice I? t~e 
arm. In the case of the top arm it will be necessary to raise It. 

,.-
'. ~: 
, ." 

\ 
/ 

8. Adhere the removed shims to the lock washer, place the 
spring and the spring scat up into the recess in the end of the 
swivel hub, and smear the mating surfaces of the stud and the 
lock nut with grease. Assemble the stud to the lock nut. r 

~{ ,... ~ - ~~X · .. 

10. With the nut tightened check the joint for free·play by 
rocking it back and forth. If the joint cannot be rocked it is 
possible that the spring seat is incorrectly positioned. r on 
checking, if correctly seated, add a thin shim. ' 

12. I nstal the spring washer and the retaining nut. Tighten the 
nut using the correct socket and a bar. Grease the nipp~n 
the ball joint and then instal the road wheel and the ~I 
nuts. Lower the vehicle to the ground and tighten the nuts. 

10. 



r 
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By former member Kevin Maas 

Here is a diagrammatic description of how I converted my 1800 to the ball bearing clutch 
thrust race. I installed the system some 10 years ago, and it remained trouble free up until 
I disposed of the car earlier this year 

ctUTCI-I 
~f!L/;Ut, 

ff;tJt,e/2 S. 

f (l11hA. /1 '( 
!JIUl/f ~)I/J;:T. 

'USE DEEP GROO VE BALL 
-BEAR/Nu.PART N2·· .. 6009- 2Ni:. 

\ \ . 
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3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

IAEt.-llA8IJEN _
.Il1 .:0_ ;'([ll1.~~1JL£..e .. 

A section through the clutch 
Cover. 7. Release beariflg· 

Strap bolt. 8. Annular rings. 

Washer. 9 . Diaphragm spring. 

Clip . 10. Pressure plate. 

Pressure·plate strap. II. Driven plate. 

Release plate. 



ISOO Utili ty First Introdllced JlIly 1908 

DESIGNED AND PROVED IN AUSTRALIA 
, - --- " - -- ,-- --.-- -

ut i l i l \' i:-: flit' tilllher rtlb rilib illolI~ Tlli~ Ilf.'oW "Utlt't') P' flf I"ornlne rl'ial 
\ 'ehil ·ie d f'~ i"n . u :-, in~ I !:t' s tll · t:e~ s rql 
"Olllb inctliol1 . o f front \\' lif' I " drh' e and 
hytl r ola:-; t k ~1I :-: pf'll~ilJll . ~i\'P:-\ Iht· 
1'"'' 1I1;l!l\" II ll l'ilrallt· lt: oI "iluilily illld 
"Ort1f'rinK ·po\\pr on (IllY I"iitl ~ lIrral · f' . 

Tilt" AII ~ lill 1:\110 util i ty 11:1 :' h('1'1i 
d f' s i'::lll'( \ it Iltt d f' \"t~ lnphl i 1\ A \I ~ t ra Ii.l 
antI \\ill he prot\tltTtl :t l III." Hriti:-:Il 
~Iol or Corl'0r~ 1 ion 's /., . 11,, " 01 . :--: ." . \I ' .. 
1,lanl. 

For Ih~ pa ~ l twO y, ·ar:-: . Iht· 1 ~ 1I11 
utilil" hit!" IIlltll'I").':OIU ' .=-x IPII :·d,' t' 011" 

h:u ' k' aUtl I' ily durability II'~til\)!. tn 
en!"t1r~ th~1 it will I1H: I " Ille ,h ' IlI:\lId 
in~ ft>t{lIir E' mt'l1l;'; of ,I" , !I 0 IlH" an,I 
o,' ('r:.-pa;.;. lHal'kt·t~ . 

Tax ;Iwlll ", j\' \,' pri ... • or lilt' Au!'lill 
1 ~ 1I" utili'" 1:-" $:!I1'7'-,. IIII 111011111:11 

~:!:\"!t) , l11l alliulnalit ' , 01 11 ,1 ~~I1:.!:1. 11I1 ("(II' 

Ih~ h;I~it- 1' 11" :--:O: l:, , 'ah IlIfld. · !. TOlllll1l":l1( 
4-0\" t;' r $~II , IIt) p :\ll'a 

MORE CARRYING SPACE 
Thtl' tHaitl f"I\I ' Iion fll' II,,· I1lilil~ i..: 

,,:-oahle ";\1 ' 1 yiltJ! :-0 P ;1 1'1 - \\- ill! III,' 
Ea:-ol -\\-.. :-:-f t ' l\J!int· . ,-"HII \\ 1\,·\ ,1 tld\ t' 
al'ralu":" -I1H'nl, 0\ "1' "':"' , ul Iltl ' t SIIII ' ''; 
o\' t'l'al1 1t' 11J.!lh i :-o a\' ailal".- for {la ,.: , 
:-:,' 1,,: .. 1:-' allil 10a,1 :-opal t ' , 

Tid..; I'll I..! i""'>1 illl! d , ,:-- h:1I :11 ': 11 at , 

l it •. l -ra\' :-. itl t..~ ~IHI lailg.dt' top \\' l1i, I I 
I' f;l d l l l f" -"atua ~ p alltl , 'all ht' t" a ~ l1y 1'1 -

1'1 ;h pd , 
T !: e I l tad l 'apal ' il Y III til t· 1" "" 

1I1il i ry i:-o 1,;111) Ihs_ 

CHASSIS- CAB VERSION 
Tilt' l ~ lIn !lllIi1\- ha:---: :t ~Iro ll ~ il114' 

c:r:d l ' l l a :--~ b-o (ra,;,, ' "r box :-: 11 '4·1 IlIr 
1111 :- ltJllal :'II't"I1J,!l.h an,l :---: tttl'llillf,' ~;-; , 

III o l d .- !' 10 Blf'f" fliff.>rplt' np f' ralnr 
l't'qllir~111 (, llt~ . lh~ 1:"\110 utililY i:---: a h-; () 
;,,' ailahl .. a:--: a dla ~ :---:is 1' :.Itt \\ lIittl "jl.l 
h .... hllilt inlo tahlt' Inp or 0111"'-1 :-: 111 " " 

i:d ho,h' \' ari;'litln~, 
l'a:---::--;I1g:~r i:HTOlllfllocia r ion a uti , 'OIH ' 

fort II,,:, hpt,,, J!i\' f'n :---: t" riOIl:---: tIlOI!).!!lt , 
Ilrh .. ,' al111 "a~ :---: t'I1I!('r Ita\' t" ,.1" ' ;1' 0\\ n 
illlli\' idllitJh' adjll :--> Iabl~ fn ·:--:h air ill-
1. ' 1:--: aT .. ililt"" e lll\ of the fUIlI ' liullalir 
dt' :-: n:tlt ' ,1 fa !'"ida , S. .. ft ' l), 1",11:-0 an' 
"""lIdallt f"tluipm'-I1I . A~ a :-:. afHY f"a , 
11I1t.' _ ",11t' 1l ",,(uwalil' lran:-:nli:--: :-- iull i:, 
lill.,,, _ tile 1'01111'01 It'\' .'r i:--: n!CHIIII. ,,, 

I J. 

on I.lll' rig:hl haltll :-olde of' the t'a :---: l ' ia 
~o Ihal , ' hillll'(,11 I 'annot 1"·:\,,11 tltt-' 
Il' \ ' l'1' \\ ililt> tl\{" lItililY i:---: ill mOlinl\ , 

I[P;1 \ \' dlll\' hnlrola :, lk :--'t1:,pt' n :-: ioll 
wi l h f;)J ':--> i()n~ b~rs for p xtl'a h t-H\' y 
l(\atl ~ , 1'(,nlhint' ll with III'P l' i :,- t-' ra, ·" 
alld (.illio" ~ t f'f'rin)! ~i\' E":-' tllf~ 1'111' 
\llilil\, a !'-' Ill(lotil \ 'on,rorlahlt-· !'il!'" 
wht·,jlt' r 10;"\1'11 or nnload l'll. 

1'0\\ t'r a ~~ i :---: lt>,l lib, ' hrakl':' \\ Ilklt 
l.!i\' t , ).!)'t 'alt'r l 'nllr !',,1 U IHI ... f loall t on -
111,iol\ :-: an' 1i1l1'11 on thp froltl whpt-' 1:---: , 
A ~ Jllil hra"in~ sy:--oCt' lll 111'1'\" '1\1 ..

"01111""'" hrakt.· faih11 p , 

1':\" '1 \ ' t ~ tlil utilil\' i:, proIPI ' I t>t1 hy 
B . .\1.( · , ·~ ... xllu :--o i\ ' ~ -BOIUtlip 1'11:--:1 pru · 
1"I ' lion 1'1'111'\' :0 :-0 , Eat'h hOlly i:-o 1'1.1.;11 -

I,d Ihn)lu:h "il' al1il1)! anti r" ~ t - pJ'nt)fillL! 
:-:ululioll :-, fllal pnllE'"t tllt-· hotly 
;1).!ilill:'1 11I ~t il1 :-: hh' alltl 0111 , A 11l!1 
:-' HIIII1)!1Jan' i:-: tillt'cl a :-: :--:Iaodanl t"luil' 
Illt'lll. TIl(' 13 ).!allon rll~1 lank i:o
I·.'ut.-all\' In, 'a l,' '' IlUd\'rlH 'at.h flip tloo .. 
ill iI l,t)~iliol\ ~art> 1'1(1)1 :-:(0111' 'lalllil!.! ... . 

(;rnllud (-(para,,, t" of lIu' .-\u :O-: lill 

I~IIII IIlilil y i:-: ," 



Tlte 1 ~'Jt) utilit y rclain ~ all the 
main enj!in(:pring featllre~ whklt have 
ma de th~ Au s tin H~I) ,) tlt e sixth bes t 
~elling , 'ar in All s tralia , 

These standard feal.nres in.-lll!l(' : 
• F.conomit'al. Ii\"e main bearing 

1!\i'I(' c,p , en~ine , 

• An East,Wes t )lower Hnit whkh 
I.'a \'b o q~ r 8t)~;. of thl' o\'('rall length 
for load and )las!'ell!':t'r ~pa,'t' , 

• Flllly indepelH.l('nt hydrolastk 
"1I~pen"ion, a~~i!'t('d by tor~ion bars 
ro r hea \'y loads, 

• All "yn,' hronH,,,1t fOllr-"p eell J!ear 
box, 

• Itad, and pinion ~ I I','r inl! , 
• 1'0 ,,"(>1' as~ist('d ,Ii~, ' IJI'ak ('s at 

r rlllll, \\ illl a "plit braking , !'ysh' IIl , 
• F10\\' Il\rollgll cah \'pn tilalion , 
• Il r.dy pro LP, 'tr,1 hy tlt e IL\I.C , 

Hotn.lill uody ru :,t 11I '{" \' ~lltioll pro( 'e s!-=-. 
• Hil I' '' \\ ' arnt-'r 3". ;!1I1()lllati.- Il'an ~, 

I n i~ "iun i, all optional ('xtra, 

A U S TIN 1800 UTI LIT Y 
SPECIFICATIONS 

E ngi ne \\';111'1' ,'ool,'d, o\','rlt"a,\ 
\":11\' '' , fnll r ,'ylind,'r, Fi\'(! b f'il rin ;:; 
I'riln\;~"af1. , 'o llnt"l'b:llan".'t1 all,l liltl'd 
\\ illl \'i lnation dampl'r, III nnit with 
1'1 lIlt-it , j!, 'arbox allil final ,hi\'(' in-
stall l'd lIalls\'I'r,,('ly ill front, of 
\'I'ltio-I. ', nor(' 3,Hi in , (Si),~li 1II11l), 
slro\;l' 3', in , (SS,!l mll1) , (,lIhie l'ap' 
adly 111:' ,7,) "II. illS , (l.~!lS " ,f', ), 1'0111, 
I' r(',,~il)n ratio S,li : l. ~Iaxilllllm power 
S I hilI' al :',3'11) 1'1'111 , Gro,,~ tOl'<l'l e 
11)'1 Ib/fl. at ~ ,~'J I) 1'1'111 , 

Fuel System , -, ST, ":lrblln' ttor, 
typl' liS ti with Ilal'l' l' 1'I,'ml'IIt air 
dealh'r allu W;II'III air illtakc, ~Iedl' 
allic'al flll' l \,111111' , Tallk l'al'i\(: lty 13 
sa 1I0lls, • 

Lubrication System , Full JlI'l',;,;lIre 
CI'('tI ~lImp forl11s oil halh for mallllal 
SI'i\J'!Jox anti filial t1ri\'e; IlIt.erllal 
Sl'ar typ(' pU1ll1' ,ll'h'l'lI by ('all1~hart: 
exlerna l full Oow fiitl'r; ~au7.C (jUrr 
In sump with IlIli ' rllal lIlagllf't; total 

oil ,'apadly 111 loinl;; pili !' 1\ piu !~ 
for eXl e rnal filter in m a nllal \'E;r;;ion, 

Ignition System , -1~-"olt coil an,l 
di s tribut o r wit.h amomatk an:\ 
\'al'llllm ,'ol)lroll ed adnuI('e and re' 
tal'll. 

Cooling System .. Clo!'efl pre s~ lIri"ecl 
sYi;tem wilh expall;;ion tank , I":ml' , 
fall and th erl\lo~la! , Capaf'ity s~ 
pinl ~ , 

Transmission Manual C I \I t (, h 
:'inJ.,:l!' dry plall' fo; in , ,Jianlf' tt' r , wilh 
t1iaplt rill! ll1 sl'rin~ plat e ; hydraulk 
ol, ,'ra I ion by Jl ('JHla n t pedal. Four 
"P('Io't1 ~eal'box wilh ~yndll 'om p,h on 
bl, ~1It1, 3rd alld to;. : ,'elllral g f.'ar 
1('\'(' 1' rllhllt'r ill~lIliH(>11 from bod " 
floor all.1 op!'ril1ill!! box by tl E':\i bl~ 
, 'abl .. ' ~, Final t1rh'(' l'iI ~ ill" in unit 
wilit (,lIg ill !' :l1l.1 g ("ar box, ratin 
4,75 : 1 (11;/7,;) , IJ rh I' to 1'1'0111 wheels 
\' ia h .- lit-al SI")r j!"ar,< allol 01' (" 11 'Irh'c 
sitafl" willt \llIh'pr"l ) joi lllS, 

St~ering 
1111'11 ' lo,'\; 

H:it'k an ,1 Jlinivn: 3.<\ 
1(1 I< ,,' \; , 'I'r;1, ' \; (frnnl) 

:, (j . l~ " (1't"l ar) ~ll; . !jI -J· · . 

Suspension _, Fro lll - ,- ill,It'{, t'lld;'nt 
willt \lppl' r alld 10 \\' ('1' anlls alld I", 
, · al . il\ ~ tilL J'od:-:. s\\ iytll a:'\lp~ mOll J1 t ell 
(III ball j(li\ll;;~ ' l!~,lro la,tit- di " pl a"" r" 
(illll' r-,'ollll (>.' I('d from 10 rl':lr) aI'" 
111011111 1, 01 ltori7.olllally i!l fll)1l1 "1'1'('11' 
sioll IlIh,' ;\('I'O'S fro nt or hlllkllf'a.1. 
Itl'a r - - illdl'I'(,lI d,'n t , wilh trailillg arm~ 
ill.'orpOl'alillJ! llytlrnla o' li,' di" loIa .'('r", 
Tor:-:ioll har .t~:-:.i:-:.1t·\1. 

Electrical lIi .. h OIl!J'lIt dynamo 
wjl.h "IIITl'nl alill \'olial! e I'IlIllro l ; I~ 
\ '011, ;;11 ampCl'I' hOllr lJalll'ry :It :!'I 
hOllr rat." POllhll' dippillJ! ~r:lI,,1\ 
b r alll 1"'i1dlilIllJl ~, fuot 01,,'rall',1 ,!ip 
swill-II, hl'i\lllalllp tla"hl' r illl 'O rjlOr:ll, 
1',1 in lIir. · ... ioll lIa"h t' r !'will'll. 

Twin ,IJI ;II \t', !'.'1! 'I' :lrkill h wind :'l' reen 
wil"'r,, , !lllal windto!\1' horn wilh 
horll I'll s h ill sh',' ril1!! Whl',' l .-"ntre, 
Inll' rillr 1i~lIt willi m:lllllill ~will'h 
and (-Otlrtt ':-: Y ~witA. · ht·~ Oil CIOlit llu()I~_ 

This is the basic version of 
the Austin 1800 Utility. 
It can be converted to a 
tabletop or used as a base 
for a custom·built body to 
suit your particular 
application 

COIll'pah,d illumination for instru 
ments, 

Instruments - Ribbon type speed, 
ometer wilh mileage recorder com, 
bined with water temperature and 
(uel gauges, Head/side lamp switch: 
combined ignition and starter switch: 
warning lights to show low oil pres
sure, diny oil filter, headlamps high 
beam and generator not charging, 

Cab Detail6-Two door. three seat
er, all welded steel unital'Y construc
tion , Safety gla~s all !'Ound: largc 
('un-ed wind ~l'ft!en: flat rear window; 
wintl~('reen wa!'hel's ; interior and ex, 
terior drhinl1; minors; a~h tray ; 
pa,ldeu safHy sUJ1\' i~on': adjustabl(' 
benl'h type front seat; bonnl't loci, 
operat.ed from In!'ide cab: full width 
fada \\'ilh trimn)(>d upper and lower 
padd p(\ nash 1'011: third paddecl 
era!'h roll full width ()\'e r parcel 
shelf whk1l I;; b el 0\\' Caria: rubber 
11001' milt": three point lall/ sa!'11 
"ar"ly hpll." fnr ,Iri\' p r and IJ:l!'.!'en!; e r 

with mOllllting points pro\'lded Cor 
third pa~sell~er; courtesy 1 i g h t 
switches In both Cront doors: separ, 
ate fresh air s\'stem with outlcts 
either side of p~rccl tray which Is 
adjustabl(' (or now rate and outlet 
dirpction , 
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New Austin 1800 Utility 
REALLY MEASURES UP TO THE JOB 

You've been looking for a utility like this. A com
pact utility-only 14ft. 5~ins. long-yet with more 
passenger room and usable carrying space than in 
any other utility its size. BMC delivers the goods 
with the astounding Austin 1800 Utility. Look at 
its dimensions. 48~" between wheel arches. 56" 
overall. A ' tray length of 82.3". A 50" wide loading 
space between the tailgate. And because it has 
heavy duty fully independent Hydrolastic* fluid 
suspension . . . the Austin 1800 rides and handles 
with the boulevard smoothness of a saloon car. 
Power disc brakes. Safety-proven split braking sys
tem. All synchro-mesh gearbox. Flow-through ven
tilation. They're all standard. Arrange a test drive 
soon. Be astounded at the spacc, ruggedness and 

Compare the Austin 1800 Utility with these 3 

Overall/Uncly Widlh Bdwf'{"n 
Length Tray 1.f'Ilj!th \\'h e(·1 :\ rdw~ 

Austin 1800 173.r," 82.3" 4H.S" 
. 

Utility 
-_. 

Utility 184 .8" 80.6" ,\01.13 " 
"A" 

Utility IS7.4 " 80.5" 4·16" 
"U" 

Utility Ig:2.:?S" 82.4" 43.6" 
"C" 

17 

value that pu ts thc Austin 1800 Utility into a class 
of its own. Choose from 4-speed manual or 3-speed 
automa tic. Pri ced from S2040 tax included. Ton
neau cover optional extra. 

other popular 

I 

Prices 31ightly higher in r.ome country areas. 
"'Hrgd . tradcmruk . 

makes - and see the advantages, 

\\'idt h/Betwl-'t'1l : Ch'eral l/Tr3Y I 'ower I Di:;c AlI/SYllchro 
T3il~3te Width Brakes Gea rbox 

50" 5"" 
\ 

Standard I Standard 

.,){l.S" ;,/.t''' Optiol1:l1 Opt iOllal 

4g.2" 5~" Option;11 Opt iOl131 

46.t''' ; ;)," Optional St:lndard , 

I 



George Moore Motors 
B.M.C. & Automatic Transmission Specialists 

26 Irene Street 
North Coburg 

Melbourne 
Victoria 

3058 
Ph. & Fax. (03) 9354 9353 

AUSTIN 1800 EXPERT HAS REBUILT OVER 1 000 AUTOMATIC 
TRANSMISSION UNITS - HAS SOME SPARE PARTS AVAILABLE
EXPERT REPAIRS - SUSPENSION PUMP UP 

1. To suit manual cars with cone type drive flanges or for automatics or those who want 
to change to this truely heavy duty universal joint consisting of solid steel cones 
manufactured to 0.001 " tolerance to take 7 tonne truck universal joint. This is a top job 
which will outlast anything and everything, provided they are fitted correctly on burr-free 
yokes with top condition factory "U" bolts and lock nuts. Properly fitted means 
"carefully, cleanly, cleverly fitted and obviously not dropping or disturbing any rollers." 
Some of these are still running well after 1 0 years continuous service. 

Special price of $95 each. 

2. Can recondition some cast iron water pumps from $60. 

3. Crack tested and surface cylinder heads from $150 change over. 

4. Timing case seals $3.00. 

5. Flashing indicator switch assembly, good to new from $60 - $150. 

6. Have one brand new CV joint and nut for $170. 

7. Reconditioned distributors from $60 changeover. 

8. New automatic transmission pumps $180. 

9. Brand new reverse servo $150. 

10. Brand new auto engine primary filter $10. 

11 . Numerous other parts available. 

Please contact George Moore on 9354 9353 to see ifhe has the part you need. 



Austin Kimberely 1971 Auto Fair condition Not run for 2 years Lots of spares Mrs Austin 
$1,000 (07) 3849 5281 

Mk 11 1800 1970 86,000 miles $2,500 Kevin Stucky [07) 5536 1177 

Mk 1 1/2 1800 no reg or IWC best offer car in Mt Evelyn Club member Russell Greenwood 
(03) 52 297780 

1800 spares no cyclinder heads or panels ring before 8 pm club member Jim Duffin 
(03) 527 88373 Geelong Vic 

1800 mk 11 man 1970 some rust sugar canel maroon $1,000 reg but no IWC Janine 
Winter Boronia [03] 9762 9021 

1800 mk 11 auto 1969 109,000 stored for the last 10 years Kevin Manning (03) 9484 
2619 offers 

1800 Mk 11 man no rust reconditioned engine and many other bits $600 Walter Molyneux 
[02] 9759 6139 

3 1800s a mk 1 auto; a mk 11 man . res prayed in Sugar Cane- needs mechanical work 
and a mk 11 parts car $500 the lot Peter Marshall Bendigo [03J 5444 0483 

1800 mk 11 1970 2 owners auto white/ green no reg [03] 9533 1412 Wade Coster 

1800 mk 1 1966 no. 3822 man $1950 Owen Caringbah NSW 95244047 Owen 

1800 mk 11 Man E.C. White $1750 0266 741 315 

Wolseley 181 85 Auto, PAS white/ black leather 48,500 miles Erin 0411 284 692 $7,500 
photo's with Pat Farrell, who thinks there is one too many zero's in the price! 

1800 mk 1 1966 wreck or restore Clifton Springs $100 Glen Ford [03] 5253 1965 

1800 mk 1 1966 c/n 3822 man. unreg. re conditioned mk 11 donk[ original block 
available] very good paint & interior Owen Lenny Caringbam NSW (02) 9524 4047 $1,800 

1800 mk 11 interior & exterior shot man offers Pauline Curren Salisbury NSW 3277 7636 

· 1800 mk 1 Ute Few dents in sills Peter Tadman $800 NSW [02] 32664537 

1800 mk 11 immaculate 1 owner Kingscliffe NSW [02] 6674 1315 

I Cj, 



George Moore Motors 
B.M.C. & Automatic Transmission Specialists 

AUSTIN 1800 AUTOMATIC 1971 (GREEN) 

26 Irene Street 
North Coburg 

Melbourne 
Victoria 

3058 
Ph. & Fax. (03) 9354 9353 

This automatic transmission has been reconditioned to a high standard, some of the 
highlights of this rebuild are heavy duty clutches and H.D. bands, reconditioned 
convertor, reconditioned starter and new ring gear. Drive chain is 80% new, top brand oil 
cooler supplied from surplus oil and cool oil returned to the drive chain for extra massive 
lubrication of the top sprocket and chain, also a much improved breather to allow for 
rapid filling of transmission and also less chance of auto spilling over on hot days when 
car parked for long periods. A brand new oil pump and reverse servo fitted, also large 
area oil filter, all new gaskets, seals, 0 rings, and bushes, diff centre reconditioned, 19 
pints auto oil, 200psi heavy duty hose fitted to oil cooler. 

In the last 1000 miles this car has had new electric windscreen washers and new front 
pads. The front end and steering is in very good condition. A full tune with new plugs, 
points, air cleaner, cylinder head torqued and tappetts set. The PCV valve and hoses 
cleaned and reconditoned, universal joints as new, top radiator bracket beefed up, two 
fuel filters fitted with new fuel hoses to induce anti vapour lock. Carburettor cleaned and 
float level and mixture set, engine ignition timing set, new front carpet going in and 
windscreen washer jets adjusted. Indicator switch repaired and made fully operational. 
The parcel shelf on this car is fitted with utility tailgate type doors that were available as 
accessories in the car' s heyday, drivers door has a clear weather shield. 

The body and paintwork is marked on both front doors where they have been allowed to 
over open and the left hand headlight area has a small dent, but the body work could be 
repaired for approximately $400. 

The exhaust muffler, tail pipe and flexible piece are stainless steel. The tool kit is 
remarkably complete and as new. 

This car has January 2000 registration and is available with a RWC. I feel a 
knowledgeable Austin 1800 enthusiast could see value in the asking price of $3500. 

George Moore. 
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INTRODUCING ... 
Spir~s Flessas Box 488 Cronulla 

N:S.W. 2230 
[02] 9668 9651 

Sub ject: Some mesages and technical quiries requiring advise. 

Mk 11 1800 

This week have head the visit of an other Austin 1800 lover. His profession 
is a school teatcer , mid forties married with local lady and father of two boys . A 
very fine genuinegentleman of excellent sosial posture. 

\. His name is Peter Cippolone, Ph .# 02-9498-1662. Fax # 02-9499-4912 . 
Hope this week he is posting to you membership application . 

Peter Cippolone is driving a fine Mk 2 freshly painted with BMC colour, top job . 
He is after some bamber bar and and orig inal radio, 

Peter Cippolone's Mk 2 run smothly on low revs with a high acceleration, on 
non leaded petrol. . 

Cippolone 's Mk 2 was running on UNLEADED PETROL. I asked Peter for a 
short ride. The vehicle within hundred yards on the third gear especially 
requested , it hited some 55miles too quick on the speedometer. Lots of 
power, and a very smooth running . But: when the engine is hot and switches it 
off , the engine has a tedencyto run for a few seconds . Apparently she wants to 
be a little sister to Diessel. But no harm. 

How P. Cippolone achived the above. 
Cippolone told me, that took his car at Brookvale -Nth. Sydney to a place 
called MINI- and something else I can not recall the rest of the name. And they 
fitted hard valve seats and he do not know what else. I wi/I enquiry and come 
back to you. 

An expert in Sydney for the Moris & Austins. 
Named Keith Wells Ph. # 02-9636-2628. Former employee of the BMC at 
Zetland works in Sydney. Keith is a dexterous hands on man and fine person 
and mechanic 
He is got an easy job couple of years ago in the technical staff of the Sydney 
Taronga Zoo , nice easy job and no longer deals working on the BMCs. 

The BW 35 autonatic for the 1800s Rear band adjastment. 
I have wrecked several rear bands cylinder housings, due to ina d e qua t e 
gap. Keith advised me to adjast the Rear band on 1/4"gap, and then would be 
no more cracking of the cylinnder housings of said band . And this was the 
answer to eradicate that nightmare. 

Serious problems with malfuncion on the automatic transmission, while 
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everyhting apperas to be to the book. 
The caracteristic of the problen is as follows: 
a/ Gears change with engine reving up and the top gear in fairly early 

time while the vehicle still in some 25 - 30 mph. But no guts. No 
power, Reving up is inobidient to the throttle. Is appera like 
something is holding the whole vehicle. 
b/ Acceleration with serious impotence. It apperas, like one gear is 
working against an other. And engine with 155psi compression and 
finetunning, is badly weak, and no power. No speed. Just srilling in 
some 30mph at the most. 

Does anybody having simiral problem with automatic 1800s? 

There is any remedy? any good advise how to deal with this problem? 

Would you like a list of our spares from dismendled cars. and other Suydney 
Austin owners of my knowledge, not yet members to Landcrab ? 

Best Regards, 
yours sincerely 

Spiros K. Flessas. 

David Callard 

March 3rd 1999 - Sydney. 

54 Collins Street [07] 559 73 847 2 Mk 11 s 
Benowa OLD 4217 

"I believe that one of my cars sat on a water tank fpr spme years. The body is the 
straightest I have seen. I am trying to convert it from manual to automatic" 

CLUB FEES OF $30 BECOME DUE 30/6. PAY NOW 
AND AVOID THE RUSH. REMIT TO THE LANDCRAB 
CLUB 22 DAVISON STREET, MITCHAM 31,32 



"ALTERNATOR CHANGEOVER" 

AUSTIN 1800, MK2. 

If Alternator troubles show up, especially when travelling in 
remote areas, and spare parts for the original alternator are 
not readilly available, a suitable and better alternative item 
is available: 
Make: INGRAM Part No: 826290. 
Features Built-in Regulator, and a high output current rating 
(60A) . 
Available throughout Australia from Auto Electrical Suppliers. 
"Aussie made". 

INSTALLATION: Simple "Bolt-on mechanically. 
Electrical: (1). 

(2) . 

KGP. 

Use~ only (I) indicator conductor via 
tt<ISt.I~g t...)lt-Ctlj l-oow\. female connector 
and leaves-out "F" conductor - not used. 
Leave old regulator in place, untouched as 
it will be inert and only serves as a 
wiring termination for existing wiring. 

.----. 5/18" U.N.C. 826290 12V 55A 
Suitl:~Ord apP!!clltions 
Replaces: BXF1242 
.• Integral wltage regulator 
• Fully sealed bearings 
• 9 diode configuration 
• Complele with fan and pulley 
• VIbration prooHng 

R.'et 10 oro .. rel.rence lor compl.te 1I,lIng 
o. Iltemalon repllced bV Ihl' unit. 

I~~------~--~--~--~------~--' 

~ ~ ••• ••• ;;l· ••••• ·~·~·.·:.:j::::·l.·····t:::::I::;;::···: 
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Dimensions in millimeter. unltill noted. 



We've had an earful 
The moment ·in Victorian 

history when the first 
rabbit set foot on local 

soil was a considerable one. 
Mr Thomas Austin is given 
credit for that disaster: he 
opened the cage to let loose 
two dozen near Winchelsea 
at Christmas, 1859. Before 
you could ask, "What's up, 
doc?" there were cottontails 
hopping around from West
ern Port to the Murray. 

But even the prolific 
bunny pales in comparison 
with the most phenomenal 
breeder of them all: a small, 
noisy, infuriating, unstop
pable pest that has multi
plied faster than blowflies at 
a punk rockers picnic. The 
mobile phone. 

On radio the other day, a 
telecommunications nerd 
was analysing the mobile 
phone market. Business was 
still brisk, said the nerd . 
There had been, for example, 
200,000 new connections in 
December. 

Jon Faine, the 3LO inter
viewer, darned near dropped 
out of his tree. TWO HUN
DRED THOUSAND? Faine 
tried to get his mind around 
it. "B-b-but that's 6500 a 
day~ (Scribble, scribble). It's 
four a minute~ One every IS 
seconds1" 

Not even rabbits breed this 
fast. It is a plague of Biblical 
proportions. In shops and 
cafes, washrooms and buses, 
up mountains and in spas, 
the mobiles' electronic voic
es call to their owners with 
escalating urgency. 

Private clubs and golf clubs 
are among the few refuges 
left . At my city retreat, man
ager Harry asks that you sur
render your telephonic 
weaponry at the door (a bit 
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like at a saloon in the Old 
West). At my golf club, you 
are threatened with injury by 
niblick for using a mobile on 
the course. But the shadow 
of The Pest is everywhere. In 
my latest golf club newslet
ter, another Harry (the club 
prez) tells me a mobile 
phone relay tower is about to 
be built "unobtrusively" at 
the end of the practice fair
way. It will bring in some 
handy rent, says president 
Harry. (With a bit of luck, 
my slice may finally come in 
handy and knock a trans
former or two off the tower.) 

But what is the use) The 
battle is already lost. The 
streets have been invaded by 
the mobile army, chatting to 
invisible friends and filling 
the world with odd half
conversations. 

Mobile relay boxes are 
popping up everywhere. 
Every second church seems 
to have rented out its steeple. 
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At the end of Glenferrie Rd, 
Malvern, is a church I pass 
each day. When you look up, 
you see not only the cross of 
the Christian soldier but also 
the multiple war-heads of 
the Intercontinental Ballistic 
Mobile. 

At the rate of four a min
ute, it is obvious that the 
mobile phone will quickly 
reach the level of infestation 
that prompted rabbit re
searchers to develop the 
calicivirus. 

Perhaps we will eventually 
need to introduce some form 
of similar infection to thin 
out the telecommunications 
varmints. Already there have 
been theories about the haz
ards of mobile micro-waves. 
Surely warning stickers must 
come. They will start off 
rather modestly, like those on 
the early cigarette packets: 
"Health authorities warn that 
mobile phones can damage 
your health." 

WARNING: Use this 
mobile phone in a 
restaurant and you 
may be beaten to 
death by the diners 
at the next table 

The warnings will be 
cranked up as the peril 
becomes more apparent. 
"WARNING: Use this mob
ile phone in a restaurant and 
you may be beaten to death 
by the diners at the next 
table." 

Make no mistake: there are 
real dangers. A recent report 
told of a Ukrainian business
man who bought 50 mobile 
phone pagers for his staff 
Halfway back to the office all 
50 beeped simultaneously 
with a message, sending him 

I careering into a lamp-post. 
After he had been dragged 
from the wreckage and had 
his wounds tended, he finally 
read the message: "Congrat
ulations on a successful pur
chase'" 

Lawrence Money is the Spy 
columnist for The Sunday Age 



Workshop Newsletter 
by 'MANUS' 

. There's a story bohind every 
1inger-marked job card! 

KEEP YOUR FLUID CLEAN 
Dirt and grit can be really dangerous in the 
wrong places. One instance of this is the 
amount of ·muck that collects round the 
necks of brake and-·c1utch master cylinder 
reservoirs. There is always some spillage in 
this area when the reservoirs are topped up, 
and if this excess is not wiped away 
immediately a lot of foreign bodies are 
attracted-just the wrong stuff for that 
hydraulic fluid I 

Over 90 per cent. of the cars passing 
through our service bays seem to suffer 
from this particular trouble, and we have 
given strict instructions for all reservoir filler 
necks to be cleaned before and after top
ping up. Just one piece of dirt introduced 
into the braking system can have the most 
dire consequences. Seals can be damaged, 
or in some instances the barrel ofthe master 
cylinder can be scored. The vital master 
cylinder return valve could even be blocked, 
Any of these faults can result in either a 
complete loss of brakes or brake seizure, 
Same thing applies to hydraulic clutches. 

No, it certainly doesn't pay to let dirt. 
collect. Keep the filler necks clean, If 
necessary, get the stubborn stuff off with 
a rag soaked in spirit, dry off thoroughly, 
and dirt will n'ot be attracted. Even if you 
don't carry out service operations of this 
sort yourself, a clean master cylinder 
reservoir makes things so much easier for 
the service mechanic. 

It only takes one piece of muck to upset 
the braking system-and brakes can save 
your life. , .. 

SPARKS GALORE 
Right in the middle of a Monday morning 
thunderstorm an urgent request for 
assistance: somebody had no ignition. 
Roger chugged out in the breakdown 
truck, wheels spraying out wide circles of 
water. . 

Roger got very wet, but managed to get 
our customer going. He also came back 
with a story we've heard before . 

Apparently the owner was suffering 
from Monday metabolism and had mislaid 
his ignition key. In an attempt to get the car 
Sl<lrted, he linked out the ignition coil to the 
live battery terminal. That was all right as 
far as it went, but the wrong terminal on the 
ignition coil had been connected up: In
stead of the supply going to the switch side 
of the coil, it simply went straight through 
the contact-breaker in the distributor, 
burning out the small flexible eanh cable 
which runs from the contact-br~aker points 
to the distributor base plate. 

Roger discovered this in a few minutes, 
but had no spare flexible. After raking 
around all the drawers in his house, the 
owner finally produced an odd piece of 
lighting flex from a set of Christmas-tree 
fairy lights. This was used as a temporary 
link inside the distributor. 

If a jumper cable is used to link out the 
ignition circuit, it must always be connected 
to the switch side of the coil (marked 'NEG' 
on most coils with positive-earth systems), 
Connect to the wrong terminal, and you're 
in trouble I 

This series of tips originally appeared in the "Motoring" and "High Road" magazines 
produced by BMC and BLMC during the \960's and \970's, Written under the 
pseudonym "Manus" - an automobile engineer with a large BMC Distributor in the U.K 

Submitted by Hans Pedersen 
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Workshop Newsletter 
by 'MANUS' 

" There's a story behind every 
'finger-marked job cardl 

ANALYSING THE SHEETS' 

Some interesting points came out when 
we held an inquiry into our testing and 
tuning record sheets. " 

Taking a cross-section of these sheets. 
we checked on the most common electrical 
faults. In some respects the results were 
quite surprising. 

In practically all cases the fan belts were 
found to be slack. Only one instance of a 
too tight fan belt was found, Second on 
the list was the battery. Overfilling was 
found in 40 per cent. of the cars checked. 

This battery business can be confusing. 
AH batteries filled by our service staff 

are topped up with a special bottle which 
cuts off at the correct level-just at the 
tops of the separators. Some customers 
check this level after a service-the 
battery is usually the most obvious thing 
to check-then they fill the cells to over
flowing and complain to me I 

All the distilled water sploshed in above 
the correct level is quite useless. as it 
simply floods out of the cells when the 
battery gets warm under charging condi
tions. 

More than 30 per cent. of the cars had 
some sort of voltage drop in the ignition 
primary circuits-enough to cause low 
H.T. spark voltages which would materi
ally affect performance. Loose or dirty 
terminal connections are very common
much more common than you would 
think. 

Headlamp settings were not often found 
to be too high. but they were inclined to be 
on the low side. In other words. the 
owners of these cars weren't getting the 
full benefit from their lights. even though 
they were not dazzling oncoming cars, 

Ignition rotor IIrms came quite high on ' 
the list. Many of them were loose. Distri-

, butor points were also in frequent need of 
attention. " 

Too much 'care cannot be given to these 
,sensitive components. Of all the dynamos 
checked, no less than 10 per cent. were 
found to need immediate attention-new 
brushes and cleaning, commutators skim
med, etc. 

Finally. almost a third of the cars checked 
, had electrical faults which, without atten
tion. would have caused trouble in the 
near future. Quite a" big proportion. The 
electrics always seem to be neglected I 

CLEAN AIR CAMPAIGN 

. Air filters get very dirty. Some of our repair 
jobs have air filters that are unspeakable. 
especially those that are not brought in for 
regular servicing. 

Air filter elements are cheap, and they 
are easy to change. They should be checked 
every 6,000 miles, as a gradual accumula
tion of dirt piles up which has the effect 
of making the mixture rich. Spend a few 
shillings on an air filter element, and save 1 
petrol I 

This series of tips originally appeared in the "Motoring" and "High Road" magazines 
produced by BMC and BLMC during the 1960's and 1970's. Written under the 
pseudonym "Manus" - an automobile engineer with a large BMC Distributor in the U.K 

Submitted by Hans Pedersen 
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TH.E~AUSSI,E ·.AUSTIN '", , 
," .. ," .' , ,' ,' , .1, ,,' ".', ,':. ," ," 

Why include,' a ~ritish, 'car, in a feature " 
on the Australian . industry?, ,'" , '.- " 
All tvill be revealed. .. ,;" .,.,:: . 

Right, 
the press praised 
its comfort, space 
and roadholding 

I
ntroduced in England in October 
1964, the Austin 1800 was a natural 
development of Alec Issigonis' trans

verse engine, front-wheel-drive, fully 
independent suspension, wheel-at-each
corner concept pioneered by the Mini 
and the 1100, 

The power unit chosen was the five
bearing, 1798cc version of the venerable 
B-series also used in the MGB. In setting 
the design parameters, Issigonis wanted 
as much interior room as possible in a 
body structure that turned out to be one 
of the strongest ever built, As in the 
1100, Hydrolastic fluid suspension was 
also used to provide a smooth ride and 
high standards of handling, Styling was 
never uppermost in his thoughts. so the 
1800 was not a thing of great beauty, 

Here, BMC Australia thoroughly ana
lysed the car before putting it on the 
market; after all, it was to replace the 
Austin Freewav, which was dead on its 
feet, and the WOlsdey 24/80, It was to 
be another twelve months before the 
1800 was ready for our harsher condi
tions. Nearly all the changes made were 
under the skin - such as stronger 
wheels. beefier engine mounts, better 
dust sealing. much tighter tolerances 
throughout the body and strengthened 
seating, 

Holden and Falcon territory 
Launched in November 1965, it was 
priced at S2330, falling right into Holden 

, ,.-Y 
..s,;j7 

Australian Classic Car Monthly, June 1996 

and Falcon territory; an HD 149 Special 
was S2260 while the XP Falcon Deluxe, 
with the smaller engine, was 52270, 
However, BMC had loaded the car up 
with extras such as carpets, heater-de
mister. power-assisted disc brakes, 
radial-ply tyres, fully reclining seats. 
synchro on first gear and even a boot 
light, none of which was standard 
equipment from GM-H or Ford. After 
the Mini Cooper S, it was the first vol
ume-produced Australian car to have 
front seat belts as standard equipment. 

The press of the day gave the 1800 a 
pretty good time; praising it for its com
fort . space. and roadholding as well as 
its remarkable ability to cruise at high 
speeds on long trips. However, the steer
ing was felt to be heavy. the gearchange 
was decidedly awkward and ground 
clearance was thought to be a bit low. 
Acceleration at traffic lights was also on 
the languid side. especially if laden . 

Although it was priced w'ith the Six-cyl
inder brigade. it rapidly found !ts own 
niche in the market and eventually be
came the sixth most popular car in 
Austr;Jlia. with a local content of over 
80%. At first, the only option was the 
colour, and it wasn 't until February 1968 
that an autOmatic became available; this 
was the Borg-Warner 35 three-speed 
which shared many parts with later Fal
cons. The only alternative to the 
four-door sedan came in July 1968, when 
the Australian-designed utility was an-
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Above, 
the 1800 was one 
of the strongest 
cars Issigonis ever 
designed 
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Right, 
for the local 
market all the 
( fl anges that were 
made were under 
~h e skin - stronger 
engine mounts, 
better dust sealing 
and more 

For right, 
although priced 
similarly to Holden 
and Falcon the 
I BOO was loaded 
with extras 

Right, 
this model Austin 
became the sixth 
most popular 
selling car in 
Australia 

> ---. ~---.--- -

nounced. This was notable for its verv us
able space in the cray, made possible by 
axles and suspension units not getting in 
the way. On the down side. the ute 
lacked traction in mud and wet grass 
with a full load. 

A slightly restyled Mark II was 
la unched in October 1968, and this car 
can be identifiedbv a revised and fussier 
grille, as well as ve~tical tail lights. which 
replaced the horizontal units of the Mark 
1. It was in this form that the 1800 
soldiered on until it was replaced by the 
six-cylinder X6 rJnge, the Austin Kim
berlev and Tasman in :'-iovember 1970. In 
all. ;bout 65.000 we~e produced her~, 
with about 2000 of these being the utes. 

Because of their tough bodyshell. it 
was found that 1800s made good rally 
cars, and teams were entered in the 
original London-Sydney Marathon in 
1968. Paddy Hopkirk managed to bring 
one into second place after a Hillman 
Hunter, but before Falcon GTs. Porsches 
Jnd HoILien ,\1un.1r05. 

One of the other 1800s went on to win 
the Southern Cross Rally of 1969. with 
Marathon winner Andrew Cowan at the 
wheel. It was while being tested for ral
lies in England that the 1800 earned its 
nick-name of 'Land erJ b'. becJuse of r.he 
W.lY they ~ecmed to claw Jlld scuttle 
their way through the mud. 

76 Australian Classic Car Monthly. June 1990 

Those who haven't seen inside an 1800 
are amazed at the space, as there is an 
abundance of legroom both front and 
back, and the seats are certainly comfort
able - particularly in the earlier cars, 
which weren't subject to Leyland's cost
cutting. To drive the car, you sit in the 
bus clriver's position, as the wheel is 
much more horizontal than its rivals'. 
This takes getting used to, but it's not too 
tiring for long distances. The steering is 
heavier than normal and the notch), gear 
shift on the manual cars is not to everv
one's liking. The automatic is worked v"ia 
a lever protruding from the right-hand 
side of the dash, which of course leaves a 
Virtually unobsrructed flat floor in the 
front. 

The car can be driven rapidly and 
doesn't have any trouble keeping up 
with modern traffic. Corners can be 
taken quickly, as the body remains rea
sonably flat. The Hydrolastic suspension 
works welL although a rather uncom
fortJble bounce can build up on uneven 
roads, but that would be wking the car 
to its limits. Keep in mind when looking 
fur one of these cars that repairs can be 
expensive and there seems to be a lack of 
interested repairers. In hindSight, they 
are no more complicated than any of to
da~' s cars, and those specialists in 1800s 
will confirm that. when armed with the 

IU 

correct tools, repairs are not impossible. 
There are speCialists in parts, such as 
English Spare PartS. although new body 
panels would be impossible to obtain. 

On manual cars. clutch repairs can be 
expensive as it generally entails removal 
of the entire power unit. which is time
consuming. Automatics can also cause 
problems. with rebuilds being '~~n
sive. 

Watch for sagging engine mounts. oil 
leaks and stretcned gearshift ca bles on 
the manual cars. When test-driving, put 
the car on full lock and listen for any 
noises coming from the driveshafts. Usu
ally, the only suspension problems are 
that hoses can chafe through; the units 
themselves are relatively trouble-free. 
Look for rust in the usual places such as 
the bottoms of doors. and the lower 
front guards. Generally 1800s were 
pretty free from that dreaded bogey. 

They aTe not expensive to buy; some 
are at give-away prices. but for a top
class manual sedan expect to pay about 
53000. and for an average example about 
51500. Automatics command slightly 
less, while the rarer utes. depending or. 
condition, are worth up to SI000 more 
than the cars. 

NAIRN HINDHAUGH 

PHOTOS, TOM BAKER 
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GLASS'S G'UIDE 
THE IMPARTIAL AUTOMOTIVE PRICING AND IDENTIFICATION AUTHORITY 

29 April 1999 

Chief Executive 
AUSTIN 1800 CAR CLUB 
Davison Street 
Mitcham Vic 3132 

Good morning, 

The Essential Directory of the Automotive Industry 

For information on the motor vehicle industry, get the official automotive industry 
directory, the 1999 edition of the Black & White Data Book. 

With over 350 pages of who's who in the automotive industry the 1998 Black & 
White Data Book gives you all the relevant automotive information. 

The 1999 Black & White Data Book includes: -
,/ Previous and future import trends - your update on the industry. 
,/ Key automotive industry contacts. 
,/ Internet web sites - linking you to the most current industry information. 
,/ Asian registration figures - your update on the Asian market. 
,/ Vital motor industry statistics. 
,/ The latest make and model registration figures - gives you what happened 

in '98. 

A directory you will use every day, the 1999 Black & White Data Book also 
.~ contains car and motorcycle clubs, press contacts, manufacturers and 

engineering consultants. 

Order your copy NOW for only $64.95 (plus $5 postage & handling). All you 
need to do is send back the attached order form or call us on 1800655417. We 
look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely 

Leanne Harvie 
Marketing Co-ordinator 

PS Hurry and order your 1998 Black & White Oata Book for only $64.95 plus 
$5 postage and handling. 

AUSTRALIA 

GLASS'S GUIDE PTY. LIMITED 
48 LA TROBE STREET MELBOURNE VICTORIA 3000 

TEL: (03) 9663 3009 FAX: (03) 9663 3049 
e-mail: glassad@glassguide.com.au 

A.C.N. 004 565 057 

\ I· 

UNITED KINGDOM 

GLASS'S INFORMATION SERVICES LIMITED 
PO BOX 823 WEYBRIDGE SURREY KT13 9FO 

TEL: (44) 1932 823 823 FAX: (44) 1932 846 564 
e-mail: customer@glass.co.uk 



CRAB WISE CARAVANNING ! 
by Daryl Stephens 

Both 1800's and the Tasman I Kimberely range make excellent tow cars. Their stability is 
excellent, which is very reassuring when one is belting down the road at 100 k's, with 1,000 
kg's behind. Based on over 20 years experience, here is a summary of vehicle 
characteristics. {The 20 plus caravanning years began in the mid 1970's with a Mk 11 manual 
Kimberely - fitted with a no cost caravanning option called GTBA ie guaranteed to boil 
anywhere and stopped in the early 1980's when the Kimberely was traded on a Rover SD1 . 
The Rover paint work was not equal to the Australian sun in January in caravan parks and 
only did one trip. A recently acquired Mk 1 1800 manual was reluctantly pressed into service. 

When the SD1 was replaced by the SE11, the idea was to pension off the 1800. However, 
the Rover is the only car I have ever owned which will suffer brake fade driving to the video 
library, and towing with it is not an option. The 1800 is still in use today. Both 1800 and 
Kimberely have towed to most beach resorts south of the Queensland border, and ditto for 
east of Ceduna. They have also towed up and down Brown mountain- Merimbula to Cooma; 
Clive Mountain -Batemans Bay to Canberra, Coffs Harbour to Dorrigo and a lot of exploring 
around Mt Kosciusko. We tow interstate each January, and go local for Easter, and cup day 
long weekend. In summary, we have towed a lot! ] 

Engines. The 1798 engine has a lot of lugging power and will really 'hang' on a hill It will 
also take a surprising amount of abuse. Better still, it responds very well to improved 
breathing. 

The 2227 engine is too cammy. This means it will drop off [under] the power band which can 
be disconcerting if one is already in first gear. It also makes starting on hills tedious. I am 
informed that the camshaft of the P76 six, which is a long stroke X6 motor is much better. 
The original Repco pistons were a bit ordinary, and long life was not its greatest asset. A very 
smooth unit. 

Automatics. I would not put a roof rack on an automatic without the transmission cooler 
described in the newsletter before last. Also, the earlier auto's will snap the output shaft. The 
latter ones have been up graded. 

Cooling systems. Assuming everything is in good working order, the 1800 will not 
over heat. Be aware that the fan will pick up any oil leaks and throw them into the radiator. 
Road grime, dirt, dust and general revolt will then stick to the radiator and severely restrict 
the air flow. An easy up grade is fitting the smaller automatic fan pulley. 

The Kimberely will definitely over heat, but the problem can be defeated. {Climbing the 
Moonies on the Newell Highway- they divide into 3 steep sections- we boiled the Kimberely 
3 times on a cool day] Reading A Cooler Six Pot by Pat Farrell in the club publication is a 
necessity.{ I ran 2 fans instead of the standard one, and an additional one ahead of the 
radiator. A larger capacity radiator, followed by an oil cooler is a good starting point! 

If problems do arise on the road, turning the heater on full does provide extra engine cooling . 

. "1 
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Transmissions. The manual gearboxes on both cars are virtually the same, and almost 
indestructible. The idler gear bearing is a weakness in the Kimberely, and is an engine out! 
gearbox off job to replace I When the bearing goes, it takes off the surface of the shaft 
running inside it-or perhaps it happens the other way around. On the 1800, the rubber 
universal joints do not like starting on hills. 

Thankfully, most Club cars are using the metal ones. The Kimberely inner plunge joints will 
'clunk' noticeably - see suspension- and fail if the problem is not solved. On the 1800, I use 
the 3.7 diff and it is wonderful. 

Suspension. In standard form, when the suspension is worked hard as in towing, the 
rear hydro units will stretch causing the rear to settle.{1 used to re space the rear every second 
year!] When this happens, the plunge joints on the Kimberely complain loudly. A short tern 
fix can be to lower the height from 15" to 13 1/2'. The Kimberely used a rear rubber helper 
spring, but it was a bit like Jeff Kennett- a good idea but useless in practice. The easy fix is 
to use the Aeons featured some time ago. 

A better idea is to use the larger displacers in the rear, with 1/2" spacers in the front to reduce 
the pressure. Then the Aeons can be used as helper springs. I fit mine in about 10 minutes 
before each towing trip. With this arrangement, it takes a good backside to pick the slighter 
firmer ride. { My fathers mk 1 auto has the big hydro units at the rear and he does not know 
! ] The bonus is that the rear will never settle again! When all this is going on, I recommend 
new hoses on the hydro units. 

Brakes, Before each January caravanning holiday, I change the brake fluid. This keeps 
the boiling point of the fluid high. Also, the pads must be good ones. Hills are descended in 
the same gear as they are climbed. I have never had braking problems. {Since the mid 
eighties, most caravans have had electric brakes, which are excellent.] J 

Stability is the major consideration when towing a 'van, followed by brilliant braking and this 
is where our cars excel. I could not imagine getting into trouble with an 1800 or X6. 

CLUTCH TROUBLES 
By Daryl Stephens- who had hair until recently! 

Under no circumstances should the re manufactured clutch carbon thrusts be fitted. Two 
fitted- two collapsed. Mine lasted 5,000 k's. The carrbon is too hard and it chewed into the 
pressure plate. It also has poor resistence to ffriction and wears out quickly. 

Carbon -Lorraine will re do them. I will contact the individuals who have the new ones when 
the way ahead becomes clearer. 

I am not impressed. 
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/A COOL IDEA! 
SUbmitted by Herman Pedersen 

AUSTIN/ MORRIS 1800 (Transverse) supplementary fitting sheet 

KLF 1094 equipment ref.317/L(1800) 

The equi~t should be lOOunted between the radiator and the wheel arch. 

To allow adequate clearance between the fan blade , and the radiator core, it 

is necessary to cut out the 'slotted grille underneath the nearside Wheel arch, 

using a pad saw, or Sll'all hack saw. Mount the pivot block attatched tothe"f.6bOrt 

length of the L shaped arm to the side face of the chassis sub franeas:sbown 

in the diagram. Adjust motor and blade to the centre of the square :metal ··!.bax . 

on wheel arch side of the radiator. 

Adjust second arm to allow clevis to fit parallel to the sheet 'JIetalabove 

radiator grille opening 

MOdify existing radiator fan ducting, top and bottom as in diagram(A)(B) 

This ensures greater cooling capacity resulting from the ram effect airf1aw 

.,produced by the forward m:>tion of the car • 

A. 

. ~ . . 

j -------_. --- ------
.,-' -~ --

~- ..:. --~ ---------I __ .~_ 

\ i ;/ 
I I, 
I ; 

HeTwBn PederBeo acquired these drawings, While he was pioneering electric 

radiator fans, on behalf on Davies Craig PTY LTD. They were researched .by 

Kenlowe radiator fans ( which Davies Craig import). As is obvious from the 

drawing, the ram effect provides much improved cooling. Herman has done this 

modification on quite a few 1800 s, with great suces~ 

14 
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Queensland news 
Combined Landcrab and QLD Austin Club run. 
Date 18 th of July 
Starting point 10 am Mcintosh Island Park 

Burlleigh Heads. 

Phone Peter Jones on [075] 5748 293 for more 
details. 
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KNOW YOUR LOCTITE 

(Adhesives/Sealants) 
Supplied by Peter Jones 

While restoring your car, you may find difficulty in locking 
down screws where you cannot use a spring washer, retaining 
a bush or bearing which is loose on a shaft or sealing pipes 
etc. This is where a series of products from Loctite will 
help, so listed below are some of there most useful products. 

Fffi LOCKING 

"22211 Low stength, stops vibration loosening 
seals, bushes, pulleys etc. 

"242" Stops vibration loosening of nuts. 
Parts will disassemble with normal tools. 

"262" High strength locking of studs, nuts and 
bolts in severe service conditions (heat 
may be required to loosen the studs etc) 

All the other types also stop thread corrosion and leakage. 

FOR RETAINING 

"241" 

"242" 

"601/ 
635" 

Medium strength retaining of bearings, oil 
seals, bushes, pulleys etc. 

Stops backlash in keyways and splines. 

High stIength retaining of gears, sprockets, 
bearing bushes etc g 

Heat may be required to remove items held on by the above 
four loctites. 

FeR SEA LI NG 

"592" 

"569" 

"504/ 
515" 

11290" 

Pipe sealant with teflon, prevents leakage 
and loosening of fittings in hydraulic and 
pneumatic systems. 

Hydraulic sealant for critical hydraulic 
systEm s. 

Gasket Eliminator, replaces cut gaskets 
seals instantly. 

Seals porosity in welds and castings. 

CAUTION: Loctites may cause dermatits in sensitive persons 
wash after contact. Contains Methacrylate es~er. 
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Accelerator A convenient pedal to rest the right foot. 

Aerodynamics The reason you should never spit out the 
front window when the rear window is open. 

Air filter 

Air vent 

Armature 
L--... 

Baffle 

Ball bearing 

Brake pads 

Filters out air so that the carburenor can 
breathe pure pollution. 

A vent situated in front of the windscreen 
that lets water in. 

A highly sophisticated short circuit, vital to 
the correct malfunctioning of the alternator. 

So named because of the difficulty in 
installing it. 

An interesting solid state friction modifying 
device which is round when installed. but 
more or less square when removed. 

Fine black dust found inside brakes. 

Brake warning A lamp to remind you that your brakes are 
lamp likely to fail at any moment. 

Brakes 

Convertible 

'lecoke 

Dipstick 

Double 
declutch 

Accessories used for slowing down. 

"Yes, that bridge was just a touch low, wasn't 
it. " 

A periodic service operation in which the 
internal engine parts are cleaned of carbon 
deposits, e.g. take the car for a thrash. 

Idiot. Also a nice clean straight rod which is 
sometimes oily on the end. It is used to 
measure how much oil has leaked out of the 
engine. 

Convenient excuse given by the driver 
when he/she misses a gear. Also useful for 
crunching gears twice in one gear change. 

Driving lights Used for lighting up low-flying aircraft or the 
road about 5 feet in front of the car. In some 
cases, used for melting the plastic bumper of 
the car in front. 

Engine A large block of selectively hollowed metal 
which makes very expensive noises. 

Exhaust pipe See Baffle. 

Fuel gauge 

Gear ratio 

Gearbox 

Glovebox 

Handbrake 

Hom 

Ignition 
system 

Another annoying little gauge on the 
dashboard.. which shows how much money is 
not in your wallet. 

The ratio of how many teeth have sheared off 
one gear cog, relative to another. 

A metal box designed to house the gears. 
Incorporated in the design is the ability to 
leak oil, select the wrong gear or gears, and 
it is always spring loaded so that the reverse 
gear is easily obtained from any forward 
speed. and from any other gear. 

An artificial black hole located in the 
dashboard.. into which objects such as your 
licence, registration papers, little black 
book, etc .. are irretrievably lost. 

A hand operated braking device connected to 
the rear wheels. useful for parking, fast U
turns, waking up the driver, etc. 

A loud warning de.ice, sometimes used in 
lieu of filthy language. 

A technological marvel which is capable of 
at least three times as many faults as it has 
components. 

Jack A device used to raise a car so that flat tyres 
may be replaced by bald spares. 

Jumper leads Thick cables with alligator clips on the ends, 
used for annihilating alternators and engine 
management systems. 

LSD 

Neutral 

Unlike the LSD that leave hundreds of black 
marks on your perception of reality, this LSD 
allows you to leave two black marks on the 
road instead of one whilst "decoking" your 
car. 

A state of the gearbox in which either all the 
teeth have fallen off the cogs, or the clutch is 
disengaged, hopefully by the driver. 

Number plate This is so named because it is how the police 
find you when your number is up. 

Overdrive An interesting phenomenon which happens 
to Mini's and small Japanese cars when semi 
drivers don't see them in time . 

... continued back page 



Dave Hany's Autotrotive 
~ ninons - Cont:l nued. 

Pctrol The reason why we ride bicycles and Arabs 
drive Merc's. 

Shock This part of the suspension system designed 
absorber in conjunction with the average pothole 

which allows the occupants of the car to 
oscillate between their seat and the fOOf. to 
while away their time. 

Spark plugs A truly ingenious de\ice capable of 3tlracting 
all possible kinds of conductive dirt. 

Speedometer A mechanical liar which either tells you that 
the police officer is wrong and you were only 
doing 60 kmlh. or that you were doing the 
ton up through the Black Spur. even though 
your mates don't believe a word of it. 

Steering arms Appendages which hang off the shoulders. 
and fill up the sleeves. 

Supercharger A great invention which force feeds the .r

motor with a super charge of fuel/air 
mixture. The name is derived from the cost 
of such a device. 

U-boJt A U-shaped black mark left on the road 
surface after consecutive handbraking. 
turning and decoking. 

Windscreen 
\\'asher 

Windscreen 
wiper 

A de\ice that squirts water over the roof of 
your car. onto the windscreen of the car 
behind. 

Mechanical wiping arms whose sole 
purpose is to spread excess water. road 
grime. mud and grasshopper guts all over the 
\\indscreen. 

~ .. ,~FLACL;G CLUTCH IN 1 SOO 

'I'his is an extract from 8. letter in Popular Classics i'Iagazine. 

In your feature on Landcrnbs (Dec199S) Y011 state that the engine 
has to COi.le out to do the clutch in the 1800. This is is not the 
case. 
,~ f8," years ar,;o I us ed to maintain a flee t of taxis, mos t being 
th2 crab. ,-TU5 t drop t',e top and bot tom ball joints, traclc rod 
end, brake c~lipher and pull the driveshaft out in one unit ( 
drain oil first) 
(7ext, rear ;:J0UJ1.ting and the one that joins to the centre head stud. ,-
eha enG"ille '.,·ill drop dOI·,'TI and you can lus t manage to (se t tJ'e idler 
:;ear C'~ Si i1.G off, pull·.·.nd tI.,ist to the left. 
I ~.l.sed to do tl'.Qse on my back in just under three hours, and h;.,ve 
lost count on hOl\T !,l" ·ny I have done. I ,.,;ould li3(e to add tl'at I 
hnve never h21.cl to rene~r any mountings in doing it this Hay. 
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AUSTIN 1800 PARTS CLEARANCE 

Spair parts, new and old stock, good quality second hand parts and official BMC special 
tools. 

Northern Jag has recently moved premises and we discovered parts that we thought had 
all but disappeared (that's the trouble with having a dark loft). Many items are choice 
and would be valuable if you have a low mileage 1800 that you want to keep original. 

Included: 
gaskets, engine parts, suspension, lucas lens, lucas lamp switches, books, manuals, ute 
panels etc. 

We will have an open trade day on Saturday 5 June 1999, at our factory at, 22 Beatrice 
Ave. West Heidelberg, 9:00am onwards. 

No sausage sizzle or jag bands, just low prices. 
Bob Leonard 

94599285 or 0418558200 

MEANW\-\Il.c I It'll T\-tt "BASi:M£:NT Of V,("o~'f\S 
PA12lIAMENT l4oUSf, STM~ il2£ASI.l"REn. A\"~N 

D(,,1)Al..t W~N"" .A.9cUTlDOSEt,J".J6 ThE 
'PU\\Si: STfllt-l.6S 



FOR SALE ... 
1800 Mk 11 1800 twin Carbies Blue- new paint 150,000 miles one owner deceased estate 

$2,000 Gawler SA. Tony Trager [08] 85 225 953 

Also. 6 rust free doors, bon nett and bootlid offers. Plus a set of Sonic extractors $50 

2 x Mk 11 s $500 the pair (03] 53 315793 

1800 Mk 11 Auto 73,000 miles GC plus 2 1800's to wreck or restore, plus many parts 
$3,500 T Copeland ( Club Member) 11 Windsor St, Margate QLD 

1800 mk 1 auto 73,611 miles $200 Mrs Marcell Noble Park Vic (03]9548 3092 

1800 Mk 11 1970 man resprayed, engine re built $700 Ingelwood QLD Lyn Webb 
(07 ] 4652 1018 

1800 mk 11 1969 Man Syd Hayes $250 (03] 5952 3151 

150 Gear cables; part numbers 13H 5945, AYH 339615 HY 4514& 13 H 5944 Offers 
[02] 4565 0212 Mr Hilton Pollard. 

~ , 
I 

Forgiveness can be easier to ask for ~ 
than permission. 

Food for thought - A report released on 31 M arch shows that a quarter of people over the age of 14 have recently used an 
illegal drug with 3n increasing number of young !leeple, !!2!1k:.:!!ll"!Y ;,;:.rls, using ·ti:ew. ' 

("Victorian Baptist Witness ") 
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CLUB FEES OVERDUE • I 
• 

Club membership fees of $30 became due 30 /6 . Remit to The Landcrab Club 22 Davison 
Street , Mitcham 3132 Vic . 

{Obviously only current financial members have axcess to the Club spares] 

A N ELDERLY WOMAN fell down 
and hurt her leg badly in three 

places . Her doctor bandaged it up 
tightly, warning her, "This leg is 
going to take a long time to mend . 
At all costs, you must avoid going up 
or down stairs ." 

A month later, the doctor visited 
her and found that the leg had 
healed perfectly. "Thank the Lordi" 
the woman exclaimed. "I felt such a 
fool going up and down that drain
pipe ." 



li'.lTF10DUC1J'lG ... 
Bill Stevenson 23 Shinnick Drive 

Oakhurst N.S.W . 2761 
0419436 914 Mk 11 1800 

" After I spoke to you the other day from 70 k's north of Goulbourn, where I stopped after the 
alternator exploded, and wrecked the radiator as well. I rang a mate in Sydney for help. 

He came down with a radiator, fan , alternator. and fan belt which I quickly filted and then we 
headed back to Sydney. Unfortunately the radiator was split around the bottom tank and we 
had to stop every '1 O·k's .to fill up .' Also , the new alternator did nothing but.keepthe belt,tight," 
so I just used the parking lights . 

I have since fitted an Ingram 80 amp alternator and a new radiator, and all is well. 

To re cap on what happened- The alternator fan blade broke in half. bend the engine fan , cut 
the belt, bent the water pump pulley and went into the radiator. At 110 k's ! 

Adrian Priaulx 

Mike Conway 

61 Symonds Street [03) 5983 9351 
Bittern Vic 3918 

4/169 Gorge Road r08) 8336 3741 
Paradise S.A. 5075 

Mike has purchased the ute once owned by John Collings . 

Ian Ripley 

Bill Randall 

334 Farm Street [0413] 872 907 
Rockhampton QLD 4700 

65 Relesah Drive 
Ningi QLD 4511 

[07] 5497 5823 

6 mk 1's 
5 mk 11's 

Mk 11 Ute 

Mk 11 

A bit of everything 

"I have at this stage a 5rTO mk 11 which I reconditioned for my daughter who is at 
Townsville Uni. Also, two utes- one is a 70 mk 11 with 14" wheels and the other is before 
the compliance plate . It has a mk 11 grille , 13" wheels and small hubcaps. This one will be 

restored first. I also have a mk 1 donor sedan . 

I also have a Kelp Beige mk 1 automatic. It is almost concours and is on classic 

plates ." 

Clifford Marshall 69 Enfield Avenue [02] 4571 1211 Mk 11 1800 

North Richmond NSW 2754 

And welcome back to ; 
Cameron Bull 21 Marcus Road [03J 9551 1 eeo Mk 11 

Dingley Vic 3172 
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The Shorter History of.Austin 
Building tht> Empire 1939 - 1960 

"Under his (Leonard Lord) in.\pired leadership, we 
«wait the future with eagerness and optimism" from 
Austin· 50 years of Car Progress, 1955. 

As Britain entered into a state of war with GemlaJJY in 
September 1939, all civilian car production came to a 
halt. Production of the 8 Bnd 10 models continued for 
army use, but the fnctol)"S main model during this 

period was the Lancaster bomber. A special airfield was constructed at Longbridge for 
testing and delivery. 

\Vh.ilst Lord Nuf1ield over nt Morris had quarreled with the govenUllent , ;UJd thus been 
left out of the "shadow factory" scheme, Lord had done well out of it , considerably 
ellhal1L~ing his production capocity. 

This capaciry was luUy utilized Ollce the war was over, alld O!l the. si te of IhL~ !lOW 

surplus airfield Lord set nhoul building the greatest and lllost11lodem CM plrmt in the· 
world - CAB I 

lJldeed, so modem was thi s plant thaI JllaJ lui"acllHclS l:amc frOlll all U\,C:I th l" world to 
gasp i.n am:: at it - including. a cenain Japanese company called Dntslill (now Ni:san) 
who were so impressed thilt they ordered an entire faL'lory fml11 AliSliJl l 

l11t.~ post war model range was essentially that launch.:tl in 1939 - with the addition of" a 
new car, the 16 (essentially a 12 with an OHVcngine). The millionth Aus tin, a cream 
16, rolled off the production lines in Junt: 1946, and was signed by the entire staff of 
Austin . The car still 'c-xists in the BMH Herilage collection ai Gaydon . 

With the introductioll of Ul e first true post wal C(lf~ , the A,1O Dorse t & DC\·OJl in 1947, 
Lord anacked the US markets With steel allocations Ul post war Britain being tied t.o 
expon perfonnance. strong oversea.:> sa les w.:re essential to the survival and gTL)WU1 of 
Austin. T)llically for Lord, he himself accompanied the tirst two A40's to the US, 
where they were <l roaring S llC CC~S . 

Embolden with the success of the DeVOll , Lord then instructed Dick Buni, his chief 
designer, to build an American car. The result was Ihe A90 Atlantic , a wondrous 
symphony of curves and chrome that failed in the US lllal ket when Americans faded to 
haJld Over Buick money for a 4 c.yllnder small carl 

Undaunted . Lord sought an Ameri l;,Hl paJ1llel for his WlllureS and, after fUldi.ng one in 
Nash, went on to enjoy considerahle success with the Sl11al lt:r ,uld cheaper Austin ! 
Nash Metropolitan. 

In 1952 the long tenn rivalry with Nuffiel d Motols was finally brought to book., and a 
merger beTween the two companies <lrraJlged . In cffect, thi s was an Austin takeover, 
and from thenceforth on all engineering and design was concentrated in Longbridge. 

Lord's '(i nU1d Plan' called for three basic engines tlr at would power all elltirc range of 
cars appealing to vastly di sparate lllarkets , and these duly appeared as the A, B aJld C 
serres cng.i.nes 

Issigonis was lured back fwm Alvis to becvllle chief engiJlr~r. and by J Y55 BMC were 
selling 370,000 cars a year. 

The growing confidence or the corpofOtioll \Va:, eviuel1~ed III 1 Y5 R whell the A.me.ricill) 
inspired sl)' lulg of Di ck Burzi was superseded by the sharp continent;'!] li.nes of the 
Fanna family 

Tkll III 1959 Clune to \loJllbShe ll tli;ll catapulted 13M(" i.])I\1 tile t"Llrefrullt uf automotive 
t:IIUIIlL:cring . At Ihe 1959 Molor shO\\· the !\:!JIli was launched. and with it the golden 
;\~' l' () f H\;fC. 

, 
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How BMC 
cars are 

completely 
rust-proofed 

by the 
exclusive 

BIVIC ROTOOIPPING 
ANTI-RUST PROCESS 

BMC PASSENGER VEHICLES AR 
BETTER PROTECTED AGAINST 
RUST AND CORROSION THAN 
ANY OTHER RANGE OF CARS 
PRODUCED IN AUSTRALIA 

BMC fully appreciates the problems associated with rust 
in vehicle bodies and, of all Australian manufacturers, 
it takes the mo.st positive action in preventing the rust menace 
in the bodies of its vehicles. 

BMC realises that the engine and mechanical components 
in a vehicle are subject to wear and eventualIy require 
attention. A worn engine can be repaired or replaced . 
But 8 rusted-through body shell usually means the end of a 
vehicle's life. 

Even minor rust spots are expensive to remove and usualIy 
recur because they are often an indication of extensive 
deterioration under the paint. 

On any car not specialIy treated the rust starts from the insid 
hidden from the eye until it is too late . Rust begins where 
moisture accumulates. Rust attacks unprotected' metal inside 
the doors, beneath the mudguards, at body joints and 
welded seams-invisible until too late. 

WHAT OTHER 
MANUFACTURERS DO 
Other manufacturers are very welI aware that rust is a 
deadly enemy of cars; they alI attempt in some form or other 
to rust-proof their vehicles by:-

(1) PARTIAL IMMERSION. In this, the unpainted body 
shelI is drawn through a shallow bath of rust-inhibiting liquid . 
This treats the lower body, but leaves upper areas unprotected. 
All but two of those manufacturers who have rust-proofing 
equipment use this method. In one case the doors are not 
dipped during this process, so that these vital components, 
one of the most vulnerable areas for rust, are not treated. 

(2) TOTAL IMMERSION. This is superior to the first 
method as the complete body shell is immersed in the fluid. 
However, there is a draw-back. Just as an upturned glass 
will retain air when pushed into a basin of water, so does 
the car body tend to ret ai n air bubbles and prevent paint 
reaching the metal. The result is thal parts of the body 
could remain untreated and eventually become rust spots. 
Dipping without ROT A TlON cannot guarantee complete paint 
coverage. There must be complete paint coverage to stop 
corrosIOn . 

In both methods used by other vehicle manufacturers the 
body shells are not rotated, thus paint distribution is uneyen. 
After withdrawal and drying, the vehicle has a thin layer 
of paint at the high point and a heavier coating at the base . 

These attem pts give some protection to some of the bod y 
shell ; but unlike BMCs exclusive process, which includes 
rota ti on , these cars are not adequately protected aga in st 
rust and corrosion. 

.~ 



BI\1C's exclusive 
Rotodippillg 
process 
Every BMC passenger sedan car produced in 
Australia goes through the exclusive Rotodip 
process. 

This is a special anti-rust treatment that protects 
all surfaces of the car body inside and out. 

I t consists of thoroughly cleaning the body, then 
protecting it with a special anti-corrosive 
phosphating treatment , followed by complete 
immersion in a highly corrosion-resistant priming 
paint which is baked at a high temperature. 

All this is done while the body is rotating, so that 
a remarkably even coat of protection is afforded 
inside and outside the body, thus ensuring freedom 
from rust problems. 

This in stall ation cost over $2,000.000, but is m o ney 
well spent in guaranteeing the long life of all I3MC cars. 

BMC - MANUFACTURERS IN AUSTRALIA OF 
BMC MORRIS MINI, BMC MORRIS MINI DE 
LUXE, BMC MORRIS COOPER'S', BMC MORRIS 
1100, BMC AUSTIN 1800, BMC WOLSELEY MK.II, 
BMC AUSTIN HEALEY SPRITE, BMC MGB, 
BMC MORRIS LIGHT COMMERCIALS AND BMC 
AUSTIN HEAVY TRUCKS. 



The exclusive 
Rotodip process 
HER1~'S HO\V 11' \VORKS 
The process fully immerses and rotates each BMC passenger 
sedan body in a six-stage phosphating machine, then 
through a dry-off oven, followed by a dip tank of special 
rust inhibiting priming paint, and a primer bake oven. 
All processes are continuous and a utomatic. 

To move through the machine the unpainted car body is 
"skewered" on a long metal spit, which has a sprocket 
at one end . The sprocket runs on a toothed rack, so 
that the spit-and the body clamped to it-rotate as they 
move. 

The first tank contains a heated alkali to remove oil and 
other contaminants . The second tank contains a cold water 
rinse, and the third a hot water rinse , to make sure the 
body is perfectly clean before it enters the phosphating tank . 

In the phosphating section the spitted body is lowered 
into various tanks while rotating. At the same time high 
pressure jets spray the solution, so that every bare metal 
portion of the body is treated, both inside and outside. 
Phosphating is · actually a conversion of the body steel 
surface so that if the paint surface is damaged accidentally 
during use, corrosion will not spread. It also acts as a 
bond between the stee l and the paint. 

The phosphating is followed by a hot water rinse and then 
by a heated chromic acid rinse . The body completes 
two slow revolutions in each tank . 

After phosphating, the body is dried in an oven . Then 
it is dipped and rotated in a 7 ,000-ga lion tank of primer, 
remaining there fo r 2.6 minutes . Thi s means that every 
particle of ba re metal rece ives a coating of pa int. Excess 
paint drain s away through spec ial holes prov ided in body 
panels and other enclosed pa rt s. 

The pai nted body, still rot ating, is baked in an oven for 
30 minutes at 340 degrees F. 

Finall y, the underside of the body is sprayed with a spec ial 
sea ler and abras ion res istant sound dampe ning compound, 
which affo rds ad di t iona l underbody protection against 
corros ion. 

Then the body is removed from the spit and pl aced on the 
normal paint line. When it finally emerge s it has seve n 
coats to protect it , the fin al being a lustrous baked fi ni sh . 

The result of all these processes is the only fully rust
proofed vehicle made in Australia. 

In terms of easy body maintenance, and lo ng vehicle life, 
the I3M C Rotod ip process mark s o ne of the mos t significan t 
advances in vehicle manufacture in thi s country. 
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Mr Daryl Stephens, 
22 Davison Street, 
Mitcham 3132, 
Vic. 

13 - 5 - 99 

Carbone Lorraine Australia Pty Ltd. 
Box 196 Fairfield 
Vic 3078 
Attention Mr Mark Patriarka 
& I or Mr Allan Hodges 

Dear Sir 
Re totally unsatisfactory re manufactured carbon thrust bearings 
for Austin 1800 

Last september, your company re manufactured 25 carbon thrust bearings {your 
part number 3XACCC01} for the Austin 1800 car club. The reason was that the 
original equipment bearings lack durability, and that it is an expensive engine out job 
to replace them. Your company was contracted to manufacture a better item. 

I produced two samples - the first for the new thrust bearing to be made 
identical, but with superior carbon, and the second for you to analyse before selecting 
a superior grade of carbon. Also produced was the pressure plate that the bearing 
presses on. 

The new ones have a service life of only 5,000 K's. The carbon is too hard and 
gouges a hole in the pressure plate. It also has poor resistance to friction and 
disintegrates by 5,000 K's . 

This proved that the bearings were not bench tested . My vehicle does 20,000 
K's per annum. I have calculated that the carbon bearing does 30 minutes work per 
week, which translates to 24 hours per year. Had the new bearings been bench 
tested for, say 5 days [24 hours per daYl at 2,000 rpm, the design faults \';oulc! havG 
become apparent. Each 24 hour period would be the equivalent of one years motoring. 

Is your company in a position to re do them properly, or should we request 
financial reimbursement? 

Yours sincerely 

Daryl Stephens 



EDITORIAL 
11 As can be seen from the preceding page , the battle over the carbon thrusts is continuing. 
All owners of the crook ones have been contacted and asked to return them to me. 

21 Many thanks to Matt Hill for asking Chris Lewis and myself to provide 1800 style wedding 
cars . Matts very original sugar cane mk 11 was in complete contrast to Chris's restored fire 
engine red mk 11, which was also in contrast to my kelp beige[ means brown] mk 1. The 
resultant trio were extremely eye catching . As an aside , the 3 cars were each canying 4 
people , and 2 of the cars had the larger displacers al the rear. The standard car was 
noticeably lower at the rear with the passengers aboard . 

31 Ken Patience has re manufactured some ball joints . As some of us have experienced , the 
UK sourced new ones are no where near th e quality of the crigina!s Ken St3riS v.':th 30 old 
one and re pours the plastic stuff. They are being triailed on Paui Nichoiis rai iy ca r. And on 
my ca r. More information as it comes to hand . 

41 Keith Dougla s [0 3J 9432 2820 is currently attempting io import some heated rear windows 
from the U.K. If th ings go as planned . carriage will be free The on ly cost will he r:!hOH j 

$A125 to purchase same. Contact Ke ith fo r details .{ Pu t me down for 2, pleaSe Keith J 

5/ Am still waiting on an article from Matthew Drew re his super charged 1800. HowevAr , jf 
that is not possible , I will quite gladly drive it , and write the article myself! Ditto for Garry Fry 
with both the turbo charged Kimberely an d the 2600 cc Kimberely 

TELEPHONE MESSAGE 

For Mr . . . .. . .. . .. ... .. . . . ............ ..... .. ... . . 
Date ... .... . . ...... Time ..... ...... . . 

WHILE YOU WERE 

D At the pub 
D At your girlfriends 
D Conning the office girls 
D Drinking coffee 

YOUR ... 

D At the brothel 
D Calling on a client 
D At the ra-::es 
D .. ......... ... ... . .. . . 

D Girlfriend D Bookie D Mother-in-law 
D Wife D Mistress D Blonde 
D Ex wife D Pal D Buddie 
D Bank manager D .. . .... . .. . .. . . ' .. . ............. . 

CALLED A~'D LEFT WORD FOR YOU TO 

D Drop dead 
D Send a cheque 
D Meet her at the rendezvous 
D Get the hell out of to .... n 
D Stay away - her husband came home 
D Come by the apartment 
D Bring the girls around 
o Send cash - your cheque bounced 
D ... . ........... .. ........ . . . 

TELEPHONE MESSAGE 

For Mr ... . . ... ... ....... . ........ . .......... ... 1;. 
Date ... .. . ... . . .. . Time . .. .... . . ... . 

WHILE YOU WERE 

D At the pub D At the brothel 
D At your girlfriends 
D Conning the office girls 
D Drinking coffee 

D Calling on a client 
D At the races 
D ... ........... ... ...... . 

YOUR ... 

D Girlfriend 
DWife 
D Ex wife 

D Bookie 
D Mistress 
D Pal 

D Mother-in- law 
D Blonde 
D Buddie 

D Bank manager D ...... ... . ......... .. ......... ... . . 

CALLED AND LEFT WORD FOR YOU TO ... 

D Drop dead 
D Send a cheque 
D Meet her at the rendezvous 
D Get the hell out of town 
D Stay away - her husband carne home 
D Come by the apartment 
o Bring the girls around 
o Send cash - your cheque bounced 
D ........ . . .......... . 
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TECHNICAL 

NEOPRENE BOOT, SUSPENSION BALL JOINT, AUSTIN 1800 

SUITABLE EQUIVALENT: * 
"LANDROVER, steering nuckle/ball cover." 
Landrover Part No. : R214649. $2-75 ea, 
Available from LAYCO. (May 93 price) . 

Reference Dimensions; 

A = 3 /4 " ( 19 mm) 
B = 7/8" ( 2 2 . 5 mm) 
C 1, 1/2 " ( 3 8 mm) 
D 1 / 8 " ( 3 mm) 

K. G. P. 

Diameter. 
High. 
Diameter. 
Wide. 
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By Colin Day 

I am wondering why club members are spending so much on carbon thrust rings . i have been 
driving 1800's since 1970 and have never bought a new one yet! If I cannot find a 
reasonable one amongst my spares, I modify the old one. 

The procedure-
1 - Very carefully tap or press with a steel drive [One that just fils inside the steel ring] on to 
the carbon until its about 3/16 " out from the back lip . 

2 - Use an old piston rings as spacers to fill the gap 

3 - Press the carbon back to tighten on the spacer 

I would suggest trying this method on a rough carbon thrust first. I have done many miles .:: 
with this modification without any problems . 

Also, I have many Austin 1800 spares available. The address is R .S.D. 233 Cohuna Vic 
(03] 5456 8277 

---t. ... . J'Lc: . . j 



D.M. CONNECTORS & EQUIPMENT 
4/169 Gorge Road 
Paradise, S.A., 5075 

Telephone: 
Fax: 

Mobile: 

You may wish to enter this in your next newsletter. 

08) 83363741 
08) 8336 5394 
0412578014 

By way of introduction, my name is Mike Conway and I am currently the owner of a mk 11 
1800 ute. 

It started long ago when I resided in the U.K. and witnessed the introduction of the 1800 
which was heralded with mixed feelings . 

I inherited my present vehicle from John "Jock" Collings. It was a restored 1800 mk. 11 which 
I had just seen after its 'face lift' . 

Prior to this my son had invested his Casino winnings in a 1800 mk 11 auto, back in 1990. 
It was in very good condition and was a instant hit with his mates, due to the canavourous 
interior. First sign of a problem was a burnt out torque converter. We therefore decided to 
convert it to a manual. After many hours, we finally got the brute together and it ran like a 
dream. Unfortunately, the drive shaft through a wobbly which necessitated a change . 

We collected a mk 1 for the cost of a car trailer and a carton of beer. We were able to swap 
the drive shaft with no problems , except it was 40 c on the day we did it. The car was 
eventually sold for $100 complete with oil leaks and a few dents . But I guess the "love affair" 
with 1800's was registered in the brain . 

When I found that Jock was selling his, we started negotiations and the rest is history . 

Modifications already on board were twin S.U's, extractors, MGB camshaft, high compression 
pistons. shockers to the front suspension . mk 11 Kimberely seats, phillips radio cassette , 
minilite 14" mags. 

The body is very straight and is rust free other that the passengel side sill l ,under body . 
Fortunately it hasn't affected the jacking point. but it is a priority before it does : With this in 
mind. I plan a complete respray. The body will be rubbed back to orig inal and any signs of 
rust will be cut out and replaced [ by a mate that has all the facilitie s) 

When I again drum up the courage , the donk will be removed , cleaned and resprayed the 
original BMC green. At the same time, I would like to fit either a 4.1 or 3.7 diff as I feel it revs 
out at 70 mph . 

I bought it as a fun vehicle to play with- but I am using it for my work, distributing waier proof 
automotive connectors . The large ute space is ideal for carrying stock and has increased 
sales dramatically . Everyone wants to know "what's that brute you are driving" so it becomes 
a topic of conversation and leads to other things once I have shown the stock in the ute . 

Distributor of Waterproof Electrical Connectors to the Automotive, Trucking 
and Earth Moving Industries, including Deutsch, Packard, AMP and more. 

/ 
/ 

I 
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New Austin 1800 Utility 
REALLY MEASURES UP TO THE JOB 

You've been looking for a utility like this. A com
pact utility-only 14ft. 5tins. long-yet with more 
passenger room and usable carrying space than in 
any other utility its size. BMC delivers the goods 
with the astounding Austin 1800 Utility. Look at 
its dimensions. 48V' between wheel arches. 56" 
overall. A tray length of 82.3" . A 50" wide loading 
space between the tailgate. And because it has 
heavy duty fully independent Hydrolastic* fluid 
suspension ... the Austin 1800 rides and handles 
with the boulevard smoothness of a saloon car. 
Power disc brakes. Safety-proven split braking sys
tem. All synchro-mesh gearbox. Flow-through ven
tilation. They' re all standard. Arrange a test drive 
soon. Be astounded at the space, ruggedness and 

value that puts the Austin 1800 Utility into a class 
of its own. Choose from 4-speed manual or 3-speed 
automatic. Priced from $2040 tax included. Ton
neau cover optional extra. 

P rices slightly higher in some country areas. 
"Regd . trademark . 

Compare the Austin 1800 Utility with these 3 other popular makes - and see the advantages. 

Overall/Boely Width Between Width/Between Overall/Tray Power/Disc AII/SynC'hro 
Length Tray Length Wheel Arches Tai lgate Width Brakes Gearbox 

Austin 1800 173.6" 82.3" 48.5" 50" 56" Standard Standard 
Utility 

Utilit:>, 184.8" 80.6" 44.8" 50.5" 57.8" Optional Optional 
"A" -

Utility 1l:l7.4 " 80.5" 44 .6" 49.2" 58" Optional Optional 
"8" 

Utility 192.25" 82.4" 43.6" 46.S" 57" Optional Standard 
"e" .. 

::; 



THE 1968 COUNTRY 
TRUCK BUYERS ·GUIDE 
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AUSTIN 
180':) Util ity ... ...... 2470/1200 2040 1798 4 1P 84 15300 
129N ... .. .... ... .. .... ... 3655 / 3985 2850 2200 4/P 62/3500 
238N . . . . . . . . . . 4796/6200 3059 4000 6/P 90/3000 
245 F ... .. .... .. ...... ... ... . 4300 /6700 3227 4000 6 / P 90/3000 
3 38 N 4894/8540 3150 4000 6 / P 90/ 3000 
34 5 F 481 0/ 8630 3464 4000 6 / P 90/3000 
460N IPI ... ...... 5640/ 9592 3582 4000 6 / P 90 /3000 
460N 101 ... 6270 /8962 4742 5100 6 / 0 100/2500 
460F (PI ... ... ...... 5600/9632 3618 4000 6 / P 90 /300 0 
45 1 FJ (01 ...... .... 7478/9032 5773 5100 6 / 0 100/2500 
4S0N . ... ..... 5860/9372 3602 4000 6/P 100 / 3000 
480 N ........ . 6490/ 8742 4762 5 100 6 / 0 100 /2500 
560N ... . " 5740/14420 3640 4000 6 / P 100 / 3000 
560F ... ... ... ............ 5656/14504 3676 4000 6 / P 100/3000 
55 1 F J ......... ... .. .. ' 7538 / 12622 5900 5100 6/0 1001 2500 
580N ... .... . 6058/14102 3560 4000 6 / P 100 / 3000 
580N .. ....... . ... .... 65ge fl 3572 -4620 5100 6 i D 100 / 2500 

BEDFORD 

J I (1 5/18 (wt j ... ... 3677/2819 2911 3010 6 / P 86 / 3400 
J 1 130 cw fl .... ... 3731/4 109 2992 30 10 6 / P 86 /3 400 
J 2 12 toni 4279 / 5801 31 04 3010 6 / P 86/3400 
J 2 (3 toni 4375 / 8169 3259 30 10 6/P 86/3400 
J3 13 Ion} 4690/ 8302 3402 30 10 6 / P 86/3400 
J3 14 fon l ..... 4774 / 1090 6 3474 3010 6 / P 86 /3 400 
J5 (4 to n) ......... . 5698 / 9992 3835 5410 6 / P 11413200 
J5 (5 to n ) 5776/137 12 3887 54 10 6 / P 114 /3200 
KC6 13 toni ......... 4880/ 8560 3571 30 10 6/P 86 / 3400 
KC6 14 lonl 4892/1 0 116 364 2 3010 6 / P 80 / 3400 
Kll (4 ton) 6204 19476 4593 5410 6/0 98/2600 
KEl (5 ton) .. ... .... ..... 6294/13194 4644 54 10 6/0 98/2600 

40 Australian COUNTRY, October, 1968 
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13 4 6.70x13 6 37 173 106 57 7 .0 
20 " 7.50x16 8 46 84 120 213 129 6 1 r · 20 4 6.50x20 8 45 90 144 228 138 67 
17 4 7 .50.16 8 47 90 15 6 221 145 66 8.,,.r 
20 4 7.00x20 10 45 90 144 228 138 67 9 .< 
17 4 7 .00.20 10 47 90 180 235 145 67 7 .75 
27 4 7.50.20 10 49 9 6 180 250 160 66 9 .1 
27 " 15 7 .50x20 10 49 96 180 250 160 66 9.1 
27 " 7 .50x20 10 52 96 216 257 160 70 9 .0 
37 5 7 .50x20 10 49 96 216 265 151 74 9 25 
27 4 7 .50x20 10 50 9 6 2 10 270 180 67 9 .1 
27 4 / 5 7 .50< 20 10 50 96 2i O 270 180 67 9 .1 
27 4 8 .25x20 10 49 96 180 250 160 66 9 . 1 
27 4 8.25 x20 10 52 96 210 257 160 70 9 .0 
37 5 8.25x20 10 49 96 21 6 255 151 74 9. 25 
27 " 8 .25 x20 10 50 96 21 0 270 180 67 9 .1 
27 4 15 8. 2;x20 10 50 96 2 10 270 180 67 9 .1 

12 4 7.50.16 8 40 7 1 100 200 119 65 7 .9 

12 4 8 .25x16 8 43 72 100 200 119 65 9 .1 

12 4 7 .50x16 6 48 82 121 222 143 74 7 .9 

12 4 6 .25x 16 8 51 84 121 222 143 75 8 .9 

12 ~ 8 .25x 16 8 54 84 149 250 161 75 9 . 1 

12 4 8 .25x16 10 54 84 149 25 0 161 75 9 . 1 

20 " 7 .50x20 10 52 86 149 252 167 76 9 .6 

20 " 8 .25.20 10 52 87 149 252 167 78 10 .3 

20 4 8 .25x16 e NA 84 173 245 135 7 4 8 .6 

20 4 8 .25x16 10 NA 84 173 245 135 74 r 26 4 7.50.20 10 NA 86 196 269 151 76 

26 4 8 .25x20 10 NA 67 196 269 151 7 6 1, 



SPARE PARTS SALE 

MUDFLAPS [LOCAL] ... NOLATHANE ............ . ................... $45.00 SET 
KIMBERLEY FRONT P ARKiINDICA TOR ASSY NEW $5.00 EACH 
MUDFLAPS UNIP ART REAR $20.00 SET 
MUD FLAPS UNIP ART FRONT $20.00 SET 
MARK 2 REAR INDICATOR LENS NEW $5.00 EACH 
MARK 2 FRONTPARKINGIINDICATORASSY NEW $40.00 EACH 
MARK 2 FRONT INDICATOR LENS RHlLH $5.00 EACH 

NEW OLD STOCK 
MARK 2 FRONTPARKING/INDICATORASSY RH SIHAND $10.00 EACH 
MARK 2 REAR T/LIGHT LENS NEW $5.00 EACH 
MARK 2 BREAKABLE WINDOW WINDERS $5.00 EACH 
EXHAUST CLAMP MANIFOLDIENGINE PIPE $10.00 EACH 
MARK 1 PARKING LIGHT LENS FRONT RHlLH $3.00 EACH 
MARK 1 REAR LIGHT ASSY LH NEW $50.00 EACH 
MARK 1 REAR LIGHT ASSY LH SIHAND $20.00 EACH 
MARK 1 FRONT PARKING.INDICATORASSY NEW $30.00 EACH 

(\ ENGINE MOUNTS NOLATIiA.NE CHANGEOVER $25.00 EACH 
./ OIL FILTER ADAPTORS Z23---Z9 EXCHANGE $8.00 EACH 

STEADY BAR BUSHES NOLATIiANE $16.00 SET [4] 
LOWER FULCRUM BUSHES NOLATHANE $16.00 SET [4] 
STATE WHETHER MARK 1 OR MARK 2 

STICKERS 
BL MOTORS PORT $7.00 EACH 
TRAVELLING 1ST CLASS EXTERNAL $7.00 EACH 
"FLOATS ON FLUID" EXTERNAL $7.00 EACH 
TEAM LANDCRAB "NEW" $5.00 EACH 
LANDCRAB CLUB NUMBERPLATE SURROUNDS $6.00 EACH 
COLOURS AVAILABLE BLACK,WHITE,BLUE,MAROON "PINK!!!" 
SILVER $4.00 EXTRA 
ALL PRICES PLUS POSTAGE 
MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO LAND CRAB OWNERS CLUB 

P.FARRELL 
4WAYNEAVE BORONIA VIeT 3155 
BH 0407 372917 
AH 700PM-900PM 03 97624457 

B EFORE A baptism, the priest ap
proached the father and said 

solemnly, "Baptism is an important 
step. Are you prepared for it?" 

"I think so," the man replied. "My 
wife has made some snacks and we 
have ' a caterer coming to provide 
plenty of food for all of our guests." 

"J don't mean that," the priest 
responded. "I mean, are you pre
pared spiritually?" 

"Oh, sure," came the reply. "I've 
got a keg of beer and a case of 
whisky." - HELEN }ORA N 

\ '1 
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Drink/Driving Penalties! 

Some people think the penalties for drink driving are too harsh; 
some believe they are inadequate. Think yourself lucky you 

live in Australia as you read the penalties imposed in other 
countries ........... Maybe they have got it right! 

• TURKEY: Driver is taken 20 miles from town and made to 
walk back under police escort. 

• COSTA RICA: Police remove the plates from the car of the 
offending driver. 

• POLAND: Jailed and forced to listen to political lectures 
(Could you handle listening to Keating for endless hours? 
I'd listen to Howard ... because he has nothing to say!). 

• MALAYSIA! Driver jailed and, if married, his wife joins him 
in jail! 

• FINLAND & SWEDEN: Driver is automatically jailed for I 
year with hard labour. 

• FRANCE: 3 years loss of licence, I years jail, $1,000 fine. 

• SOUTH AFRICA: 10 years jailor $10,000 fine. Or both! 

• RUSSIA: Driver's licence revoked for life, 

• NORWAY: 3 weeks hard labour in jail and one year's loss of 
licence. Second offence within five years means loss of 
licence for life. 

• BULGARIA: For a second offence the driver is executed. 

• EL SALVADOR: No second chances here! Drink drivers are 
executed by firing squad on their first offence! 

j 

I 



Malcolm 6. Wilson, 
92 High Street, 
BEECHWORTH,3747. 
Ph (03) 5728 2524 
FAX (03) 5728 2052 
Mob. 0408128 258 
June 10, 1999 

The Secretary 
Austin 1800 Car Club 
22 Davison Street 
MlTCHAM VIC 3132 

f\ J have been collecting Austin 1800' s for the last few years with a view to 
restoration, unfortunately circumstances prevent me from continuing with this project and 
I am offering my collection for sale. Should your members be interested the following is 
a list of cars and parts:-

1 UTE - Manual, Body & Engine -No Head, Straight , suit restoration 
3 CARS Mk 11 ' s 

- 1 Manual, Not running, Unreg, 
- 1 Manual, Body resprayed Blue & White-Partially reassembled with running 
motor. 
- 1 Complete Auto Unreg. Good running condition, Body Good, has been 
undercover for most of the past 5 years. This car needs very little for roadworthy. 

Large quantity of spares including complete engine and man. trans . Suit 
rebuilding, 2 cyl. Heads. 

$1950.00 ONO, Will Separate 

If possible, I would appreciate it ifthis information could be placed in your 
Newsletter, if there is an advertising cost could you please advise. 

Tam, 
Yours Sincerely .' 

yvtLL 
(Mal Wilson) 

IC1 
/ 

I 
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1800 mk 1 one owner 92,000 miles greyl red John Seymour (03) 9515 7015 
Maffra 

1800 mk 11 reg tired burgendy paint 65,000 miles one family since new no rust auto Lynn 
Merchant Geelong offers (03) 52 443 135 

1800 mk 11 Man , Green , $2,000 Morgan Barnes [03) 56624241 Leorigatha Vic 
1800 mk 1 1966 Reg & RWC white/ red 9419 0157 Vic 
Tasman mk 11 1972 twin carbies RWC $900 {07} 544 33 111 Maroochydore OLD 
1800 mk 11 reg & RWC $1,500 owner as above 
1800 mk 1 seized engine head off slight rust man offers Greenbank OLD [07J 38035460 
1800 mk 11 complete seized engine foe wrecking John [07] 339 1817 
1800 1966 original car goes well - 1800 1970 not running A 1 body Nev Edwards [075] 426 

4394 Coominya OLD 
1800 auto box in pieces a manual box a complete manual car and heaps of spares Shannon 

Harper [03) 5988 6464 Cape Schank. 
1800 mk 11 auto Reg & RWC 79 ,000 Ivoryl blue Jessica Logan BelWick Vic $2,750 

0414 394 746 
Freebie Ute good body shot mechanically plus heaps of parts [03) 56331 336 Andrew 

Morrison Trafalga Country VictOria 
1800 Mk 11 1800 Auto 73 ,000 miles GC plius 2 1800's to wreck or restore , plus many 

parts $3 ,500 T. Copeland 11 Windsor St, Margate OLD [07] 3284 8876 
1800 mk 11 Freebie clutch collapsed some rust l03) 9515 7015 
2 x 1800's Freebie's Christine O'Leary 49 381 581 The cars are at Mt Morgan {OLD? J 
1800 mk 11 Reg to March Red and Silver 4 new tyres rebuilt motor and gearbox $2,500 

Neil Porter [07) 3372 7308 
1800 mk 11 VGC Man 6 months reg $1,200 ONO St Lucia Ch ris r07] 3870 10~8 
1800 mk 11 VGC Man tired paint $2,800 Jindalee Elizdbdh [07] 3279 6037 

Mk 11 Ute 1970 Man 11 months reg no RWC GC Luke Rowiey [03j 52 414 785 Geeiong 
Vic $2 ,500 

Extinction is not an option 



Welcome to newsletter number 88 for October and November 1999 

Adam was lying under a Coconut tree, watching another perfect 
sunset . 

"God, I'm lonely" 
"Yes, I know", replied God. II All the animals are mot much company 

for you." 
"Well , God, what can you do about it ?" 

"Hmmm" said God. 
"What if I give your the most beautiful creature that has ever walked 

the Earth- completely without blemish- an unbelievable cook-completely 
f""' submissive to your will, and interested in everything you do? She 
'-.-J would be your helper, to have and to hold as long as you both live. 

"Great idea !" said Adam. II How much will she cost ?" 
God looked thoughtful and said, II An arm and a leg ". 

It was now Adam's turn to look thoughtful. 
"What can I get for a rib ?" 



FROM THE BACK SEAT 
PRESIDENTI TREASURERI LIBRARIAN REGALIA OFFICER 
KEEPER OF THE SPARES. Mike Gilmour 02 4681 8887 
Pat Farrell 03 97624457 
4 Wayne Avenue, Boronia Vic 3155 

DATA REGISTRAR 
Peter Jones 
4 Yarandin Court, Worongary QLD 4213 

EDITORI SECRETARY 
Daryl Stephens 
22 Davison Street, 
Mitcham. Vic . 3132 

0398733038 
0419559646 

SOC IAL CONVENORS 
Brisbane; Peter Jones as above 

Lot 57 Remembrance Drive 
Tahmor NSW 2340 . 
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David Hopper [ 07] 46 3~3 162 
8 Evergreen St, Toowoomba QLD 4350 

A.M .V.C. Sub Commrttp.e 
Pat Farrell as above 

Geoff Marshall 03 9877 1425 
19 Anne Street, Blackburn Vic, 3130 

Melbourne; Paul Nichols 47 Moores Road, 1v10nbulk. Vic 3793 03 9752 1489 
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Opinions expressed within are not necessarily shared by the Editor of Officers of the Cluu . 
Whilst great care is taken to ensure that the technical information and the advice offered in 
these pages is correct, the Editor and Officers of the Club cannot be held responsible for any 
problems that my ensue from acting on such advice and information 

Cut off date for inclusion of articles in the newsletter is the 25 th of the even month. 
Publication date attempts, often in vain to be 25 th of the odd month 

Scott Leamont 

Keith McLean 

Andrew Downing 
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25 Oliver Street 
Harboard NSW 
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89 Sheechy St [07] 4928 ·1024 
Rockhampton OLD 4071 
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Ian Riptey 
334 Fann Street 

Nth. Roclchamptoh 4701 

Daryl Stephens 
22 Davison Street 
Mitchatl1~ Victoria 
3132 

Dear DaryL 

July 15} 1999 

It's grcnt to he a. ulember of such an Inf()nnativ'e dub, each ne\ys letter I receive is 
rend fi'o:m top to l~ottom . 

1vIy Auto is mJv,r on the road and a shake do\\'Jl run has only SD<.JWl1 smail 
problerns v,1.th the auto so I han; to fL.'1.d out a fe\\, thiJ1.gs and i.1.1aybe other 
mern'hers could help. me. The things J nee.d to knm,v .are ~ 

LWhat is recOlmnended rOT valve gui.de seals 
2, Of the nlalluals rYe got and read~ three say the v,"hed aligmnent at the front 

has l/8'~ TOE-IN the other (Bl'.v[C service pubticHtion) give a diul. of 11l6'~ TOE 
OUT \Vhich is Coned.? 

3. CaITlShafts, Some Em-dish cars have a camshaft \vith a timing of 16 56 51 21 
~ ~ 

1'" , . '.1 d ' hAC' B~ d ' " 1'" . C 997' I 1 _ ru~i.!rn.mg 1$ a.60 use In som,e .,-'_.J _ san , m JV 1m .().().per .... " S S th(:~re, a 

nmnber f(JI ti1is camshaft? Is it availabk ? r have used this tim.iIHl on shafts OIl 
", ' 

tv1.ini·s and it has gO'od hyw diJwn torque especially on long stroke motors. Great for 
Auto's. 

4. Is there a number tix the bootEd rubber and door lTlbhers or can the club 
supply these ? 
N· 1.-\\\, f::" .... ",{)" ., i" ;·i~J~) I h nn ........ ;~ ll ',l·<>h!,--, f.·~ . ..... {,.".\ t. ,o.'-'s. ' 
_ "\... "-.;1. ·"'~ l .Ll_ £. 1.. 1.."'-1- .it.. l .... v J:. ·"""· 0l .• ..1 ~-l-~ ~-1'::a. .... " ........... "" ;I . .t..b ... .l1.i..t~1. ...... 

1 "The Auto u~ed 35TA is ven ' similar to the Borg \Vanler 35TB used in . ~ 

r , ... Y::} ' ~ , ', - - '\ ' - {' nI'· ' . 1 • • ' ,,' 'l, ' or..AtJ ';; 1.,0) , 1.(.1 up to at)out l j - ?hJ \'filil rne same :5tYic: ctunl1 aTIvt';, litIt. a 
diffen~'nt diff drive. 

2 Thl: rocker cover grommet..:: <J.re the ~ame as mini's 'Pn 12A1 358 
3,":rht rubbd llh)Unb 1~)T the from exhaust heat shidd are tht>: ~a1ne &S 1111n1 rear 

e.xllHlLst In01mts Pn GEX7251 
4.The interior light lew;: is the same as mini's: Pn 24G3389 

() 

5..l1l~e a mini thennostat Pn \VS014C which is rated at 74 C fi) f our hot 
dunale 

6.iJso enduscd is a copy ofb·earing [md seal infonnal1on for 1800's and 
Tasm.an X6! Kimberley 

7. Bail joint boots are Pn. TE4 from automotive shops 
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CAR APPLICATION DATA SECTION 

LEYLAND-AUSTIN m CAR APPUCATION DATA SECTION, 9.2 

LEYLAND-AUSTIN PAGE IA.::J ' ------ - --------- ----

MODEL CODE YEAR MOTOR BODY MODEL CODE YEAR MOTOR BODY 
1800,1800A MKl & 11 AD017, YOOlC 1964-75 1800cc SEDAN & lJl'E 

KIMBERLEY - YOO19 1970 -
IBOO,lBOOA MKl & 11 AD017,YOOIO 1964-75 1800cc SEDAN & lJl'E 
KIMBERLEY - YD019 1970-

TASMAN x6 Y0019 1970 - TASMAN x6 YD:J19 1970-

-- - ----

APPLICATION CBC PART No. MFRS. No. APPLICA TION CBCPARTNo. MFRS. No. 

' f 
1800 TO C/N 2f 17f' 54758A AND 180 S TO C/N 2F 17f' 51845A 

T 
CUJrCH GEAR -SEAL C4813 13H2876 

fRom' WHEEL.. - KIT - M113AKIT - - BEARING 63C7C3 6KS38 

BEARI~ - SET L}!48548 /91607 BTB7B9 IDLER GEAR (2) AJD160066{TORR) 22HB62 

SEAL - INNER C48ll- BTB9005 DRlVESHAFT - REAR (oor X6) 24/Wl-1/2NR 
- OUI'ER C4812 BTB595 (RLS12NR) 

f 1800 & IBOOS FRCM M30VE AND ALL T ~MAN & KIMBERLEY 
(X6 ONLY)' 6/6208 (6208C3) 13H5522 

- OUI'ER (TO 6B) • B11618 (RHP) 22H303 

FRCNI' WHEEL.. -KIT Mll3CKIT -
BEARI~ -SET L}!4854B /91607 BTB7B9 

SEAL - INNER C6310 GlS175 
- CUTER C4812 BTB595 

(NU207HlI'US I.R.) 
..J (6B CN) LRJA1-1/4 22H1255 ..: 
~ MAINSHAFT - SPIGCTr Kl8x25x22 22H774 .. - OlJI'PUT (oor X6 ) 6/MDJT32.5 22H283 ~ :E 

U/) (4/MDJT32.S) (13H7268) 

S 
FRONT SUSPENSICN (2) L44643L-L44610 BTB579 

(X6 CNLY) 5/MDJT32.5 42H168 --COUNTERSHAFT -F&R (2) F51816 22H682 

STEERING-BACK SEAL C3283 17H393B (K22.225x28.225x25F) 

- COLUMN - x6 1070 (UOCO) SPEEOO mIVE SEAL C2621 AYA3070 

P TA 

U/J ' S HALf' SHAFT - MAI'UAL KSA514 HYL4236 FRONT PUMP - TO 70-(2-7/160.D) C4519 27H2308 
-At.rrO K5L4R BG3001 - 70 ON (2-1/2 0. 0) C6390 27H9442 

CV JOINTS - ALL CVllO HYL3909 GEARBOX SEAL C4520 27H3309 

M 
TIMI~ COVER - TO 3/66 C3141 2A939 

- 3/66 CN C6061{C4545) AYA13B 

g aJNrnOL SHAFT SEAL C6042 7H6845 
::J TORQUE aJNVERTER 6206 TB5102 .. DRlVESHAFT NF206 TAS10lA 
~ FINAL DRIVE - B/MDJT35 13H6B33 

- SOME C6313 - - RJ200URHP) 9904003096 
CRANKCASE fLYWHEEL - EXC X6 C497B BBG621 

- X6 C6312 42H11B FD 
WATEPRUMP - BRG 4/FPS620 (fPS620) 12A1802 DIFFERENTIAL (2) 7209(B) (1/7209JB) 2K6541 

- SEAL C6323(C2619) 13H5273 DIFF COVERSEAL(EXC X6 ) (2) C2505 22H383 
OIL PUMP '0' RING (1800) C5030 22H77S (X6 ONLY) (2) C6234 13H4691 

E 
1-. ALTERNATOR - fRONT 6202LLU 

- REAR 6203LLU 

R 
REAR WHEEL -KIT M213KIT -

- INNER LM67048-LM67010 B'11:28 0 

C - OUI'ER L44649-L44610 BTB594 
CLlJI"Oi ~UST - T066{lBOO) CBIBOO (R76068) 13H984 - SEAL C4812 BTBS9S 

- 660n (lBOO) CB1800{R76080) 
- X6 TO 11/71 3(Wl/2 , ill' '. - X6 12/71 ON 6 / Wl. 5057 

1"{1 ~i ( . -t" . m, !~;' i ~j: :.:: fj"r , , 

ISS 2- l2 / R4 
IOROI GENI l2/RA ISY~ 2/84 

, 

-~. -~. 

ISS 2-12 / 84 IORo l GENI 12 / B4 !SYM 2/B4 ---



The astounding 

A~15tin 1800 

, Sta!.lK~rf,}ngh : st" ..... ,.,"',"""'."'.!'" 
1'h;,'Jt'i: 1N ~2; ~1;, 

".' .. " 

Wanted 

To help me with my planned book I urgently need advertise-
· ments and photos of dealers both old and current The deal

ers required are AustiniNuffield/BMCIBLMClLeyland Aus
tralia form the end ofWWlI until the end of Mini Moke pro-
duction. . 

· I have a list from a 1800 handbook of 1970 but this only 
· gives the name of the dealer and location, but not the ad

.; dress. 

, Any information no matter how small will be of use to me, 
' .. there are two ways to send information to me either slow 
> mail photo copies or send the information on a floppy disc 

..• ~. (IBM compatible) at 

or e-mail at 

4 Yarandin Court 
Worongary 

Queensland 4213 

paj50@hotmail .com 

..:.--- ..... '''- - ':_-' -,' "'--' ---. ---.. ----. ,.- ---. Thanks in advance, Peter Jones 

'I.: 

, 
' ." '. 

Queensland Run with the Austin MVC to the Gold Coast 

After many weeks of bad weather the gods smiled on us this weekend. There was a total of 12 
Austins, 3 of which were Landcrabs, plus a couple of owners phoning me to say that they were 
unable to attend. 

During the run, two photo sessions were setup in front of surviving Austin workshop. Following this 
a late lunch break was taken between Burleigh and North Burleigh beaches, the cars were all lined 
up and attracted a lot of interest from passing people. 

It is planned to have another combined run next year, so keep an eye on the newsletter for more 
details and other interesting events us Queensland Landcrabers can attend. 

Peter J Queensland Social Convenor 
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Know Your Landcrab ~r 
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I SUSPBJ-iJSION 
Independent suspension to all four 
wheels is used in the Austin1800 and its 
derivatives, by reason of improved ride 

over rough roads and superior traction on 
slippery surfaces. 

At the time the Austin 1800 came into beina o 

independent suspension to all four wheels was not 
widely used by other European motor manufac
turers. 

Because the ADO 17 is a front wheel drive 
car the designer was free to mount the rear wheels 
as he desired, trailing arms being selected because 
they gave nearly veltical motion for the rear 
wheels. 

By this means no gyroscopic effects arise 
during the rise and fall of the wheels and such 
motion does not impart any rear steering effect. 
But a four degree roll angle on the car results in a 
like degree on the tyres, and this outward change 
of camber angle on the outer wheel reduces the 
rear cornering power. 

NEAT STOWAGE 
The trailing arm rear suspension eliminates rear steer
ing effects due to change in camber angle and imparts 
a straight line push-pull motion to the Moulton suspen
sion units what are supported in long widely separated 
mounted points so as to avoid stress raising areas. The 
interconnecting pipes to the front springs are here to be 
seen, together with the rear anti-roll bar and smaller 
diameter pitch-tune bars. 

But this gives an advantage on a front wheel 
drive car whereas it might be an embarrassment

i 

with rear drive, as when power "is delivered 
through the tyres there is a reduction in their cor 
nering power at the rear end and hence a tendency 
to oversteer with power to which camber aQgle 
effects must be added. :'" 

But when power is transmitted to the frO'" 
tyres their loss of cornering tends to balancJ n ":;

reduction of those at the rear, caused by roll, leav
ing a balance between neutral and understeer 
according to the amount of throttle opening. It the 
po~er !~ cut there is a transfer to which helps to 
tuck the nose in and bring the car safely round the 
comer. 

The increase in slip angle arising from the 
outward leaning of the rear wheels in the corner
ing is modified by an anti-roll bar (deleted in later 
models) connecting the two trailing arms. This 
restrains the roll but at the same time increases 
weight transfer from the inner to outer wheel, 



which is in itself a source of increased slip angle. 
The overall effect was detennined by careful 

development work on the road so that the corner
ing power between the front and rear ends of the 
car was adjusted to give the best combination of 
. stability and steering response. 

The physical arrangements on ADO 17 con
sist of a trailing ann on each side in the form of a 
bell crank and with a one inch motion of the 
wheel, a 0.22 inch movement on a push rod trans
mits load (by means of a flexible diaphragm and 
luid) to a rubber spring which offers increasing 
resistance to load, in proportion to the degree 
which is is compressed. 

As at the front these rubber springs and their 
cylindrical casings are mounted in concave press
ings bolted to the underneath of the floor by means 
of widely separated points so that the load on them 
is distributed over a wide area, and high local 
stressing thereby avoided. 

The same type of Moulton rubber suspension 
unit, fluid loaded, is employed with a top radius 
arm in the fonn of the bell crank to transmit move
ment to the rubber diaphragm in the front suspen
sion and this arrangement permits the suspension 
units to be placed back to back within a massive 
tubular cross member with one piece end covers 

which provide mounting points for top and bottom 
radius arms. 

At the outward end of the single bottom arm a 
radius rod runs forward to a rubber pivot in a con
cave pressing where as at the back, widely spaced 
bolt holes spread stress. 

The joints in the front and rear suspension 
system are either self lubricating, or sealed for life 
with rubber bellows, so that no attention is needed 
during the nonnallife of the car and the fluid used 
to load the springs also functions as a constant vis
cosity damping medium as it passes in consider
able volume through carefully calculated 
restrictions. 

Thus there is no loss in efficiency during peri
ods of overloading and also a degree of damping 
which is basic to the design and will not vary from 
year to year. This is a feature of the Hydrolastic 
system used in the ADO 17 project, more of which 
in the next mag. 

STRESS DISTRIBUTION 
Rubber springs, hydraulically interconnected to their 
opposite number at the rear of the car (the Hydrolastic 
system) are placed back to back at the nose of the ADO 
17 inside a neat, tabular, fabricated assembly which 
greatly stiffens the structure and evenly distributes 
stresses. 

The radius rod for the lower suspension arm is 
IOCcltea on a lower bush mounted on a pressing 
and attached to the frame by four widely separated 
bolts so as to avoid high local loading in the floor of 
the hull. This drawing also shows the drive shaft to 
the front wheels, the shrouded Girling 
disc brakes and the robust ---=-----
rack and pinion steering ~-::::~t..--,,",: 
gear. 

- - - -- - ----- - ----, 
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Gary Ellis, of University Motors, Epsom, shows our man round B 

~ . 

f' WHAT IT'S LIKE TO DRIVE, SERVICE, REPAIR AND L,IVE WITH 

, ~. The 1800 ia a car which ia nothing aa responsive as a naval frigat&--yetwith clutch and minor head problema"we Can ' 
[ :. . . if not easily defined. Ita great virtues the exercise of very little driving skill itwill report that these bugs were exorcised a : ,< . '. are tremendous cornering power out-comer the majority of the opposition. year or so after production commenced; 
~' " and much interior vastness-and for these Although difficult to drive smoothly, it is leaving the machine a sound and reliable 

. ~.':: inherited assets you pay the price in terms extremely forgiving. proposition. '. '. . ~ '. . .,/ 
II. of "dead" 'suspension aoc.-navigation Having finished with the psychoanalysis, Accessibility Is better than you r ht 
.. , eq~.ipment ,!"'hich can only ~ described we must add that we can thoroughly imagine at first glance, but one' 0 10 

. ;~ . . as remote . . '. ' " l I recommend th", device to the man whose jobs, notably fan belt renewal and-any-
: /:1' Jekyll and Hyde aren't in it. From the requirements .iI happens to fit~ While it's thing to do with cables, still demand 

l.~! ce~Jtai~'s~~idg.e , .the . ~v:ice ~eels · ~bo.r · "b'ue that,.~~t.rs ~~.dfered from gearbo:,,,,,,, . . fingle.~~~ik~ an ant-~er's tongue. '. j, 
• ;,' ' ''=':''k'' ~_' :'' _ ' _~_'~ __ ~~' (''''~ _ _ :~~~'~ - • ...,~ : .... t:.s::5"':?~~., ,".>'- ~.".,.;:~~~~~~~~ .. /'- .. ~ 

·u .... _ .I. '-- ·-- ·~ .. ",,-=w,~ . · " '- ·.. _ _ 'IC::.:::~ .... ~~~i'j'tb1'A.l ~!$ili~');!~~: 



_ ~~?:; .:~--':':\ ~"~·:-:~·f .\;, ~, ;:;-:~~:::.~ -:, ~:'~'~ - "_ .--
. 0_ -. for . the . FtN;riIt-fi"i/ot's! Ten
. sioning .th6 : ,cfi~ ~ . ;$ 'Sssy 
enough. · but i9p1acing' SBmfl Causes 
fraY;n9Cif.bOth.!Cr;,,~es '!!K!!~~ . 
The' rsOlBtor ·; it$eIf. musto.: not ·,_··-;- " .• 

".';/11.':.,';-, , .. : .';'~~ ,. ' ·.; ~:J>~~' .. r··~·.'-"·· ::~ ," 

BM C. in their little driver's bible. recommend 
three different services- one every 3000, one 
every 6000. and one at 12,000 miles-but 
close exam ination of the 3000 schedule reveals 
that the jobs recommended here are mostly 
the simple things which the prudent motorist 
ca rries out about once a month anyway. The 
only off-beat thing is a note to check the tight
n~of the steering column clamp bolt on 
Pl steering models. This is important. 

Serious servic ing starts on the 60 00. Tappets . 
points. plugs , belt tension. ti ming , both static 
and adva nce , oi l change , oil f ilter replacement. 

and dynamo bearing lubrication we re all carried 
out in the usual way. T hen the wheel alignment 
- is in . toe-out- is checked , and a suspicious 
eye run over all the rubber shrouds coveri ng 
universals, ball joints . etc. 

Early cars had oil surge troubles . by the way, 
which can be cured by fitting the latest pattern 
of oil p ick· up st rainer and by using a late dip
stick. The original stick was the wrong length. 
would you believe! The strainer can be removed 
by taking off the transmission " f ront" cover, 
on the nearside of the engine. You ca n do this 
without engine removal. 

The only othe r thi ng on the 6 000 is a check 
on rear brake adjustment-normal square key 
arrangement- and on d isc pad wear. You 

might also cl ean up the oi l fi ller cap. and t he 
rubber diaphragm type breather. A failure in 
this latter item can ca use m uch oi l-burning . 

T he 12 ,000 is the same again plus cha nges 
of air filter . plugs . oi l filler cap , and a visual 
check on the condition of the rea r b rake shoes . 

A couple of points are worth mention ing 
here: f irstly , t ighten the air f ilter nuts ha rd . as 
they are prone to slackening; and secondly. 
check t he torqu e of th e head nuts on early cars . 
as som e of the head studs were prone to 
stretch ing , caus ing gasket fail ure. The nuts 
should be 50 Ib./ft. 

ROUTINE REPAIRS 
BMC had ironed out many of the early f wd 



snags by the time they got round to the 1800. 
Things like drive-shaft couplings. constant 
velocity joints, the nylon cups which take the 
ball ends of the Hydrolastic struts, and several 
other Mini and 1100 weaknesses were some
what beefed up for the bigger brother, and the 
general consensus of expen opinion is that 
these items last better on ' the 1800 than on 
other fwd models. 

Balljoint wear is about average for this sort 
of car. A little play can be taken up on the 
adjustable housings by removal of shims-but 
once the balls or sockets show visible signs of 
wear , they must be replaced. 

Both the front suspension upper suppon 
arms and the rear swinging arms pivot on taper 

roller bearings. These, like the wheel bearings, 
are greased for life on assembly, and if you 
have to replace them you must be prepared 
for some tricky work with feeler gauges and . 
with the swinging arms, some clever stuff with 
a spring balance to adjust the pre-load. The 
wheel bearings also require the juggling of 
spacers or shims to set up the correct tolerances, 
You will need a special puller to yank off the 
rear hub. 

Top end engine work is all pretty straight
forward, but you can't , of course, get at the 
crankshaft without taking the clockwork com
pletely out. The same goes for the clutch , which 
is something of a nuisance , although the idler 
gear can be shimmed-a job involving the use 

of beeswax to ascenain end float with the cover 
in place-with the engine still in. The clutch 
thrust pads used to wear quickly on early cars, 

Replacement of speedo . throttle and -hand
brake cables is pretty straightforward, but the 
three cables which transmit the movement 
from the gearlever to the box involve a bit of 
stripping . 

MAJOR REPAIRS 
The engine-out job isn 't too bad-the easi e~( 

way is to take the whole thing out complete 
with cooling system and radiator intact . 

The Hydrolastic suspension produces its 
usual problem that you can' t pump it up your
self . If you have to replace a unit, or do some 



Cylinders 4-in-line Final drive ratio 3.882:1 
Bore/stroke 80.26 mm X 88.9 mm Brakes Front discs 9-} in., 
Displacement 1798cc reBr drums, 9 in. 
BHP(net) 80 at 5000 rpm Wheels Pressed steel, 
ValvegeBr ohv 4! J X 13 
Carburettor SUHS6 Kerb weight 23.4cwt. 
Fuelpump SUAUF704 
OiJfilter Full flow, replaceBble 

element CAPACITIES 
Clutch 8 in. diaphragm Cooling system 9.5 pints 
GeBrbox Four-speed all synchro E ngine/ gBBrbox 10 pints 

automatic option Fuel tank 70.5 gallons 

.'.' 

1------- 8'10"-----.., 

. PRICES NEW 
Austin 1800 Mk /I 
M()rris 1800S 
Walseley 18/85 
Automatic ~a 

£1021 
£1079 
£1105 

£107 

SECOND-HAND 
1964 £400 
7965 £460 
1966 £530 
1967 £630 
7968 (Mk/) £740 
1968 (Mkll) £850 
Wolseley 1967 £800 
1968 £860 
Automatics: 
r-'q £875 

J £975 
WOlseley 1967 £850 
1968 £920 

13' 10" --------".., 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS 
, 

PARTS PRICES 
. ! 

. . , ...... •• • • . 1 . . . .. . . 
Power steering £42 Short engine £52 
Reclining seats £20 Exchange gearbox £40 
Heated rear window £20 Clutch assembly £11 

Front displacer £12 

ACCESSORIES Exhaust system £8 
Exchange power steering £19 

Wheel trims £5 Front wing £10 
Seat covers £75 Doorshell £8 
Wing mirrors £3 Disc pads (set) £4 
Roofrack £4 CVjoint £6 

GARAGE CHARGES TOOLS NEEDED 
tBased on £2 per hour) 

'Engine out and back 
Decoke (ex. perts) 
Drive-shaft overhaul 

and replacement 
Front displacer renewal 
Clutch out and back 

Comprehensive set of ring 
£18 and open-end A / F spanners. 
£23 Sockets are a great help. 

Torque spanner, claw extrac
£9 tor, and hub puller needed
£5 other special tools can be 

£22 improvised 

PERFORMANCE FIGURES 

PASSING TIMES 

ACCELERATION FROM REST SPEED TIME (seconds) 

M.P.H. 5678910111213141516 

20-40 

30-50 

40-60 

FUEL CONSUMPTION 

SPEED 
M.P.H. 

30 

40 

50 

30 

M.P.G. 

40 50 

. I 

11antastic adhesion" 
job that involves removing pressure from a 
displacer. you must bleed the pressure out of 
the system. do the work. and then drive slowly 
round to your local Mowog king and have it all 
pumped up aga in. Never move a suspension 
part off a displacer without releasing the pressure 
-a piston coming out under pressure could 
practically transfix you . 

The suspension on early cars. by the way. 
would occasionally develop an annoying creak. 
This was due to the displacer body rubbing in 
its housing-replacement with a later type. 
which has a plastic ring round the outside . is 
the answer. 

.For the engine overhaul a lot of special BMC 
tools are ava ilable . but you should be able to 
get away w ith a claw extractor for the crank
shaft gear and pulley. a main bearing cap 
remover of one sort or other-an item which 
could probably be improvised w ith little trouble 
-a torque wrench . and a what's -it for grinding 
in the oil pressure rel ief valve. The others are 
mainly mandrils of various types which the 
careful man should be able to get round . 

BODY 
The 1800 has been on the market now for 

f ive years . and even the earliest ones are not 
yet beset with serious rust problems. The fi rst 
place it comes th rough is usually in the sills 
under the doors. however. and it is a good idea 
to nip underneath every now and then to clean 
out the dra in holes on the inside of the sills . 
A good underseal job. as usual . works wonders . 

FOR THE DRIVER 
W e have already mentioned the main pros 

and cons of the 1800. to which we can add 
that the engine is smooth. if not overpowerful. 
This smoothness is marred by the hesitant 
bounce of t ransmiss ion surge . which seems so 
inseparable from the east-west fwd layout . 
The damper which 18005 now have under the 
thrott le stop to prevent the revs dropping right 
down as soon as you take yourfoot off probably 
does help in reducing su rge. but we didn't 
much fancy the " ind irect'· feel it imparted . 

The handling characterist ic is understeer. 
followed by more understeer . followed by st ill 
more understeer. The adhesion is fantastic. in 
spite of a tendency to pitch and roll sharply on 
bumpy corners. The 1800 has a bu ilt- in safety 
factor in the fact tha t the faster you go th e 
more the front tyres scrub. and the more the 
front tyres scrub the more speed you lose . . 
Cornering hard is an int erest ing balance between 
the optimum cornering force-which is very 
high indeed-and the speed at wh ich it.all stans 
to slow down. We found the best bet was to 
throw the ca r in hard and open the thrott le 
to open out the radius with increasing under
steer as you went round. Difficult . in practice . 

The car we had on test was a Morris 1800 
w ith opt ional power steering. We never liked the 
low-geared manual steering on 1800s anyway. 
but for our money t his power set-up has 
achieved an all-time high in nastiness. There 
is no feel whatsoever-what w ith t his and the 
rather unnatural movement of the suspension . 
one feels it is just as well the " Iand crab" is a 
good roadholder. If it wasn·t . you 'd never have 
much idea when it was going to let go. 

There was bags of room everywhere . alt hough 
the front seat layout precluded the use of the 
car a" anything more than a five-seater. The boot 
wa~ cavernous-dare we suggest that a little of 
tha' space might have been better employed in 
the angine room ? 



CLUTCHES, CLUTCHES AND MORE 
CLUTCHES! f'\ 

By Daryl Stephens 

The following letter is the current situation in the debarkle of the re manufactured clutch 

carbon thrusts . 

Mr Daryl Stephens, 
22 Davison Street, 
Mitcham 3132 . 
Vic 

25 - 8 - 99 

Carbone Lorraine Australia Pty Ltd, 
Box 196, 
Fairfield 3078 
Vic. 
Attention Mr Mark Patriaka 
&/or Mr Allan Hodges 

Dear Sir, 
Re totally unsatisfactory re manufactures carbon thrust bearings 
for Austin 1800. My letter d.d 13/5/99 refers 

Following several phone discussions with your company since my letter of 13 -·5 - 99 
I have no option but to request full reimbursement for the unsatisfactory carbon 
thrusts. 

Not only do they last 5,000 k's maximum, there is that much carbon dust flying around 
the clutch bell housing that it enters the starter motor and causes it to malfunction. ~ 

In other words, your carbon thrusts cost each member about $1,000 in !3bour to 
change and another $100 for starter motor repairs ! 

Obviously, none of tl.e recipients of these faulty palis are willing to trusi your company 
again . I am also very surprised that your company lacks tbe ability to test these parts 
before selling them. 

Therefore, I hereby request full financial re imbursement for the monies paid. 

Yours sincerely 

Daryl Stephens 



UTCH & BRAKE SPECIALISTS 
7 • '3 Little Ryrie Street, Geelong 3220 

Ph: (03) 5229 3850, (03) 5229 5077 

The positive side to it is that Craig Weaver has discovered an enterprising firm in Geelong 
Victoria who for many years have been fitting roller bearings instead of carbon thrusts . 

Apparently, some 10 years ago, a staff member became fed up with carbon thrusts chewing 
out. A lot of research was done, and a Nissan Pintarra roller bearing [ part number GSB 379 
] was selected as a replacement. It proved so successful that evelY 1800 that has come into 
the workshop since then has been fitted with one 

In basic terms, the pad on the pressure plate that the carbon presses on is removed, ailowing 
the bearing the press directly onto the fingers . The carbon is removed from the carrier and 
the bearing installed. 

As this is being read , the new system is already in the rally car of Paul Nicholls and the mk 
11 of Adam Stephens.{ It is debateable which of these cars receives more of a pounding! ] 

Also , the Company offer a mail order service . This may save one the inconvenience of sitting 
around Geelong for 3 hours while they work on the clutch . Cost is $95-00 plus postage if 
applicable . 

Good one, Graig ! 

I@>CViJn CLUTCH & BRAKE SPECIALISTS ~S~~9~~4868357 
7· 13 Lit. Ryrie St. , Geelong, Vic. 3220. Phone: Office: 52294021 and 2, Spare Parts: 5229 5077, 52293850. 

Fax: 03 5229 8940 
Trade Supplied - Repairs Promptly Executed - Supply and Fit Shock Absorbers, Hydraulic Hoses 

Special ist Bonding , Resleeve and Overhaul Hydraulic Cylinders - All work guaranteed 

INVOICE 02060 
.:·::::·:.·.c.S~: ... : : ··:·: .: :·~~::: .. ·.:::.: .:: :::::':.::.:'. Order No . ...... ........ .. .................... .. 

Reg 'n No . .......... ........ ..... ....... " .... .. 

Kilom~res """'''' ' ''''''''''''C).Ci.; '''' 

Date . ~ .~.\ .: ....... "J .. : ....... .... . ! ... I .. .. 
Part Number Description Qty Retail Price Unit Price Total 

Q.D,,~~0~ii0Z0\Q,xe:\ •••••• ••••••••••..•••.•• •••••.•.•• .•• ,SS. OS. 
Q§S·~~;)5:::: : ::::f.~0~ .. ·:: ... :·.::::·: :·: '.:;:::" .::: .... : :: .. ::::: ::.: : ::::':.'::::: 4Q::~::: I 

:"::.::.::::::::::.:.:::" .:.:""·::ffi~ci.: : ." . :~·. : : . : ::.::.: .:: '''''.::':::::.: :.:.::::: '.:: :: :::.:::::::' :::::::::: ::::::::::: 



HANS COMPTER 
P.O. BOX 4023 
KAMa, WHANGAREI 
NEW ZEALAND 
NOUVELLE ZELANDE 

\ 
\ 

Date .... .... .... ......... ... ... ..... .... .......... ... . 

Mr John Webster ' 
74 Walker Crescent 
Canberra ACT 2604 
Australia 

Dear John, 

8/7/99 

Following today's phone conversation please find a set of photos of the 1970 Austin 3 
Litre De Luxe Automatic which is for sale. It is in really excellent condition and presents 
very well. We purchased it from the previous one-owner Bayne family in our city tnt 
Whangarei. Enclosed is also a copy of Bayne' s driving experiences which I received 
last year. 

300 ofthese relatively rare 3 Litres came to New Zealand. Today I think there would be 
less than lOin driveable condition and warranted for use on our roads. 
On a separate sheet is a history of what was done to the car by the Bayne family and us. 

This is a very powerful, comfortable and fast car which I can really recommend. It only 
had 3 loving owners in its life (Father and son Bayne and myself). We used it as a 
courtesy car for visiting European (restoration) customers. 
The price is AUS$ 4900.- (firm) which is free-on-board Auckland /NZ. 
In other words we pay the costs for delivery and some export documents + port handling. 
By roll-on roll-off the shipping costs are NZ$ 1800.- Import into Australia would be 
inexpensive because it is 30 years old. 

Re other British Leyland cars here in NZ I am quite willing to lookout for similar very 
sound ones and report back to you with photos and if a car looks good enough 
independent Automobile Association test reports. This can be done on a to be agreed 
commission basis. 

Awaiting your reply with interest. 

Kind re rdS:-0 Hans ompter 

COMPS IMPEX (N.Z.) LTD. 
DI~ECTORS : B.N. &. S. COMPTER 

i 

. INC. RARE CAR MUSEUM AT KAURI 

TELEPHONE (09) 435-2608 

TELEFAX (09) 435-1994 



AUSTIN 3 l.ITRE DELUXE 
By: 

r---British Leyland Ltd, Longbridge, Birmingham, England. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Austin 3 Litre was produced from 1969 to 1971. 
Wolsley had just been taken over by Austin - Morris .which resulted in the big British Leyland organisation. 
The big Wolsley car had been very successful in the market pla~. It was a strong reliable and luxurious car for its time 
and well accepted by the middle to upper market. Austin had a similar vehicle in the Austin Cambridge - the 
specifications were almost identical. 

Austin now had to do something to hold this market and it was time to put something new out from the new company. 
Nothing had been designed or was ready - market trends were still being considered along with new design trends in the 
European market. 

Meantime the Austin-Morris Maxi 750, 1100/1300 and mini market were going weii. The enlarged famiiy 1800 was 
just being launched and things looked very gOod for it. 

The 3 litre was therefore developed quite quickly to hold this upper market while the latest trends were being developed. 
It used the technology of the current production for example the rear window is from the 1800 and the front window is 

(\from the Maxi. All the suspension at this time from Austin-Morris was on the Hydrolastic format so the 3L suspension 
was a beefed up copy with the addition of a unique self leveling pump and rams on the rear trailing suspension run off 
an additional fan-belt. 

Being such a large car (over an imperial ton weight) the power train needed to be quite large. There was one three litre 
that Austin had produced. It was for the Healey sports car. It was a straight 6 cylinder and could be quite 
temperamental- run beautifully or like a rabbit. But the power was right so it was redesigned and improved from 
experiences with the sports car and linking this with the very successful Warner gear box and twin webbly carburetors 
(used by Jaguar and Rover), a very reliable system was put together. 

The market was held for these three years while the !lext car was being designed. It was another 1800 with a wedge 
shaped bOn-net through toa· cut back rear window. The market was very reserved about this futuristic looking car. 

The Austin 3L is a great car for long haul on the open road. Loves to stretch its legs tto. Its ride is quite superior for its 
day with full power braking and steering its handling is surprisingly easy for its weight and length. (it is deceptively 
longer than it looks). However if the motor is not running it is almost impossible to steer or brake and jump starting or 
being towed is not a recommended option. 

~ The hydrolastics and self leveling rams on the back suspension give a very smooth yet firm ride and handling (even if 
one tends to drive through comers to fastbecause of it and subsequently reduce the tire wear). 

While it is vinyl upholstery it is well formed and padded with armrest front and back. Wood grain veneer is used on the 
four doors and facia panel. The dash board layout is simple and Straight forward with many warning and IOntrollights. 
The speedo uses a sliding band system which was very popular in its day with several car manufacturers. The automatic 
gear selector is solid and straight forward but the gear changes are a bit clunky which is common for this age and type 
of gear box. The gear was used by Ford Falcon in AuStralia for many years and was very successful in out-back 
driving. 

, .... , 

.,... . 



Austin 3 Litre De Luxe / Automatic 1969170 

NZ registration 
Chassis No. 
Engine No. 

Mileage per 817/99 

Engine : (1994) 

: FI 4040 
: ABSAD7012M 
: 29AARCH7217 

: 103340 

Following a broken outlet valve the motor was completely reconditioned. 

Gearbox : (1990) - -" 
After losing first gear when towing a trailer the gearbox was completely reconditioned 
and a higher specification pressure ring from the Falcon was used for first gear. 

Steering: (1989) 
A new plastic ball joint fitted. 

Exhaust : (1997) 
New stainless steel mid-way muffler fitted. 

Selfleveling pump : (1983) 
New pump acquired from England and fitted. May need replacing again. 

B.Q.dy.: (1998) 
Complete rust treatment and repaint in original colour and depth of shine. Car looks 
beautiful. 

Upholstery : (1999) 
Light repairs of front seat bottoms, some fabric replacement at back, carpets repairs front 
& back. New edge trims to all doors. Door cappings : all newly veneered. Interior amd 
dash now look very nice again. 

Running gear : 
Very good brakes. All lines for suspension good. Rubber covers for rear trailing arms 
may need to be replac~some time in near future. 

Small repairs : (1999) 
Bonnet support hinge, LIB front door catch, exhaust bracket. Repair external sun visor. 

\ b 

'. 



Daryl Stephens 
Editor Landcrab Magazine 
Mitcham, Vic 

Dear Daryl, 

27 July 1999 

21 Stitt St, 
Walla Walla, 
NSW. 2659 
Phone 02 60 292 224 

I really enjoy reading your magazine, and I get a lot of useful information to keep my 1800s going well. I 
have used many suggestions for my car , but my biggest success so far is making a suspen·sion pump, and it 
works well. . 

In response to your invitation to contribute, I have decided to send you some magazine articles I have 
collected over the years. These are all related to the 1800 in one way or another. The article on the history 
of Austin cars is the exception, as it was written well before the introduction of the 1800, but it does give a 
few interesting stories about the man who started the whole company. . 

f\ 

1 doubt if there is anything in this pile that can be used in your magazine, but I'll let you be the judge of that. 
I am not as enterprising as some of your contributors who discover all kind of wonderful short cut~ to do a 
repair job, where scarce parts are to be found and how to make the 1800 a better car. 

Some bits that I can contribute on various topics: 

MANUALS: A list of manuals published for the 1800 would include: 
a. The BMC Workshop Manual published by the BMC Service Division, Cowley, Oxford, England. 
b. The Complete Morris Austin 1800 Workshop Manual - Scientific Publications. Part No 66 
c. Gregory's Auto Service Manual - Book 66 
d. BLMC 1800 Mkl & 2 - published by INTEREUROPE LIMITED, ENGLAND, covering Austin Mk I 
DE LUXE, Mk II DE LUXE, Mk lIS DE LUXE, ditto for Morris, and ditto again for Wolseley 18/85 . 
These cars which were introduced from Oct 1964 to Sept 1969 

r--J can imagine that readers would know about the first three of these, as they were readily available in 
Australia, but I have only seen one copy of the fourth . Things developed a bit differently in Europe for the 
1800, but the manual can be used for all repair jobs. It is my understanding that the Aussie 1800 was 
modified mainly in the body - having reclining seats on all cars, and having an improved ventilation system, 

for example. 

Are there any other useful manuals about? 
For practicality and good advice, I would add to the above list 
e. Beyond the Manual Pts 1 and 2, and magazines - Landcrab Club publications. 

f\ 

FUEL FILTER 
1 would like to see a note from our experts explaining why fuel filters were not fitted to the 1800 bearing in 
mind that modern cars would not be without them. If desirable, what is the best way to go about fitting them 

to an 1800. 



BOO KS Since I like reading, I would like to see a list of books which have in them yarns about cars, and 
in particular about the 1800 or other Austins . My library has quite a few books about cars, but only 0""-

which contains a lot about the 1800, and that is Evan Green's Journeys with Gelignite Jack (on loan, so 
cannot give you the publisher) His other books are also wonderful reading. A Boot Full of Right Arms 
(Casell, 1974) is about driving in Mrica in a P76. His Dust and Glory (Pan 1990) is about a mythical ROLin d 
Australia Rally. His Alice to Nowhere (Futura 1984) is also a good yarn. I believe he wrote other DC'('''::' ' 

but I do not have them. 

Some other books I have found good reading: 

One For the Road (A & R 1967) by Jack Pollard is about early motoring in Australia and N .Z. 
Bullock Tracks and Bitumen (RAA 1978) is about early motoring in S.A. but is of general interest to 
anyone who likes reading about the early vehicles in Australia . 
Cape Cold to Cape Hot by Richard Pape (Readers Book Club 1957) is the author's recollections of his trip 
in an Austin A90 from Norway to Capetown. ' . 
Ice Cold in Alex by Christopher Landon (Heinemann 1957 and Pan 1959) is a novel about a trip in an Army 
ambulance (an Austin) through the north Mrican desert during the Second World War. 

From the above list, you can see the books Ienjoy reading. There are any number of books with glossy p~r 
containing high quality photos of cars of all kinds, (and I have some) but these are of little interest to' 'me:
Give me a novel or true story that is well written any day. 

No doubt, there are many other avid readers in the Club. I would be very interested in the books about 
vehicles they have found interesting. If a list of these books could be published in your magazine sometime, it 
would make me, for one, very happy. It is up to you, of course, if you do anything about my suggestion . 

SUSPENSION PUMP. 
I made one using a clutch master cylinder, and found that it needs a one way valve to stop fluid returning to 
the reservoir as the handle is on the back stroke. As I do not have a supply of these devices in my workshop, 
I found the problem can be solved by using a vice-grip pliers on the flexible tube (I used the tube and fitting 
from an old hand pump) between the pump and the car. The pliers must almost completely close off the tube . 
A bit of experimenting will get it right. The assumption is that the pressure produced by the pump excee~ 
the pressure in the system, which means more fluid goes into the system than comes out in any compll __ 
stroke. Using this method, it is necessary to keep the handle immobile at its forward position while 
measuring the height of the car, or when taking a breather. This can easily be done with a piece of suitably 
bent fencing wire anchored to the reservoir. Another short cut I used was to jack up the side to be pumped 
up, as this makes it easier to get fluid into the system. Of course, it is necessary to bring the car back to the 
ground before height measurements can be made. 
A large trolley jack and piece of 4X2 at the right spot makes raising and lowering one side a breeze. 



FITTING A BRIGHTER INTERIOR LIGHT 
f'-- like a bright interior light, and the 1800 version leaves somewhat to be desired . For a few dollars, 12 volt 

halogen dichroic lights are readily available at Dick Smith and hardware shops. They are meant to be used to 
replace blown lights in modern houses, but work well in cars. Disregard the "ac 50 Hz." The lights are 50 
watt, so draw a bit over 4 amps. Five amp wires would be adequate. 
Theire is a choice of beam angles of 60, 38 or 13 degrees. I've got 38 degrees, but 60 . degrees may be better 
for illuminating the whole interior. Where to put it? I put mine at the centre of the front of the car, held in 
place by the wiring coming out from between the narrow lining strip above the windscreen and the ceiling 
panel It is desirable to have the positive wire to it live all the time, and I chose to come from the purple/white 
wire going to the existing interior light. 
Steps to follow : First, disconnect one battery terminal. Connect a 2m. length of wire to the PW wire. This 
wire can be threaded through the holes in the tubing up there as far as the windscreen. At this point it is 
joined by another wire (call it B) which goes down inside the pillar to the dash area. More about thi s wire 
later. The two wires are then squeezed behind the lining above the windscreen as far as the centre of the ca'L 
They are then soldered to the terminals of the halogen light. Use shrink plastic tubing wherever there i:" 
exposed wiring or terminals. This tubing is available in 1 m lengths and various diameters from Dick Sm~ th 

(Be sure to slip the tubing onto a wire before soldering. The tubing will shrink to about half its diameter by 
("'Ising one of those throwaway cigarette lighters, but will also shrink quite well using the hot end of a 

soldering iron) This takes a little longer than soldering to a tinned wire, but it can be done if you persevere. 
Bearing in mind that the light gets very hot when in use, there must be an air gap between the light and the 
lining, or the lining will go brown. A gap of one cm would be adequate. 
Wire B must now be connected to a switch. I used the switch normally used for the instrument lights, as I 
never switch these :ights off. Bring the switch and its wires out to the front , cut off the ter!"'1inals of these 
wires, and solder them together, insulating the soldered the area with shrink plastic tubing,. The instrument 
lights will now come on whenever the headlight switch is on. 
Wire B is now connected to one terminal of this switch. The other terminal is connected to a suitable earth 
point via a short wire. Put switch back into place. Reconnect battery terminal. 
Try it. Whenever this switch is now turned on, your bright light comes on. Great for reading road maps 
when lost, finding the dropped credit card or 20c, seeing if you have lost anyone on the trip, and so on, but 
only when the car is stationery, because the light is so bright. The factory installed interior light still works as 
before. 

~-)\ . i,/(, .. i 1/· -, -' - ; \ 
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An obvious improvement is to put the halogen light into some kind of holder .or-box. T?is wo~ld have t~ be 
desinned bearinu in mind the heat that has to be dissipated . I'm going to let mme dangle m the aIr for the time 

;::, ;::, 

bcing. . . 
Any enterprising person could fit one of these lights in the engine area or in the boot, where more lIght IS 

often desirable. 

All the best and keep up the good work. 

f'. / /) . . fJ.~- L S 

Herb Simpfendorfer 



P.S. 6 April 1999 

. . . but sent m~ch later 0 
The latest magazme has Just arnved at our place, and I note that you were m our area, and more to the pOil 
needed help. Since it was in the first week of the year, I would have been in Adelaide visiting relatives and 
going to weddings. Pity, I would have been able to help you, as I have some derelict motors here that are 
used for parts . I well remember the high temperatures in early January, and think highly of your 1800 getting 
there and back. Actually, I'm quite sure that there would have been oodles of head gaskets in Albury 
Wodonga, if you only would have known where to go, but, as you said, Sunday is not a good day to break 
down. The value of your article goes beyond entertainment, indeed, the experiences you have had could 
happen to the rest of us, and we can be suitably prepared if we are forewarned . 

Do come this way again sometime, and call in . We are at Walla Walla, about 30 minutes north of Albury. 
And if you need a part of two, I'll have the spanners ready to get them off my spare parts vehicles. It would 
be my pleasure to look after you. . 

The latest magazine is again informative and interesting, but best of all was your (and your 
recollections of your trip . If you make a similar trip twice a year, that would guarantee entertaining re o ' . g 
for the rest of us soon after those trips I 

Sincerely, 

./J . . C 
o f l.;".0-- .J , 

----



sales 
mk 1 1967 77,000 GC no reg Sydney Ron[02] 9833 2290 offers 

mk 1 196658,000 E.C. $2,500 [02] 95671838 Sydney 

mk 11 Auto unreg Somerville [ 03 J59 778 416 

mk 11 Auto RWC 50,000 [03] 9808 3009 

mk 11 auto Reg $500 Frankston [03] 9789 2739 

mk 11 1969 Man 95,000 unreg offers [02] 4868 2077 Berrima 

mk 1 Tasman auto [02] 4626 1985 $150 

m 11 auto's Freebie Kynhton Vic 54 222 596 

mk .11 man 1968 new clutch 70,000 as new Bairnsdale Vic 051 530926 

mk 11 auto 90,000 offers [03] 9735 3411 

mk.11 auto Oxley OLD $600 Neil Scott 0411 758 133 

mk 11 ute Gold Coast [07] 5525 1075 

mk 11 auto fair condition unreg. $1 ,000 [03] 9878 6547 

2 x 1800 bodies and motors 
1 x 1100 no motor but all there 

~ 1 x 1500 body and motor goes well 
2 x 1800 windscreens 

2 Seymour Street, Ariah Park [02] 6974 1293 

FEAR IS FAITH IN EVIL 



INTRODUCING .... 
Anthony Murray 40 Fifth Street 

Weston NSW 2326 
Kimberely 

Editorial or I don't mean to bragg! 
I have just installed, or rather watched while David Ealey installed an English Mk 111 1800 rod 
gear change into my mk 1 manual. Basically, I was sick of hydraulic lock. Although I have only 
driven about 20 k's with it, it makes the old gear change seem very poxy ! 

A full report will issue next newsletter, if I can finally learn to drive this new computer. 

Some Technical Tips for you. 

The MGB temperature gauge sender will work in the Austin 1800, but the reading may be lower than the 
original , this means that once the needle passes the normal area the engine is starting to overheat and its best 
to stop and check that the engine is OK. 

The next time you go to a swap meet try and buy as many small parts for your vehicle as possible, becausr 
items like points and the older style coil will one day be no longer available, due to modern cars and their 
computelised electronic systems no longer use them. 

If you damage the large diameter thread ,"",hich holds the ball joint to the suspension arm of your Landcrab, it 
can in most cases be repaired by using a 1/4 inch Whitworth plug tap mounted in a suitable holder (a piece of 
dowel will do) and scrape it along the damaged area. 

That 's all for now folks Peter J. 

.... 



SIMPFENDORFER Herb 21 Stitt Street [02] 60292224 
00 Walla Walla N.S.W. 2659 

Kin kora Gladstone Old 4680 
SMALLCOMBE 00 90 IIlawarra Dve [079] 781 527 

Franklin Kin Kora Gladstone OLD 4680 

SNEDDEN RichardOO 36 Claremont Ave, [03] 9509 9110 
Malvern Vic 3144 

STEPHENS Daryl 00 22 Davison Street (03) 9873 3038 
Mitcham Vic 3132 

STEVENSON Bill 00 23 Shinnick Drive 0419436914 
.". Oakhurst NSW 2761 

STRELNIKOV Basil 00 256 Walsh Street (070) 921 535 
Mareeba Old 4880 

SUMMERELL Bruce 00 Verona Road. Ouaama [02] 6493 8522 
;a 

Via Bega 2550 B/H[02] 6492 9575 
SWILE Rodney 00 35 Dehilia Street 320062221 

Marsden O.L.D. 4132 
T ADMAN Peter 00 PO Box 283 (07) 3266 4537 

Nundah Old 4012 
Van De Wiel Hanika 00 456 Ryrie Street [03] 52 298 202 

East Geelong Vic 3219 

Mk 1 1800 

2 utes 

2 Wolsley 6's 

2 x Mk 1 
Mk 11 
Mk 11 

Mkl 
Mkll 
Mk1 ute 

Mk 11 

Mkll 
Mk I Ute .. 
Mk 11 1800 

VERKROOST Chris 00 26 Kensington Road 02] 9799 9204 Mk 
Kim. 

Summer Hill NSW 2130 
VINCENT Andrew 00 44 Heathcliff Cres [02] 9948 8123 Mk 111800 

Balgowlah Heights NSW 2093 
WALDOCK Ian 00 Box 287 Theodore Mk 11 1800 

: i OLD 4719 
W~TSON John 00 10 Eastcote Lane, 

.~ Wellington 
Kent [081] 856 3013 Mk 11 Morris 
England DA 162X 

WEAVER Craig 00 C/- 180 Kees Road [03] 5282 2518 Mk 11 1800 
Lara Vic 3212 

WIL TSHIRE Ian 00 37 Old Borough Drive [08] 8325 0109 Mk 11 1800 
Onkaparanga Hills SA 5163 Maxi 1750 

WINWOOD Jonathon 158 Prince Charles Ave [02] 9668 8406 Mk 1 1800 & 
01 Kurnell NSW 2231 Mk 11 1800 

WOOD Tony 00 31 All hallows Road 0011 441 253352 730 
Blackpool England FY2 OAS 

WRIGHT Cameron 00 The Court House [03] 5343 2390 Mk 11 
Learmonth Vic 3352 

11 

(' 
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Please Mr. Hans Compter don't change HISTORY 

In Mr Compter's comments on the Austin 3 Litre Deluxe in the last edition of our 
clubs newsletter he stated that 'Wolseley had just been taken over by Austin -
Morris which resulted in the big British Leyland organisation'. 

How far from the truth is this? 

Well the truth is this. 

1. Wolseley was purchased by William Morris in 1927, and remained his private 
property until he transferred it to Morris Motors in 1935 . 

2. When Austin merged with the Nuffield group in 23rd November 1951 (it was 
really a take-over as Austin' s COE Len Lord controlled BMC), the Nuffield group 
consisted ofMG, Morris Motors, Riley and Wolseley. 

3. The British Motor Corporation (BMC) name was registered on the 251h February 
1952. 

4. British Motor Holdings (BMB) was formed on the 141h December 1966 when 
BMC merged with Jaguar. 

5. The British Leyland Motor Corporation (BLMC) was formed ' on the 14th May 
1968 and the name lasted until 20th May 1975 when it became British Leyland 
Ltd. BLMC was the take-over ofBMH by the Leyland Motor Corporation. 

6. From here on the name has changed may times. 

7. The Austin 3 Litre was released at the 1967 London Motor Show and was 
. produced until 1971 , a total of 9992 examples being made. In fact a full prototype 

was photographed at Longbridge in Apri I 1963 thi s prototype was coded AD061 . 

Information for Ian Ripley 

Most MG specialists will be able to help him with a camshaft, as they fit Landcrab 
heads and modified camshafts to MGBs. Most MG specialists are not that expensive 
these days and will help owners of Land crabs. 

The 1800 tie rod end ball joint is the same as the MGB. 

BMC part numbers as requested 

I . Boot sealing rubber 
2. RHF door seal 
3. LHF door seal 
4. RHF door seal 
5. LHF door seal 

24G2942 
HYA4158 
HYA4159 
HYA4160 
HYA4161 

. 
r; 
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HOGG Allan 00 22 Huntingdale Ave (02) 9522 8184 Mkl Kimberley 
Miranda NSW 2228 A 30, A 90, A 95 

HOPKINS Rick 00 PO Box 51 (048) 402 309 3 Mk 1 s [1 ute] 
Taralga NSW 2580 . 2 Mk 11 s 

HUCK David 00 Leyland Park 585 [02] 6365 8328 Mk 1 1800 " 
Burrendong Way, March NSW2800 Mk 111800 

JONES Peter 00 4 Yarandin Court silent Mkll 
Worongary Old 4213 [not silent 

KENNON Tim 00 12 Nirissa Gve (03) 9304 1 021 Rally Car 
Oak Park Vic 3046 SMO 225 G 

LEAMONT Scott 00 25 Oliver Street 0414385673 Mk1 
Hardboard NSW 

LEDDEN Ouin 00 Box 135 (02) 9660 3672 Mk 11 1800 
Annandale NSW 2038 

LEIGHTON Adrian 00 20 Clarinda Avenue [02] 4751 6926 Mk 1800 
Faulconbridge NSW 2776 Mk11 1800 

LENMY Ed 00 51 Prince St (048) 212 015 Mkl Auto . 
Goulbourn NSW 2580 

LEWIS Chris 00 18 Lucas Street (03) 95965730 Mk 11 
Caulfield South Vic 3162 

LOCKE Richard 00 31 Sunways Ave (03] 62 486 765 Looking for the 
7 Mile Beach Tas 7170 right one ! 

LYLE Ken 00 3/11 Foundry St Mayland (08) 9271 3737 Princess 1800 
Perth WA 6051 Mkl Sedan MI 

Mkll Sedan 
MAEiSHALL Clifford 00 69 Enfield Avenue [02] 4571 1211 Mk 11 1800 

North Richmond NSW 2754 
MARSHALL Geoff 00 19 Anne St (03) 9877 1425 1800 Ute 

L. Blackburn Nth Vic 3130 A70 Ute r--
MA KELLAR Robert 00 33 Third Avenue [07] 3869 0834 Mk 11 Kimberely --" 

<- Sandgate OLD 4017 M 1 Kimberely 
McAVOY Jane 00 C/- 180 Kees Road [03] 5282 2518 Mk 11 1800 

Lara Vic 3212 
MciNTYRE Ian 00 18 Yondell Avenue [02] 47514338 2 x 1800Mk 11 

Springwood N.S.W.2777 
McLEAN Keith 00 89 Sheechy Street [07] 4928 1024 Kimberely 

Rockhampton OLD 4701 Ute 
McPHAIL Stephen 00 19 Joan Street (02) 9645 2190 3 x 1800 Mk 11 
s 

Chester Hill NSW 2162 2 Morris Nomad 
McVEA Donald 00 8 Rutter Avenue [03] 5962 5015 2 Mk 11s 

Healseville Vic 3777 
MATTHEWS David 01 P.O.Box 121 Liadhurst 0011441 892 784 000 

East Sussex U.K. Mk 11 Ute 
MEDLEN Robert 00 2 Grassdale Rise (08) 370 7794 Mk 1 1800 

Woodlea Estate 
Aberfoyle Park SA 5159 

,In 



LET ME say here and now 
that this is not going to be 
a catalogue of mechanical 
faults and failures. In 
16,400 miles my 1800 has 
only let me down once, 
when the petrol pump 
stuck. A well- placed kick 
cured this problem and the 
pump was later replaced 
under guarantee as a 
precaution. 

BY EDWARD EVES 

EARLY reports on the 1800 
tended 10 be tales of 
disaster. From m y vantage 

point in the Midlands I knew some
thing of the sweat and tears that 
went into the production develop
ment of the car during 1965 and 
1966. So late last year when the 
time came for me to change m y car 
it seemed to be a good idea to have 
a 1967 model , just to see what 
progress had been· made. After 
15,000 miles of rroublefree motor
ing I had TO go 10 Alec Issigonis and 
Charles Griffin to learn about the 
problems they had tackled, so that 
J could relate them 10 my experi
ence of the car. The slOry of these 
modifications is a fascinating one 
but it is a pity that at least some of 
the snags could not have been 
eliminated in more extensive 
prototype testing. 

KUE 388D was delivered just 
10 days before Christmas by the 

. Dona!d Healey [vlotor Company of 
\'i'arwick. The only proviso made 
was that the car should be to the 
latest specification-important at 
the time because the car delivery 
strike was causing a big build-up in 
stocks-and that it should have the 
optional r.:cIining seats. 

That the car had not been spe
cially prepared by the works was 
evidenced by ~h e fact that the boot 
refused to shut after the third time 
of use, and that the driver's door 
would onl" remain closed if one 
pushed it - TO very discree tly. A 
heany slam caused it simpl y 10 

bou nce open. An annoying thing, 
but not really a fault, was that the 
spokes of th e steering wheel were 
not level when mOloring in a 
straight line . The boot lid was 
fixed by gently tapping the striker 
U-bolt with a hammer, the door 
was adjusted by Healey's at the .... 
600 mile service. Nobody seemed to ,... 

AUSTIN 1800 
16,400 MILES 
Austin 1800 in Brussels, 

.'\. , 

.:... ;;:.; . 
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WHO'S WHO 

AS AT 8/11 / 99 

AM.V.C. of O.l.D. 1376 Old Cleveland Road (07) 3399 1152 
Carindale O.l.D. 415 , 

A.MV.C. of N.S.W. Box 3943 Parramatta (02) 9651 2394 
N.S.W. 2124 

AMV.C. of W.A Box 189 Bassendean (08) 9622 1192 
W.A 6934 

ALLEN Peter 00 6 A Lambeth Place [03] 9534 7726 Mk 1 1800 
St Kilda Vic 3182 

ANDERSON Graeme 00 3 Buffalo Rd (02) 9816 3389 Kimberley 
Gladesville NSW 2111 

BAI~D Mary 00 34 Culzean Cresent [03] 524 38154 Mk 11 1800 
Highton Vic 3216 

BARLING Joe 00 125 The Ridgeway Ching (081) 529 608 Wolseley 6x3 
London E4 60U U.K Wolsele 

BERRY Walter 00 12 Elkin Ave, (02] 4987 1680 Mk 1 & Mk 11 
-Raymond Terrace NSW 2324 Austin 1800 mk I 

BLAND John 00 25 Keats Street [02] 9871 5674 Mk 11 Tasman 
Carlingford N.S.W.2118 

BOURDAIRE Rudy 436 Maitland Bar Rd (063) 733 633 Mkll 
00 Mudgee NSW 28 

BRENDLE Clifford 00 133 Old Para Court [03] 9434 2226 Mk 11 1800 
Montmorency Vic 3094 

BR!NKMAN Walter 00 Box 77 Balkins Road [03] 5572 4744 Mk 1 1800 
Hamilton Vic 3300 

BRIGHT Douglas 0-0- 26 Boynton Street [03] 622 92665 Mk 11 1800 
Kingston Tas. 7050 

BRYANT Glen 00 18 Lochbuy St (06) 251 7813 Tasman Mk 1 i-

McOuarie ACT 2614 -../ 

BULL Cameron 00 21 Marcus Road [03] 9551 1 880 Mk 11 1800 , 
Dingley Vic 3172 

BURFOOT Jim 00 250 School house Road (03] 5964 7356 SWBGipsy 
Woori Yallock Vic 3139 LWBGipsy 

CALLARD David 00 54 Collins Street [07] 55973847 2 Mks 
Bennowa OLD 4217 

CAMERON Derek 00 26 Tudawali Cres Mk 1 1800 
Mulgrave 3170 Vic 

CAMERON Laurie 00 913 Riversdale Road [03] 9836 6406 Mk 1 & 11 1800 
Surrey Hills 3123 

CAMPBELL David 00 3 Forest Avenue [07] 5465 7070 Mk 11 Ute 
Plain Land OLD 4341 

CHIPLIN Gabe 01 121 Cressy Road [02] 98872881 Ute 
East Ryde NSW 2113 

CODD Peter 00 Box 2351 Nerang East [07] 5545 2204 Mkl1966 f-

O.l.D. 4211 Mkll1970 
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plumbing in the engine 
co,moairtm"nr: the underside of the bonnet 

SOlmC/-a,OSC)fD.InQ padding 

particular process the 
to pass clear through 

. s was impossible with 
1800 engine be

'n bearing webs, so 
Ul.'lII\)lIL~ ll\)lIC:U finish was adopted. 

ideal, the 
this gave was found 

sufficient oil during the 
period, which resulted 

scuffing and consequent 
the piston rings. 
of the diamond 

in churning losses 
oil heating through 

with the pistons. Oil 
tpnnne'r"'ilres in excess of the safe 

experienced on con
igh speed cruising before 
p.h. ,Limit. Reduction of 

capacity from 15 pints to 
s, by simply issuing a 
re-calibrated dipstick, 

cured the oi l heating. 
res are now lower 

rs with the same engine 
the north-south 

was conducted 
aCI-ordi r, ,, to the advice given in the 

\\~th . the adl;litional 
precaut that the engine was 
never alowed to labour. The car 

was not driven continuously at ' 
70 m.p.h. until '1,000 miles showed 
up. A great fillip to the running-in 
process was given when a business 
trip to Munich gave some con
tinuous fast running on German 
auwbal/Tlel/. 

At the low mileage of 15,000 one 
would hardly expect drive shaft 
problems. Alec Issigonis told me 
that a great deal of development 
had been done to eliminate spline
locking' under power, the locking 
action which binds up the drive 
shaft splines under power and 
causes a bonking noise. The 
original design called for internal 
splines in the differential , lubrica
ted by engine oil. This lu bricant 
was found not to have the 
necessary high pressure lubricat
ing properties, so the splines 
were isolated from the engine oil 
by seals and packed with molyb
denum grease. This in turn tended 
to dispense itself through the oil 
seals into the engine oil. The 
final solution was a design similar 
to that of the Mini and 1100, with 
external splines packed with a 
special grease and hermeticallv 
sealed by bellows to take care of th~ 
differential piston action of the 
splines. 

Clutch Strap Breakage 
Clutch trouble was also a bug

bear of early production models. 
Here again, I had no trouble with 
my car, but it is worth while 
knowing that the original trouble 
was caused by the clutch driving 
straps breaking. These st raps 
transmit the drive from the clutch 
cover to the output shaft, taking 

the place of a spline in that 
bending they allow axial m(we'm,"nr 

of the clutch withdraw 
relative to the body. More 
draw movement than was 
necessary was allowed and 
overslroking broke the straps. 

Restriction of the 
movement and laminated 
provided an interim cure 
the final remedy was to 
away the straps and to spline 
withdraw bearing directly to 
diaphragm spring. 

The clutch withdraw 
itself called for some 
Because of its large di 
high rubbing speed caused 
heating which the mass of 
bearing could not soak up. In 
fir st place the withdraw 
body was iricreased in size to 
a better heat sink. When 
bearing was splined to the 
in the final design it was 
to reduce the bearing 
and the reduction in rubbing 
final ly cured the high tpn,ne'r""ll 
problem. 

Perhaps the throttle 
which was introduced in late 1 
was one of the more subtle 
of development engineering. 
first production cars the 
bushed inboard drive shaft 
had soft bushes to absorb 
engine vibrations which might 
transmitted along the shafts 
back into the body by way 
suspension. It was found 
closing the throttle 
speed created over-run 
even tually destroyed the 
bushes. To cure this, 
bushes were fitted which inc 

4fe ' of the joints but created 
'1jhe 70 in.p.h. booming body 

.~esonance which beset my own car . 
The answer was simply to slow 

down the throttle closing rate 
.hld eliminate sudden over-run 
~bads by fitting a pneumatic damper 
actuated by a lever in the ""end of 
the butterfly spindle. It was fitted 
.W. conjunction with a miths 
p rogressive ' throttle linkage which 
f revented jerky throttle 0 ning 
f nd sudden torque 10adinL on 
acceleration. As a result tb! - ft 
rubbers were reinstated a J e 
~oom stopped. It was · jyst un
fortunate that KUE 3881)' was 
bade at the time which came after 
lhe introduction of the throttle 
tl amper and before the return of 
koft rubber bushes to the pro
duction line. 
I . 
Engaging First Gear 

I It seems to have been a charac
leristic of several B.M.C. cars that 
it should be difficult to engage 
fi rst gear from a standstill. I 
recall one or two Minors which had 
this aggravating characteristic, 
lvhich I put down to parsimony 
'n gearbox thrust bearings. But it 
was hardly expected that the 
~ 800 should suffer from the same 
family failing. I am told that 
I here were two reasons for it. One 
~\' as that the original end clearance 
~pecified for the transmission 
Idler wheels was too f~ll , 
causing the second motion ____ ,[t 
~ o bind. The other reason was 
that oil leaking along the gear
shift cable caused a hydrau lic 
aock in the end fittings; this was ~ 
:cured by drilling an oil relief hole. ,. 



time to time the most recent being second 
in our class 1999 Rally of The Valley. One 
year we even fin ished fourth in the club 
champion-ship. however the competition 
has got tougher or I'm getting older or 
both . now if we finish in the top ten we 
consider it a win . Peters contribution has 
been a major factor in our successes he 
really has turned out to be a great 
navigator. 

1994 saw Mary competing in the Variety 
club bash the crew Anne Nicholls. Ursula 
Smolen and Jeff Roberts raised over 
$30.000 to walk away with the highest 
fund rai ser award. Naturally enough 
Marys dress wa s changed drama tically 
she wa s cove red in flowers had a garden 
on her roof complete with lawn mower . 
bugs and sprinklers Th e th eme was 
Flower Power wi th the cre\\- dressed as 
hippies and All You . 'eed Is Love blasting 
out of the PA system Other mod ifications 
included flowers on the wipers. a third 
sea t and fridge. After the event we 
reta ined the competition number 44 for 
some time bu t we ended up starting at 
the end of the field. When as~ed why we 
were using 44 we joked that it wa s the 
average age of the bash crew and the 
measurement of one of my ex-wives 
th ighs ~ 

Thi s year will see us enter the bitumen 
events in the Clubman which apar t from 
the colour (BRG ) is just abou t as 
diametrical ly apposed to a Landcra b as 
you can gel. Lets hope we have as mu ch 
fun as when we are playing wi th Mary. 

Paul Nicholls 

18 

Second in closs in the 1999 Rolly in the Volley. 

Mary and her support vehicle. 
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Something 
About Mary 
HRA stalwarts, Paul Nichols 
and Peter Shearman have 
campaigned the famllar 
Austin t 800 Land Crab 
(aITectioately named MarY) 
for quite a few years. Paul 
explains here how Mary came 
to be, and what they have 
gone through getting her 
there. 

Mary, as Driven 
b~' Peter & Paul 
(OK A TALE or nvo BLOKES ",ITII CRABS!) 

ONCE ppon a time I was under the 
impression that to "rally" required a 

licence that wa s practically unobtainable. 
So getting involved in th e Var'lety Club 
Bash seemyd like a good alternative. after 
all the only thing required to "ba sh" , is 
money. 

I got a ca ll one day from a bloke ca lled 
Jim Ryan . who !.Old me t.he car cl ub he 
belonged to was due to meet at. the 
Anchor and Hope in the same room and 
on the same night as the bash - cou ld we 
share the venue? We did. and J was 
introduced to HRA. 

J entered my first HRA event with John 
Coleman in his Puegeot 403. Preparation 

In the begining .. 

16 
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was extensive - a map light wired direct 
to the batteryl Half way through the 
daylight navigation section, it dawned on 
me that J was supposed !.O make a note of 
those numbers on the cule little white 
boa rd s Qri th e. piece·of paper an official 
gave us at the stim . The night section 
was in the Hea th co te forest and was 
being used as practice/shakedown by a 
number of the forth coming London to 
SydneyentranLs in a var iety of brilliant.ly 
prepared vehicles. There we were in a 
403 with a map lighl lhat had just melted. 

The occasion was made even more 
memorable by my in troduction l.0 Ron 
Verschuu r. We sl.Oppeci LO offer assistance 
after he had head-buued. a. tree in the 
company utel 

Peter Shearman and i had been officials 

~r 

on the Tour ']"AdeJaide. Terry Lawrie tIle 
TTA director had a complimentary entry 
Into th~"Repco MountaIn Rally" andJls he 
was d1Jlg the "London to Sydney" he • 
passed-+!. on to Peter and I. The problem 
was, we-didn 't have a car. We didn't have , . 
any experience in preparing a car or even 
knowin~ what veh,icle to select (anything 
but. a P~llgeo t). 

Eventually J settled on the idea of an 
Austin 1800 - they were cheap, In fact we 
only paid $150· for Mary in running 
cond ition, and for the fir st couple of , 
years. every event. we went. In to we , ,ore 
offere0 cars free or for next to nothi 

Nol. marly-people were using "L&nd ' bs" 
to i'a~ly. , probably reali sing ,their limited 
potential. Even th e factory gave up r a 
couple of years, but. J did remembe~ 

- seein~-a. vehicle in Adelaide: an ex- r,grks' 
. • < L~n do~' ~ Sydney car that had impressed 

. me. ~ 

Peter Shea rman and I did one of Glad 
Fish' s navigation school cour s~s and 

: enter~d the George Woods TriaL We did 
three sec tions and the hydrolasLic .. • 
suspension (This Car Floq ts on Fluid

'
) 

burst. on one side, we got lost, then 
bogged and decided to cut and run to the 
finish. Besides that Pet.e wa s getting sore 
from getting thrown all over the standard 
fronl. seat as his seat belt kept on coming 
loose. My sea t. wa sn't much better bu t at. 
least I had the steering wheel to hold 
ont o' If we were going to keep doing this 
Wf' needed to develop th e vehicle and;l.lJ.,r 
ski ll s. ( . 

,;' 

J had no idea what. went int.o th e 
preparation of a rally cal'. so I begall 



Something 
About Mary 
HRA stalwarts, Paul Nichols 
and Peter Shearman have 
campaigned the familar 
Austin 1800 Land Crab 
(affectioately named Mary) 
for quite a few years. Paul 
explains here how Mary came 
to be, and what the~1 have 
gone through getting her 
there. 

Mary, as Driven 
by Peter & Paul 
(OR A TALE 01' lWO BLOKES WITII CRABS!) 

ONCE !lPon a time I was under th e 
im pression that to "rally" required a 

licence that was practically unobtainable. 
So getting involved in the Variety Club 
Bash seem~d like a good alternative. after 
all th e only thing required to "bash", is 
money. 

I gOL a ca ll one day from a bloke ca lled 
Jim Ryan, who told me t.he car club he 
belonged to was due to meet al. the 
Anchor and Hope in the same room and 
on the same night as the ba sh - could we 
share the venue? We did. and I was 
introduced to HRA. 

I entered my first HRA event with John 
Coleman in hi s PuegeoL 403. Preparation 

In the begining .. 
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was extensive - a map ligh t wired direct 
to the baLLery ' Half way through the 
daylight navigation section, it dawned on 
me that I wa s supposed t.o make a note of 
those numbers on the cute litUe white 
boards Qri the piece·of paper an offic ial 
gave us at the start.. The night section 
was in th e Hea thcote forest and was 
being used as practice/shakedown by a 
number of Ule forth coming London to 
Sydney entrants in a variety of brilliant.ly 
prepared vehicles. There we were in a 
403 with a map light lhat had just mel ted. 

The occasion wa s made even more 
memorable by my in traduction l.0 Ron 
Verschuur. We st.oppecl t.o offer assistance 
after he had head-buued. a. tree in the 
company ute' 

Peter Shearman and I had been official s 

on the Tour T'Adelaide. Terry Lawrie tile 
TTA director had a complimentary entry 
mto th~"Repco Mountam Rally" andJ s he 
wa s d1Jlg the "London to Sydney" he '. 
passed-tJ, on to Peter and I. The problem 
was, we-didn't have a car. We didn't have , . 
any experience in preparing a car or even 
knowin€t what veh,icle to select (anything 
bul. a Pe:ugeot). 

Even wally I settled on the idea of an 
Austin 1800 - they were cheap, In fact we 
only paid $150-for Mary in running 
cond ition, and for the first. couple o~ 
years. every event we went mto we .W 're 
offere~ cars free or for next to nothi 

Nol. marlJi.people were using "Lll.nd bs" 
to i'a~ly" . probably realising ,their limited 
potential. Even th e fa ct.ory gave up - a 
co uD!e of years, but, I did remember:' 

- seeing.-a. vehicle in Adelaide: an ex-wi rk~ ' 

. •• L~ndo~·~eSydney car that had impnfssed 
. tn e. ~ 

Peter Shearman and I did on e of Glad 
Fi sh' s navigation school cours~s and 

. ente r~d the George Woods Trial. We did 
three sec tions and the hydrolastic 
suspension (This Car F'loqts on FJuid l ) 

burst on one side, we got. lost. then 
bogged and decided to cut and run to th e 
finish. Besides tha t Pel.e wa s gelling sore 
from geLLing thrown all over the standard 
front seaL as hi s seat belt kept on coming 
loose. My seat, wa sn't much beLLer but at. 
least I had the steering wheel to hold 
on to l If we were going to keep doing this 
w(' needed to develop the vehicle and(ll!! 
sk, lIs. 

I hac! no idea what. went into the 
prepa ration of a rally car, so I begalJ 

_./ 

'.~ .... . , , 



We have had our minor successes from 
time to time the most recent being second 
in our class 1999 Rally of The Valley. One 
yea r we even fini shed fourth in the cl ub 
champ ion-ship, however the competition 
has got tougher or I'm getting older or 
both, now if we finish in the top ten we 
consider it a win . Peters contribution has 
been a major factor in ou r successes he 
really has turned out to be a great 
navigator. 

1994 saw Mary competing in the Variety 
club bash the crew Anne Nicholls, Ursula 
Smolen and Jeff Roberts rai sed over 
$30 .000 to wa lk away with the highest 
fund raiser award. Naturally enough 
Marys dress was changed dramatically 
she was cove red in flowers had a garden 
on her roof complete with lawn mower. 
bugs and sprinklers The theme was 
Plower Power with the crew dressed as 
hippies and All Youeed Is Love blasting 
out of the PA system . Other modifications 
included flowers on the wipers. a third 
seat and fridge. After the event we 
retained the competition number 44 for 
some time but we ended up starting at 
the end of the field. When as~ed why we 
were using 44 we joked that it was the 
average age of the bash crew and the 
measurement of one of my ex-wives 
thigh s' 

Th is year will see us enter the bitumen 
events in the Clubman which apart from 
th e co lour (BRG) is just about as 
diametrically apposed to a Landcrab as 
you can get. Lets hope we have as much 
fun as when we are playing with Mary. 

Paul Nicholls 
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Second in class in the 1999 Rally in the Valley. 

Mary and her support vehicle. 
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Above: A pneumatic damper acting on a lever (A) 
at the end of the butterfly spindle slows 
down the throttle closing rate to eliminate 
sudden over-run loads. which caused some 
trouble in early models 

Right: Tidy plumbing in the engine 
compartment; the underside of the bonnet 
has sound-absorbing padding 

but in this 'particular process the 
tools have to pass clear through 
the bores. This was impossible with 
the five-bearing 1800 engine be
cause of the main bearing webs, so 
a diamond honed finish was adopted. 
\Vhile theoretically ideal, the 
original finish this gave was found 
to hold insufficient oil during the 
running-in period, which resulted 
in piston scuffing and consequent 
damage to the piston rings. 
Development of the diamond 
finishing process has produced a 
bore finish which will hold oil and 
the piston manufacturers have 
also provided mol ybdenum sul
phide coated rings which help to 

avoid scuffing. 
Oil consumption and main 

bearing life were also improved in 
1965 when it was found that the 
original sump level was far too 
high, resulting in churning !osses 
and excessive oil heating through 
contact with the pistons. Oil 
temperatures in excess of the safe 
limit were experienced on con
tinuous high speed cruising before 
the 70 m.p.h. ,limit. Reduction of 
the sump capacity from 15 pints to 

12-l- pints, by simply issuing a 
longer, re-calibrated dipstick, 
completely cured the oil heating. 
Sump temperatures are now lower 
than in cars with the same engine 
installed 111 the north-south 
position. 

Normal Running-in 

Running-in was conducted 
according to the advice given in the 
handbook \\~th the additional 
precaution that the engine was 
never allowed to labour. The car 

was not driven continuously at ' 
70 m.p.h. until 1,000 miles showed 
up. A great fillip to the running-in 
process was given when a business 
trip to Munich gave some con
tinu ous fast running on German 
au lOball1lell. 

At the low mileage of 15,000 one 
would hardly expect drive shaft 
problems. Alec Issigonis told me 
that a great deal of develbpment 
had been done to eliminate spline
locking ' under power, the locking 
action which binds up the drive 
shaft splines under power and 
causes a bonking noise. The 
original design called for internal 
splines in the differential, lubrica
ted by engine oil. This lu brican t 
was found not to have the 
necessary high pressure lubricat
ing properties, so the splines 
were isolated from the engine oil 
by seals and packed with molyb
denum grease. This in turn tended 
to dispense itself through the oil 
seals into the engine oil. The 
final solution was a design similar 
to that of the Mini and 1100, with 
external splines packed with a 
special grease and hermetically 
sealed by bellows to take care of the 
differential piston action of the 
splines. 

Clutch Strap Breakage 
Clutch trouble was also a bug

bear of early production models. 
Here again, I had no trouble with 
my car, but it is worth while 
knowing that the original trouble 
was caused by the clutch driving 
straps breaking. These straps 
transmit the drive from the clutch 
cover to the output shaft, taking 

----___ • __ 0- . _ ___ ._ ,_. __ _ 

the place of a spline .in that by 
bending they allow axial movement 
of the clutch withdraw race 
relative to the body. More with-

l 
draw movement than was strictly 
necessary was allowed and 'the 
overstroking broke the straps. 

Restriction of the wilhdraw 
movement and laminated s'traps 
provided an interim cure but 
the final remedy was to throw 
away the straps and to spline the 
withdraw bearing directly to the 
diaphragm spring. 

The clutch withdraw bearing 
itself called for some redesign. 
Because of its large diameter the 
high rubbing speed caused over
heating which the mass of the 
bearing could not soak up. In the 
first place the withdraw bearing 
body was iricreased in size to fonn I 
a better heat sink. When the 
bearing was splined to the spring 
in the final design it was possible 
to reduce the bearing . diameter 
and the reduction in rubbing speed 
finally cured the high temperature 
problem. 

Perhaps the throttle damper 
which was introduced in late 1965 
was one of the more subtle pieces 
of development engineering. On the 
first production cars the rubber
bushed inboard drive shaft joints 
had soft bushes to absorb any 
engine vibrations which might be 
transmitted along the shafts and 
back into the body by way of the I 
suspension. It was found that 
closing the throttle suddenly at 
speed created over-run loads which 
eventually destroyed the rubber 
bushes. To cure this, harder 
bushes were fitted which increased 

the .. life ' of the joints but created 
. the 70 in.p.h. booming body 
resonance which beset my own car. 
' . The answer was simply to slow 
'down the throttle closing rate 
artd eliminate sudden over-run 
loads by fitting a pneumatic damper 
actuated by a lever in the end of 
the butterfly spindle. It was fined 
i..I;l. conjunction with a miths 
progressive ' throttle linkage hich 
prevented jerky thronle 0 iling 
and sudden torque 10adinL on 
acceleration. As a result tbf - ft 
rubbers were reinstated a .ie 
boom stopped. It was · just un
fortunate that KUE 3881) was 
made at the time which came after 
the introduction of the throttle 
damper and before the return of 
soft rubber bushes to the pro
duction line: 

Engaging First Gear 

It seems to have been a charac
teristic of several B.M.C. cars that 
it should be difficult to engage 
first gear from a standstill. I 
recall one or two Minors which had 
this aggravating chanicteristic, 
which I put down to parsimony 
in gearbox thrust bearings. But it 
was hardly expected that the 
1800 should suffer from the same 
family failing. I am told that 
there were two reasons for it. One 
was that the original end clearance 
specified for the transmission 
idler wheels was too ,r-"-U, 
causing the second motion .ft 
to bind. The other reason--Was 
that oil leaking along the gear
shift cable caused a hydraul ic 
lock in the end fittings; this was ~ 
cured by drilling an oil relief hole. , 
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WHO'S WHO 

AS AT 8/11 1 99 

A.M.v.C. of O.L.D. 1376 Old Cleveland Road (07) 3399 1152 
Carindale O.L.D. 415 , 

A.M.v.C. of N.S.W. Box 3943 Parramatta (02) 9651 2394 
N.S.W. 2124 

A.M.v.C. of W.A. Box 189 Bassendean (08) 9622 1192 
W.A. 6934 

ALLEN Peter 00 6 A Lambeth Place [03] 9534 7726 Mk 1 1800 
St Kilda Vic 3182 

ANDERSON Graeme 00 3 Buffalo Rd (02) 9816 3389 Kimberley 
Gladesville NSW 2111 

BAI~D Mary 00 34 Culzean Cresent [03] 52438154 Mk 11 1800 ~ 

Highton Vic 3216 
BARLING Joe 00 125 The Ridgeway Ching (081) 529 608 Wolseley 6x3 

London E4 60U U.K Wolsele 
BERRY Walter 00 12 Elkin Ave, (02] 4987 1680 Mk 1 & Mk 11 

. Raymond Terrace NSW 2324 Austin 1800 mk I 
BLAND John 00 25 Keats Street [02] 9871 5674 Mk 11 Tasman 

Carlingford N.S.W.2118 
BOURDAIRE Rudy 436 Maitland Bar Rd (063) 733 633 Mkll 

00 Mudgee NSW 28 
BRENDLE Clifford 00 133 Old Para Court [03] 9434 2226 Mk 11 1800 

Montmorency Vic 3094 
BR!NKMAN Walter 00 Box 77 Balkins Road [03] 5572 4744 Mk 1 1800 

Hamilton Vic 3300 
BRIGHT Douglas 0-0- 26 Boynton Street [03] 622 92665 Mk 11 1800 

Kingston Tas. 7050 
BRYANT Glen 00 18 Lochbuy St (06) 251 7813 Tasman Mk 1 ,r----. 

McOuarie ACT 2614 -.-/ 

BULL Cameron 00 21 Marcus Road [03] 9551 1880 Mk 11 1800 
Dingley Vic 3172 

BURFOOT Jim 00 250 School house Road (03] 5964 7356 SWBGipsy 
Woori Yallock Vic 3139 LWBGipsy 

CALLARD David 00 54 Collins Street [07] 55973847 2 Mks 
Bennowa OLD 4217 

CAMERON Derek 00 26 Tudawali Cres Mk 1 1800 
Mulgrave 3170 Vic 

CAMERON Laurie 00 913 Riversdale Road [03] 9836 6406 Mk 1 & 11 1800 
Surrey Hills 3123 

CAMPBELL David 00 3 Forest Avenue [07] 5465 7070 Mk 11 Ute 
Plain Land OLD 4341 

CHIPLIN Gabe 01 121 Cressy Road [02] 98872881 Ute 
East Ryde NSW 2113 

CODD Peter 00 Box 2351 Nerang East [07] 5545 2204 Mkl1966 
O.L.D. 4211 Mkll1970 
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LET ME say here and now 
that this is not going to be 
a catalogue of mechanical 
faults and failures. In 
16,400 miles my 1800 has 
only let me down once, 
when the petrol pump 
stuck. A well- placed kick 
cured this problem and the 
pump was later replaced 
under guarantee as a 
precaution. 

AUSTIN 1800 
16,400 MILES 
Austin 1800 in Brussels. by one of Europe·s most modern landmarks 

BY EDWARD EVES ' 

EARLY reports on the 1800 
tended to be tales of 
disaster. From my vantage 

point in the Midlands I knew some
thing of the sweat and tears that 
went into the production develop
ment of the car during 1965 and 
1966. So late last year when the 
time came for me to change my car 
it seemed to be a good idea to have 
a 1967 model , just to see what 
progress had been" made. After 
15,000 miles of trou blefree motor
ing I had to go to Alec Issigonis and 
Charles Griffin to learn about the 
problems they had tackled, so that 
I could relate them to my experi
ence of the car. The story of these 
modifications is a fascinating one 
but it is a pity that at least some of 
the snags could not have been 
eliminated JJ1 more extensive 
prototype testing. 

KUE 388D was delivered just 
10 days before Christmas by the 

. Donald Healey /v\otor Company of 
\'\'arwick. The only proviso made 
was that the car should be to the 
latest specification-important at 
the time became the car delivery 
strike was causing a big build-up in 
stocks-and that it should have the 
optional reclining seats. 

That the car had not been spe
cially prepared by the works was 
e\·idenced by ~he fact that the boot 
refused to shut after the third time 
of use, and that the driver' s door 
would only remain closed if one 
pushed il to very discreetly. A 
heany slam caused it simply to 
bounce open. An annoying thjng, 
but not really a fault, was thai the 
spokes of the steering wheel were 
not level when motoring in a 
stra ight line. The boot lid was 
fixed by gently tapping the striker 
U-bolt with a hammer, the door 
was adjusted by H ealey's at the ..... 
600 mile service. Nobody seemed to ,.. 

.. , 
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HOGG Allan 00 22 Huntingdale Ave (02) 9522 8184 Mkl Kimberley 
Miranda NSW 2228 A 30, A 90, A 95 

HOPKINS Rick 00 PO Box 51 (048) 402 309 3 Mk 1s [1 ute] 
Taralga NSW 2580 . 2 Mk 11 s 

HUCK David 00 Leyland Park 585 [02] 6365 8328 Mk 1 1800 " 
Burrendong Way, March NSW2800 Mk 111800 

JONES Peter 00 4 Yarandin Court silent Mkll 
Worongary Old 4213 [not silent 

KENNON Tim 00 12 Nirissa Gve (03) 9304 1 021 Rally Car 
Oak Park Vic 3046 SMO 225 G 

LEAMONT Scott 00 25 Oliver Street 0414385673 Mk1 
Hardboard NSW 

LEDDEN Ouin 00 Box 135 (02) 9660 3672 Mk 11 1800 
~ Annandale NSW 2038 

LEIGHTON Adrian 00 20 Clarinda Avenue [02] 4751 6926 Mk 1800 
Faulconbridge NSW 2776 Mk11 1800 

LENNY Ed 00 51 Prince St (048) 212 015 Mkl Auto . 
.... Goulbourn NSW 2580 

LEWIS Chris 00 18 Lucas Street (03) 9596 5730 Mk 11 
Caulfield South Vic 3162 

LOCKE Richard 00 31 Sunways Ave (03] 62 486 765 Looking for the 
7 Mile Beach Tas 7170 right one! 

LYLE Ken 00 3/11 Foundry St Mayland (08) 9271 3737 Princess 1800 
Perth WA 6051 Mkl Sedan MI 

. Mkll Sedan 
MAElSHALL Clifford 00 69 Enfield Avenue [02] 4571 1211 Mk 11 1800 

North Richmond NSW 2754 
MARSHALL Geoff 00 19 Anne St (03) 9877 1425 1800 Ute 

ll. Blackburn Nth Vic 3130 A70 Ute ,r--. 

MAG§<ELLAR Robert 00 33 Third Avenue [07] 3869 0834 Mk 11 Kimberely ---' 

\. Sandgate OLD 4017 M 1 Kimberely 
McAVOY Jane 00 C/- 180 Kees Road [03] 5282 2518 Mk 11 1800 

Lara Vic 3212 
MciNTYRE Ian 00 18 Yondell Avenue [02] 47 514 338 2 x 1800Mk 11 

Springwood N.S.W.2777 
McLEAN Keith 00 89 Sheechy Street [07] 49281024 Kimberely 

Rockhampton OLD 4701 Ute 
McPHAIL Stephen 00 19 Joan Street (02) 9645 2190 3 x 1800 Mk 11 
s 

Chester Hill NSW 2162 2 Morris Nomad 
McVEA Donald 00 8 Rutter Avenue [03] 5962 5015 2 Mk 11s 

Healseville Vic 3777 
MATTHEWS David 01 P.O.Box 121 Liadhurst 0011441 892 784 000 

East Sussex U.K. Mk 11 Ute 
MEDLEN Robert 00 2 Grassdale Rise (08) 370 7794 Mk 1 1800 

Woodlea Estate 
Aberfoyle Park SA 5159 

I in 



Please Mr. Hans Compter don't change HISTOR Y 

In Mr Compter's comments on the Austin 3 Litre Deluxe in the last edition of our 
clubs newsletter he stated that 'Wolseley had just been taken over by Austin -
Morris which resulted in the big British Leyland organisation' . 

How far from the truth is this? 

Well the truth is this. 

I. Wolseley was purchased by William Morris in 1927, and remained his private 
property until he transferred it to Morris Motors in 1935. 

2. When Austin merged with the Nuffield group in 23rd November 1951 (it was 
really a take-over as Austin' s COE Len Lord controlled BMC), the Nuffield group 
consisted ofMG, Morris Motors, Riley and Wolseley. 

3. The British Motor Corporation (BMC) name was registered on the 25th February 
1952. 

4. British Motor Holdings (BMH) was formed on the 14th December 1966 when 
BMC merged with Jaguar. 

5. The British Leyland Motor Corporation (BLMC) was formed on the 14th May 
1968 and the name lasted until 20th May 1975 when it became British Leyland 
Ltd. BLMC was the take-over ofRMH by the Leyland Motor Corporation. 

6. From here on the name has changed may times. 

7. The Austin 3 Litre was released at the 1967 London Motor Show and was 
. produced until 1971 , a total of 9992 examples being made. In fact a full prototype 

was photographed at Longbridge in April 1963 this prototype was coded AD061 . 

Information for Ian Ripley 

Most MG specialists will be able to help him with a camshaft, as they fit Landcrab 
heads and modified camshafts to MGBs. Most MG specialists are not that expensive 
these days and will help owners of Land crabs. 

The 1800 tie rod end ball joint is the same as the MGB. 

BMC part numbers as requested 

1. Boot sealing rubber 
2. RHF door seal 
3. LHF door seal 
4. RHF door seal 
5. LHF door seal 

24G2942 
HYA4158 
HYA4I59 
HYA4160 
HYA4161 

"r 
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SIMPFENDORFER Herb 21 Stitt Street [02] 6029 2224 
00 Walla Walla N.S.W. 2659 

Kin kora Gladstone Old 4680 
SMALLCOMBE 00 90 IIlawarra Dve [079] 781 527 

Franklin Kin Kora Gladstone OLD 4680 

SNEDDEN RichardOO 36 Claremont Ave, [03] 95099110 
Malvern Vic 3144 

STEPHENS Daryl 00 22 Davison Street (03) 9873 3038 
Mitcham Vic 3132 

STEVENSON Bill 00 23 Shinnick Drive 0419436914 
.... Oakhurst NSW 2761 

STRELNIKOV Basil 00 256 Walsh Street (070) 921 535 
Mareeba Old 4880 

SUMMERELL Bruce 00 Verona Road, Ouaama [02] 6493 8522 
i'! 

Via Bega 2550 B/H[02] 6492 9575 
SWILE Rodney 00 35 Dehilia Street 320062221 

Marsden O.L.D. 4132 
T ADMAN Peter 00 PO Box 283 (07) 3266 4537 

Nundah Old 4012 
Van De Wiel Hanika 00 456 Ryrie Street [03] 52 298 202 

East Geelong Vic 3219 

Mk 1 1800 

2 utes 

2 Wolsley 6's 

2 x Mk 1 
Mk 11 
Mk 11 

Mkl 
Mkll 
Mk1 ute 

Mk 11 

Mkll 
Mk I Ute .. 
Mk 11 1800 

VERKROOST Chris 00 26 Kensington Road 02] 9799 9204 Mk 
Kim. 

Summer Hill NSW 2130 
VINCENT Andrew 00 44 Heathcliff Cres [02] 99488123 Mk 11 1800 

Balgowlah Heights NSW 2093 
Box 287 Theodore Mk 11 1800 
OLD 4719 

John 00 10 Eastcote Lane, 
~ Wellington 

Kent [081] 8563013 Mk 11 Morris 
England DA 162X 

WEAVER Craig 00 C/- 180 Kees Road [03] 5282 2518 Mk 11 1800 
Lara Vic 3212 

WIL TSHIRE Ian 00 37 Old Borough Drive [08] 8325 0109 Mk 11 1800 
Onkaparanga Hills SA 5163 Maxi 1750 

WINWOOD Jonathon 158 Prince Charles Ave [02] 9668 8406 Mk 1 1800 & 
01 Kurnell NSW 2231 Mk 11 1800 

WOOD Tony 00 31 All hallows Road 0011 441 253352 730 
Blackpool England FY2 OAS 

WRIGHT Cameron 00 The Court House [03] 5343 2390 Mk 11 
Learmonth Vic 3352 

r---
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INTRODUCING .... 
Anthony Murray 40 Fifth Street 

Weston NSW 2326 
Kimberely 

Editorial or I don't mean to bragg! 
I have just installed, or rather watched while David Ealey installed an English Mk 111 1800 rod r 
gear change into my mk 1 manual. Basically, I was sick of hydraulic lock. Although I have only 
driven about 20 k's with it , it makes the old gear change seem very poxy ! 

A full report will issue next newsletter, if I can finally learn to drive th is new computer. 

Some Technical Tips rOl' you. 

The MGB temperature gauge sender will work in the Austin 1800, but the reading may be lower than the 
original , this means that once the needle passes the normal area the engine is starting to overheat and its best 
to stop and check that the engine is OK 

The next time you go to a swap meet try and buy as many small parts for your vehicle as possible, becausr 
items like points and the older style coil will one day be no longer available, due to modern cars and their 
computerised electronic systems no longer use them. 

If you damage the large diameter thread v;hich holds the ball joint to the suspension arm of your Landcrab, it 
can in most cases be repaired by using a ] 14 inch Whitworth plug tap mounted in a suitable holder (a piece of 
dowel will do) and scrape it along the damaged area. 

That 's all for now folks Peter J . 

'-. 



sales 
mk 1 1967 77,000 GC no reg Sydney Ron[02] 9833 2290 offers 

mk 1 196658,000 E.C. $2,500 [02] 95671838 Sydney 

mk 11 Auto unreg Somerville [ 03 ]59 778 416 

mk 11 Auto RWC 50,000 [03] 9808 3009 

mk 11 auto Reg $500 Frankston [03] 9789 2739 

mk 11 1969 Man 95,000 unreg offers [02] 4868 2077 Berrima 

mk 1 Tasman auto [02] 4626 1985 $150 

m 11 auto's Freebie Kynhton Vic 54 222 596 

mk 11 man 1968 new clutch 70,000 as new Bairnsdale Vic 051 530 926 

-
mk 11 auto 90,000 offers [03] 9735 3411 

mk.11 auto Oxley OLD $600 Neil Scott 0411 758 133 

mk 11 ute Gold Coast [07] 5525 1075 

mk 11 auto fair condition unreg. $1 ,000 [03] 9878 6547 

2 x 1800 bodies and motors 
1 x 1100 no motor but all there 
1 x 1500 body and motor goes well 
2 x 1800 windscreens 

2 Seymour Street, Ariah Park [02] 6974 1293 

FEAR IS FAITH IN EVIL 
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